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FOREWORD

Because their classroom experience helps them to accurately identify needs in existing cur-
riculum, outstanding instructors from each of the MAVCC member states serve 09 a MAVCC
Resource Committee. Charged with planning and approving materials, the Resource Commit-
tee also includes selected representatives from industry whose input helps direct learning
objectives toward actual jobgetting skills that industry needs.

The instructor-industry input is nowhere more apparent than in Introduction to Welding.
Both groups demanded that welding safety be properly introduced and repeatedly accented.
Both instructors and industry representatives pinpointed needs for better student skills in
math and metallurgy. Industry wanted students to have a better appreciation for the world of
work, and an emphasis on the fact that along with the monetary rewards of a job goes an
equal amount of basic responsibility. And preparing and interviewing for a welding job is so
different from job interviewing in other occupations that industry wanted materials that more
realistically reflected the actual procedure.

So the committee process has made Introduction to Welding much more than a simple ori-
entation for students planning welding careers. It is a text that both instructors and students
will continue to use as a "reference" for a multitude of other welding activities both in training
and in the real world.

Instructional materials in this publication are written in terms of student performance, and
the criterion-referenced tests provide for uniform measurement of student progress. The com-
petency-based format should free welding instructors to spend more time in planning other
classroom and shop activities to personalize the learning process and better motivate stu-
dents in their learning endeavors.

Department of Labor projections indicate that the demand for welders will increase beyond
the average for other trades during the 1980's. Introduction to Welding presents the fundamen-
tals for students willing to meet the challenge and advance their careers in an industry that
rewards talent with good pay and better lives.

v 0I"'

Larry Barnhardt, Chairman
Board of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium



PREFACE

In its Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the Department of Labor suggests that a Combina-
tion Welder should be able ". .. to fabricate or repair .. . according to layouts, blueprints, ...
[with a] variety of arc and gas welding equipment." There are other requirements, but those
brief remarks are enough to merit a well-rounded training program, and MAVCC has attempted
to provide curriculum equal to the ambitious task.

Introduction to Welding is the first book in MAVCC's new seven-text welding series. The six
others are: Oxyacetylene Welding and Cutting; SMAW, Shielded Metal Arc Welding; GTAW, Gas
Tungsten Arc Welding; GMAW, Gas Metal Arc Welding and FCAW, Flux-Cored Arc Welding;
Shielded Metal Arc Pipe Welding; and Welding Blueprint Reading and Layout.

Introduction to Welding is basic to each of the other books in the series, but beyond that
point, text selection provides instructors with an impressive flexibility for planning local pro-
grams to fit local needs.

Whether it's an Ag program dedicated to basic skills in oxyacetylene and stick, or a long-
range program designed to produce a multi-skilled combination welder, MAVCC's is the combi-
nation series that can best accomplish the task.

.vii
...., %.,

Ann Benson
Executive Director
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

Instructional Units

Introduction to Welding includes six units. Each instructional unit includes some or all of
the basic components of a unit of instruction: performance objectives, suggested activities
for teachers and students, information sheets, assignment sheets, job sheets, visual aids,
tests, and answers to the test. Units are planned for more than one lesson or class period of
instruction.

Careful study of each instructional unit by the teacher will help to determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period
B. The skills which must be demonstrated

1. Supplies needed
2. Equipment needed
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Amount of class time needed for demonstrations

C. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets or filmstrips that must be ordered
D. Resource people who must be contacted

Objectives

Each unit of instruction is based on performance objectives. These objectives state the
goals of the course, thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for the student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject matter
to be covered in a unit of instruction; and specific objectives, stating the student performance
necessary to reach the unit objective.

Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teaching-learning process, it is
important for the teacher and students to have a common understanding of the intent of the
objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives for this
curriculum to assist in promoting the effectiveness of the communication among all individ-
uals using the materials.

Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion to
answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instructional unit.

Teachers should feel free to add objectives which will fit the material to the needs of the stu-
dents and community. When teachers add objectives, they should remember to supply the
needed information, assignment and/or job sheets, and criterion tests.
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Suggested Activities for the Instructor

Each unit of instruction has a suggested activities sheet outlining steps to follow in accom-
plishing specific objectives. Duties of instructors will vary according to the particular unit;
however, for best use of the material they should include the following: provide students with
objective sheet, information sheet, assignment sheets, and job sheets; preview filmstrips,
make transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss unit and spe-
cific objectives and information sheet; give test. Teachers are encouraged to use any addi-
tional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid students in accomplishing the
objectives.

Information Sheets

Information sheets provide content essentia( for meeting the cognitive (knowledge) objec-
tives in the unit. The teacher will find that the information sheets serve as an excellent guide
for presenting the background knowledge necessary to develop the skill specified in the unit
objective.

Students should read the information sheets before the information is discussed in class.
Students may take additional notes on the information sheets.

Transparency Masters

Transparency masters provide information in a special way. The students may see as well
as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learning process. Transparencies
may present new information or they may reinforce information presented in the information
sheets. They are particularly effective when identification is necessary.

Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook where they will be immediately
available for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to the topic of discussion. They
should be left on the screen only when topics shown are under discussion.

Assignment Sheets

Assignment sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil activi-
ties to develop the knowledge which is a necessary prerequisite to skill development. These
may be given to the student for completion in class or used for homework assignments.
Answer sheets are provided which may be used by the student and/or teacher for checking
student progress.

Job Sheets

Job sheets are an important segment of each unit. The instructor should be able to, and in
most situations should demonstrate the skills outlined in the job sheets. Procedures outlined
in the job sheets give direction to the skill being taught and allow both student and teacher to
check student progress toward the accomplishment of the skill. Job sheets provide a ready
outline for students to follow if they have missed a demonstration. Job sheets also furnish
potential employers with a picture of the skills being taught and the performances which
might reasonably be expected from a person who has had this training.

9
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Test and Evaluation

Paper-pencil and performance tests have been constructed to measure student achieve-
ment of each objective listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test items may be pulled out
and used as a short test to determine student achievement of a particular objective. This kind
of testing may be used as a daily quiz and will help the teacher spot difficulties being encoun-
tered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit objective. Test items for objectives
added by the teacher should be constructed and added to the test.

Test Answers

Test answers are provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or student
for checking student achievement of the objectives.

10



INTRODUCTION TO WELDING

Instructional/Task Analysis

JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

UNIT I: WELDING ORIENTATION

15. Complete a personal information work
sheet

xv

1. Terms and definitions

2. Periods of arc welding history and their
historical importance

3. Standards and their importance to the
welding industry

4. Where welders work

5. Job cpportunities for welders

6. Welding processes and their functions

7. Difference between braze welding and
brazing

8. Cutting processes and their functions

9. The importance of welding and cutting
processes

10. Personal requirements for a success-
ful welder

11. Attitudes that promote job advance-
ment

12. Occupational advancements available
to welders

13. Occupational advancements available
to welders with some college

14. Abbreviations for professional organi-
zations that benefit welders

11



JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

UNIT II: WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID

1. Terms and definitions

2. Safety color codes and their uses

3. Accident prevention signs, their colors
and uses

4. Accident prevention tags, their colors
and uses

5. The ALWAYS rules for welding safety

6. The NEVER rules for welding safety

7. Shop safety rules

8. Eye safety

9. Good housekeeping rules

10. Factors contributing to back injury and
their causes

11. Steps in lifting safely

12. Things OSHA expects of an employer

13. Things OSHA expects of an employee

14. Rules for personal safety

15. Personal physical and hygiene require-
ments

16. Types of fires and their classifications

17. Types of fire extinguishers and their
uses

18. Types of fire extinguishers and their
recommended operations

19. Fire safety rules

12
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JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

20. Three components of the fire triangle

21. Handling and safe storage of gases

22. Rules for handling gas cylinders safely

23. Electrical safety

24. First aid for victims of electrical shock

25. First aid requirements for common
welding injuries

26. Ways to recognize shock

27. Steps in treating shock

28. Steps in controlling Weeding

29. Types of bleeding and their character-
istics

30. Pressure points for checking bleeding

31. First aid for eye injury

32. General guidelines for first aid emer-
gencies

33. Compiete a student safety pledge

34. Select proper first aid procedures

UNIT III: WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

xvii

1. Terms and definitions

2. Driving and chipping tools, their char-
acteristics and uses

3. Chisels, punches, and pry bars and
their uses

4. Files, their uses, basic shapes, and
cuts

13



JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

19. Identify basic hand tools

5. Wire brushes, their types and uses

6. Holding and anchoring tools, their
characteristics and uses

7. Alignment tools and their use.,

8. Types of jacks

9 Pulling and lifting tools, their charac-
teristics and uses

10. Measuring tools, their characteristics
and uses

11. Turning tools and wrenches and their
uses

12. Pliers and their uses

13. Manual cutting and shaping tools and
their uses

14. Power equipment, its characteristics
and uses

15. Positioning equipment, its characteris-
tics and uses

16. Basic rules for safe use of hand tools

17. Basic rules for safe use of power tools
and equipment

18. The number one rule for maintaining a
tool or piece of equipment

20. Identify basic power tools and equip-
ment

14
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JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

UNIT IV: BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY

1. Terms and definitions

2. Reasons for proper metal identification

3. Basic categories of metals

4. Alloys and their characteristics

5. Tests for metal identification and their
procedures

6. Basic elements of metallurgy

7. Mechanical properties of metals and
their characteristics

8. Types of mechanical strengths and
their meanings

9. Physical properties of metals and their
characteristics

10. The sub-zero temperature range and its
effects on ferrous metals

11. The black heat range and its effects on
ferrous metals

12. The red heat range and its effects on
ferrous metals

13. The white heat range and its effects on
ferrous metals

14. Ways of testing properties of metals

15. Principal alloying agents of steel and
their characteristics

16. Metals and ways to identify them by
appearance

17. Systems for identifying steel
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JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

18. Carbon steel classifications, charac-
teristics, and uses

19. Alloy steel classifications, characteris-
tics, and uses

20. Iron classifications, characteristics,
and uses

21. Aluminum, its characteristics and uses

22. AA system of identifying aluminum
and aluminum alloys

23. The AA temper designation for alumi-
num

24. Other aluminum abbreviations and
their meanings

25. Steps in identifying aluminum

26. Chemical tests for identifying alumi-
num alloys

27. Other nonferrous metals and typical
uses

28. Standard metal shapes available for
welding

29. Equipment requirements for spark test-
ing

30. Terminology used in spark testing

31. Residual stresses and v net they mean

32. Causes of rosidual stresses and distor-
tion

33. Heat applications and their uses in
weld quality control

34. Situations where preheating is usually
required

16
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JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

35. Methods of preheating and postheat-
ing

36. Torch preheating techniques and their
applications

37. Types of steels and their recom-
mended preheat temperatures

38. Temperature-sensing devices and their
uses

39. Ways to control distortion in welding

40. Ways to controi distortion with
restraining devices

41. Guidelines for correcting distortion in
welded components

42. Procedure for straightening a distorted
steel member

43. Identify selected metals by appear-
ance, color, and corrosion characteris-
tics

44. Identify metal shapes used for welding

45. Prepare a working reference for
straightening a distorted steel member

46. Conduct magnet tests to identify com-
mon metals used for welding

47. Conduct spark tests to identify com-
mon metals used for welding

48. Conduct chisel tests to identify com-
mon metals used for welding
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JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

UNIT V: BASIC MATH AND MEASURING

17. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide frac-
tions

18. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide deci-
mal equivalents

1. Terms and definitions

2. Basic mathematical terms and their
definitions

3. Advantages of decimal equivalent and
conversion charts

4. Uses for fractions

5. Uses for decimals

6. Methods for expressing fractions and
decimal equivalents

7. Percent and its uses

8. Units of measure found on rules

9. Steps for reading a rule

10. Steps in finding mid-point of a given
distance

11. Formulas for perimeters

12. Perimeters for rectangles, squares,
and triangles

13. Basic geometric figures

14. Areas of basic geometric figures

15. Measurements for circles

16. Methods of sizing commonly used
steel stock
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e JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

19. Convert fractions to decimal form

20. Write fractions as decimals and per-
cents

21. Write percents as fractions and deci-
mals

22. Write decimals as fractions and per-
cents

23. Make conversions with the decimal
equivalent and inches to decimal con-
version charts

24. Use the English-Metric Conversion
Chart

25. Measure distance with 1", 1/2", and 1/4"
graduations

26. Measure distance with 1/4" and 1/8"
graduations

27. Measure distance with 1/8" gradua-
tions

28. Measure distance with 1/16" gradua-
tions

29. Measure given line segments with 1/16"
graduations

30. Measure dimensions of given objects
with a rule

31. Measure given lines and objects with a
rule

32. Use a rule to draw lines and objects to
given specifications

33. Find the mid-point of given lines and
figures



JOB TRAINING:
Psychomotor

(What the worker should
be able to do)

34. Calculate the perimeters of given rec-
tangles

35. Calculate the perimeters of given
squares

36. Calculate the perimeters of given trian-
gles

37. Calculate the areas of given parallelo-
grams

38. Calculate the areas of given rectangles

39. Calculate the areas of given squares

40. Calculate the areas of given triangles

41. Calculate the areas of given rhom-
buses

42. Calculate the areas of given trapezoids

43. Calculate the circumferences of given
circles

44. Calculate the areas of given circles

45. Adjust a bevel square to a 45° angle
using a framing square, a combination
square, and a protractor

46. Use a combination square to form 90°
and 45° angles and to draw parallel
lines on selected metal stock

UNIT VI: APPLYING

RELATED INFORMATION:
Cognitive

(What the worker should know)

xxiv

FOR A WELDING JOB

1. Terms and definitions

2. Reasons why a worker needs a social
security card

3. Information required on a social secu-
rity card application

20



JOB TRAINING: RELATED INFORMATION:
Psychomotor Cognitive

(What the worker should (What the worker should know)
be able to do)

15. Complete a social security card appli-
cation

16. Prepare a personal resume

17. Write a letter requesting a job interview

18. Complete an application for employ-
ment as a weider

19. Complete a medical questionnaire

4. Guidelines for filling out a social secu-
rity card application

5. Reasons why beginning welders do get
jobs

6. Ways to find a job

7. What employers look for in a welding
job applicant

8. Why welding job applicants need to be
well prepared

9. Guidelines for preparing an effective
resume

10. Effective ways to arrange for a job
interview

11. Guidelines for filling out a job applica-
tion

12. Guidelines for making a good impres-
sion at a welding job interview

13. Guidelines for succeeding with a weld-
ing test

14. Guidelines for completing a medical
questionnaire

21
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INTRODUCTION TO WELDING

Tools, Equipment, and Materials List

Basic hand tools

Chipping hammer
Fitter's hammer
Mallet
Sledge hammer
Ball peen hammer
Assorted chisels
Drift punch
Center punch
Prick punch
Aligning pry bar
Assorted files
Card file
Wire brushes
Vise-Grip clamps
Bar clamps
C-clamps
Spring clamps
Vise
Platen table and accessories
Wedges
Clip plates or dogs
Flat bar
Yoke
Strongback
Assorted jacks
Turnbuckles
Come-along
Plate dogs
Slings
Adjustable wrench
Open-end wrench
Box-end wrench
Pipe wrench
Cylinder wrench
Torch wrench
Socket wrench and handles
Assorted screwdrivers
Allen wrench set
Assorted pliers
Hacksaw
Sheet metal snips
Bolt cutter
Pipe cutter

xxvii



Measuring tools

Pocket tape
Metal gauges
Drill point gauge
Wing dividers
Calipers
Rules
Levels
Plumb bob
Chalk line
Bevel square
Combination square
Steel tape
Framing square
Micrometer

Cutting and shaping tools

Angle iron cutter, notcher, and bender
Hossfeld bender
Beverly shear
Anvil
Tap and die set

Power equipment

Power shears
Power roll
Drill press
Pedestal grinder
Pedestal buffer
Angle and straight grinders
Belt and disc sander
Hand drill
Heavy-duty hand drill
Cut-off saw
Vertical band saw
Power hacksaw
Reciprocating saw
Press brake
Turning rolls
Manipulator
Positioner

Safety equipment

Fire extinguisher(s)
Safety glasses
Face shield
Welding and cutting goggles

23
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Welding helmet
Assorted welding lenses

Assorted structural shapes
Oxyacetylene welding and cutting rig
Welding machines
Welding cables, hoses, and guns

SMAW
GTAW
GMAW
FCAW

Assorted electrodes
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Clubs of America, Inc., 1983.

CC. VICA, Secondary Edition, Spring 1983. Leesburg, VA 22075: Vocational Instructional
Clubs of America, Inc., 1983.

DD. Welding Handbook, Seventh Edition. Volume 4, Metals and Their Weldability. Miami, FL
33126: American Welding Society, 1982.

EE. Welding Kaiser Aluminum, First Edition. Oakland, CA 94604: Kaiser Aluminum and
Chemical Sales, Inc., 1967.

FE Welding Procedure and Performance Qualification. Miami, FL 33126: American Welding
Society, 1977.
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss welding history, welding
standards, and job opportunities for welders. The student should also be able to list personal
requirements for a successful welder, attitudes that promote job advancement, and complete
a personal information worksheet. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing
the procedures outlined in the assignment sheet and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to welding orientation with their correct definitions.

2. Match periods of arc welding history with their historical importance.

3. Select true statements concerning standards and their importance to the welding
industry.

4. Complete statements concerning where welders work.

5. Select true statements concerning job opportunities for welders.

6. Match welding processes with their functions.

7. Differentiate between braze welding and brazing.

8. Match cutting processes with their functions.

9. Complete statements concerning the importance of welding and cutting pro-
cesses.

10. Complete a list of personal requirements for a successful welder.

11. Complete a list of attitudes that promote job advancement.

12. List occupational advancements available to welders.

13. List occupational advancements available to welders with some college.

14. Match professional organizations that benefit welders with their abbreviations.

15. Complete a personal information work sheet.
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WELDING ORIENTATION
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information sheet.

VI. Invite a local or area officer of the American Welding Society to talk to the class
about AWS activities and the concept of standards in the welding industry.

VII. Consider starting an AWS student chapter at your school and discuss with a local
AWS official how this can be accomplished.

VIII. Conduct a tour of school facilities to acquaint students with the total school envi-
ronment and places like the student office, counselor's office, break rooms, and
other special areas they should know how to find.

IX. Have the VICA coordinator at your school talk to your students about the objec-
tives of VICA, the benefits of being a VICA member, and the procedure for VICA
membership.

X. Determine the number of students who do not have social security card numbers
and have them apply for a social security card by using the procedures outlined in
unit VI of this text, "Applying for a Welding Job:'

XI. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Master Chart of Welding and Allied Processes

2. TM 2 Golden Rules

D. Assignment Sheet #1 Complete a Personal Information Worksheet

E. Test

28
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1982-83 Edition. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1982.

B. The Procedure Handbook of Arc Welding, Cleveland, OH 44117: The Lincoln
Electric Company, 1973.

C. Welding Procedure and Performance Qualification. Miami, FL 33126: Ameri-
can Welding Society, 1977.

D. Sacks,Raymond J. Welding: Principles and Practices, Revised. Peoria, IL
61615: Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1981.

E. Pocket Welding Guide. Troy, OH 45373: Hobart Brothers Company, 1980.
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WELDING ORIENTATION
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Welding The process of joining two metals together by heating them
with a torch or an electric arc with or without a filler metal

B. Base metal Any metal to be welded or cut

C. Fusion The joining of metals by melting them together with or without
filler metal

II. Periods of arc welding history and historical importance

A. Early welding history Metals were joined by electric fusion as early as
1782 in Germany, and English, French, and Russian experiments in the
1800's established the principles of striking and maintaining an electric arc
with controlled voltage and the first arc welding process

B. Early 1900 welding history The first patent was issued for a covered elec-
trode and arc-welding methods were used to weld ship hulls and produce
armaments in World War I

C. Middle 1900 welding history A new process greatly reduced the cost of
covered electrodes and arc welding applications expanded into the aircraft,
manufacturing, and construction industries

D. Later 1900 welding history World War II inspired many advances in arc
welding technology, improvements in electrodes, improved applications of
shielding gases, and higher speed applications for the thousands of all-
welded ships produced in World War II, in aircraft production, and in arma-
ments

E. Recent welding history New arc welding processes such as GTAW and
GMAW were developed to meet the special needs of industrial production
and there were ongoing improvements and advances in electrode technol-
ogy

F. Modern welding history Advances continued in electric arc welding and
brought such processes as arc spot welding, atomic-hydrogen welding,
electro-slag and electro-gas welding, plasma-arc welding and cutting, sub-
merged arc welding, and yet other processes to answer special industry
needs
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Standards and their importance to the welding industry

A. As the welding industry grew, it became evident that standards were
needed for manufactured items used in welding, and for standards to test
the qualification of welders

B. In 1936, the Committee on Standard Qualification Procedure issued its first
report to the American Welding Society calling for a general qualification
standard for procedures and performances of welders

C. As the needs presented themselves, other standards were issued by such
groups as the American Iron and Steel Institute, American Petroleum Insti-
tute, Society of Automotive Engineers, and the Aluminum Association

IV. Where welders work

A. 75% of all welders help manufacture durable goods ranging from trucks
and ships to smaller parts for consumer goods

B. 25% of all welders help construct bridges, buildings, pipelines, or work in
industrial maintenance

V. Job opportunities for welders

A. Employment for welders is expected to increase as fast if not faster than
the average for all occupations through the 1980's

(NOTE: Statistically, the average increase for all occupations for the 1980's
is projected to be 17-25%, but for welders, the projection is for an increase
of 28-49%.)

B. New welders will continue to be needed to replace other welders who move
to other occupations or retire

C. Job opportunities for welders will vary strongly by geographic region and
demand for welders will be strongest in the Sunbelt and Western States

D. Many production lines will use robotic welding systems, but skilled welders
will not be affected by automation

E. Earnings for welders will continue to be above the average for nonsupervi-
sory occupations

3.1
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Welding processes and their functions (Transparency 1)

A. OAW Oxyacetylene welding, a process for joining metals by heating
them to melting point and allowing the melted portions to flow together
with or without the use of a filler metal (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Courtesy Union Carbide Corporation, Linde Division

B. SMAW Shielded metal arc welding, a process for joining metals with
heat from an electric arc between a base metal and a flux-covered electrode
that provides both shielding and filler metal as it is consumed (referred to
as "stick" welding) (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Covering

Solidified slag Arc

Electrode

r ef r r )-.. Shielding gases
ImmovAms... 40,x0. vit. e/Illi I I)// Weld metal /J.. ,411::/ Base metal

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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C. GTAW Gas tungsten arc welding, a process for joining metals by heating
with an arc between a workpiece and a nonconsumable tungsten electrode
in the presence of a shielding gas (referred to as "TIG" welding) (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Filler
wire

Travel

Gas
passage

Tig torch

Electrical conductor
Tungsten
electrode

Shielding gas

Arc Solidified
weld metal

Molten weld
metal

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

D. GMAW Gas metal arc welding, a process for joining metals by heating
with an arc between a workpiece and a consumable electrode in the form o:
a continuously-fed wire in the presence of a shielding gas (referred to as
"MIG" welding) (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4 Solid wire
electrode

Current conductor

Travel

Solidified
weld metal

Shielding gas

Al IN

Wire guide and
contact tube

Gas nozzle

4- -Shielding gas

Molten weld
metal

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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E. SAW Submerged arc welding, a process for joining metals by heating
with an arc between a workpiece and a bare metal electrode continuously-
fed into a covering shield of granulated flux (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5
Solid
slag

MoltenFreezing slagslag
AIR Freezing

weld metal

MUD WELD METAL

ELECTRODE...
Feeds down to arc
moves to right

,;4Molten ool
Ielectrode

p
flux

of

\.and base metal:

1: /ARC

BASE METAL

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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F. FCAW Flux-cored arc welding, a process for joining metals by heating
with an arc between a workpiece and a consumable electrode continu-
ously-fed in the presence of a shielding flux contained inside the electrode
(Figure 6)

(NOTE: There is also a dual-shielded process in flux-cored arc welding
which uses shielding from both the electrode flux and a shielding gas.)

FIGURE 6
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Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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G. PAW Plasma arc welding, a process for joining metals by heating with a
restricted arc between an electrode and a workpiece or a constricting noz-
zle with shielding usually provided from a hot, ionized gas projected from
the nozzle as a plasma jet (Figure 7)

(NOTE: Plasma arc welding sometimes employs an additional shielding
gas, and the principle of the high energy density of the plasma jet is also
used effectively in PAC, plasma arc cutting.)

FIGURE 7
Electrode

Plasma gas\
O

AI -Al
11/k i&

work

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

Shielding
gas

VII. Braze welding and brazing

A. Brazing A general group of welding processes that use a nonferrous
filler metal with a melting point over 800°F but lower than the melting point
of the base metals, and distribution of the filler metal is achieved through
capillary attraction

B. Braze welding A general group of welding processes that use a nonfer-
rous filler metal with a melting point over 800°F but lower than the melting
point of the base metals, and distribution of the filler metal is achieved
through weld design and not by capillary attraction

VIII. Cutting processes and their functions

A. OFC Oxygen fuel cutting, a general group of cutting processes that use
oxygen and other selected gases which form a chemical reaction with a
base metal at elevated temperatures to make a cut

(NOTE: When oxygen Is used in combination with acetylene for cutting It is
called oxyacetylene cutting, OFC-A; oxygen and hydrogen, OFC-H; oxygen
and propane, OFC-P; and oxygen and natural gas, OFC-N.)

36
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B. AC Arc cutting, a general group of cutting processes that use the heat of
an arc between a base metal and an electrode to make a cut

(NOTE: Forms of arc cutting include carbon-arc cutting, CAC, and plasma-
arc cutting, PAC.)

IX. The importance of welding and cutting processes

A. Oxyacetylene welding and cutting The first widely used welding and cut-
ting process, and still used frequently because the equipment required is
readily portable and handy for maintenance welding in industry and agricul-
ture

(NOTE: Students planning a welding career will benefit from learning oxy-
acetylene welding and cutting because it helps develop eye and hand coor-
dination and the manual dexterity required to properly perform many other
welding processes.)

B. Shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) The first widely used arc welding
process, popular because of its higher rate of metal deposition than oxy-
acetylene, and still frequently used because the equipment is readily porta-
ble, adaptable to many welding applications, relatively inexpensive, and
can be used in adverse weather conditions

C. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) A weldinc process developed to
answer the needs for high-purity welds where control of heat must be pre-
cise to accomplish critical applications with lightweight metals such as
aluminum

D. Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) A welding process developed to answer
the needs for high productivity in production line manufacturing, and popu-
lar because of its adaptability to all kinds of metals and reduced distortion
factor which produces high quality welds

(NOTE: Because of its versatility, GMAW welding is popular with semi-auto-
matic, automatic, and robotic applications.)

X. Personal requirements for a successful welder

A. Manual dexterity, good eyesight, and good eye-hand coordination

B. Ability to concentrate on detailed work for long periods

C. Physically able to bend, stoop, and work in awkward positions

D. Basic skills in math and blueprint reading

E. Basic skills in welding processes
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F. Basic skills in metallurgy, the properties of metals

G. A good attitude toward the job and the employer

Xl. Attitudes that promote job advancement (Transparency 2)

A. Enthusiasm and interest This includes taking pride in your work and
being willing to do more than your share when needed

B. Dedication and dependability This involves good work habits, including
regular attendance and being on time, and the ability to understand and fol-
low instructions

C. Alertness, quickness of mind You should always look for unsafe situa-
tions that could injure workers or damage property, and you should con-
stantly look for more efficient working practices

D. Honesty and integrity Employees should give truthful information both
to customers and to their employer

E. Desire to work Do things on your own initiative, and don't wait to be told
when you know what to do

F. Ability to work with others Have a positive attitude and control your emo-
tions

G. Desire to improve oneself Good employees always look for ways to
increase their knowledge; this benefits both the employer and employee

H. Put in a day's work for a day's pay Be conscious of waste in materials
and time

I. Be safety conscious Follow safety regulations and develop safe working
habits. Horseplay is not allowed

J. Be willing to start at the ground 1.3vel Rome wasn't built in a day and nei-
ther are good welders, so ace4t the jobs beginners are assigned, develop
well-rounded skills, and tile advancements will take care of themselves

XII. Occupational advancements available to welders

A. Welding machine or robotic welder operator

B. Combination welder

C. Welder-fitter

D. Specialist welder

3 8
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Welding supervisor

F. Welding analyst

G. Welding technician

H. Welding instructor

I. Welding foreman

J. Welding superintendent

K. Shop owner

L Equipment salesperson

M. Sales troubleshooter

N. Welding inspector

XIII. Occupational advancements available to welders with some college

A. Welding engineer

B. Welding development engineer

C. Welding research engineer

D. Technical editor

E. College level welding teacher

F. Corporation executive

G. Quality control supervisor

H. Metallurgist

(NOTE: Many welders have advanced their job opportunities by taking eve-
ning classes at local colleges, junior colleges, or vocational-technical
schools, by joining professional organizations and regularly attending
meetings, and by reading trade journals to keep up-to-date with the advanc
ing welding industry.)
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XIV. Professional organizations that benefit welders and their abbreviations

A. AA Aluminum Association
818 Connecticut N.W.
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 862-5100

B. AISI American Iron and Steel Institute
1000 16th St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 452-7100

C. ANSI American National Standards Institute
1430 Broadway
New York, NY 10018
(212) 354-3300

D. API American Petroleum Institute
2101 L St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
(202)457-7000

E. ASM American Society for Metals
Route 87
Metals Park, OH 44073
(216) 338-5151

F. ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
345 E. 47th St.
New York, NY 10017
(212) 644-7722

G. AWS American Welding Society
550 N.W. LeJeune Road
P.O. Box 351040
Miami, FL 33126
(305) 443-9353

H. NSC National Safety Council
444 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 527-4800

I. NWSA National Welding Supply Association
1900 Arch St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 564-3484

IW-15
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INFORMATION SHEET

J. SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
400 Commonwealth Dr.
Warrendale, PA 15096
(412) 7764841

K. SME Society of Manufacturing Engineers
One SME Drive
P.O. Box 930
Dearborn, MI 48128
(313) 271-1500
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MASTER CHART

OF WELDING AND

ALLIED PROCESSES

atomic hydrogen welding... AHW
bare metal arc welding BMAW
carbon arc welding CAW

gas CAW G
shielded CAW S
twin CAWT

electrogas welding EGW
flux cored arc welding F CAW

coextrusion welding CEW
cold welding CW
diffusion welding DFW
explosion welding EXW
forge welding. Row
friction livening F RW

hot pressure welding HPW
roll welding ROW
ultrasonic welding USW

dip soldering DS
furnace soldering FS
induction soldicring IS
infrared soldering IRS
iron soldering INS
resistance soldering RS
torch soldering TS
wave soldering WS

gas metal arc welding GMAW
pulsed arc GMAW P

short circuiting arc GMAWS
gas tungsten arc welding GTAW

pulsed arc GTAW P
plasma arc welding PAW
shielded metal arc welding SMAW
stud arc welding SW
submerged arc welding SAW

series SAW S

flash welding FW

his frequency resistance welding HF RW
percussion welding PEW
projection welding RPW
resistance seam welding RSEW
resistance spot welding RSV'
upset welding UW

arc brazing AB
block brazing. 88
diffusion brazing DFB
dip brazing DB
flow brazing F LB
furnace brazing. P8
induction brazing I B

lafrared brazing I R B

resistance brazing RB
torch brazing TB
twin carbon arc brazing TCAB

e ectron beam welding .. EBW
high vacuum EEIWHV
medium vacuum E8W MV

nommxium EBW
welding

EswEIW NV

flow welding FLOW
induction welding. 1W

laser beam welding LBW
thermit welding TW

electric arc spraying ... EASP
flame spraying FLSP
Plasma spraying PSP

chemical flux cutting FOC
metal powder cutting POC
oxyfuel gas cuPing OF C

oxyacetylene cutting 0 FCA
oxyhydrogen cutting OF CM
oxynatural gas cutting OFCN
oxyprcpane cutting OFCP

oxygen arc cutting AOC
oxygen lance caning LOC

'Sometimes a welding process

air acetylene welding AAW
oxyacetylene welding... OAW
oxyhdrogen welding.... OHW
pressure gas welding. ... PGW

ai caftan arc cuttIng AAC
carbon arc cutting CAC
gas metal arc cutting GMAC
sus tungsten arc cutting GTAC
metal arc cutting MAC
plasma arc cutting PAC
shielded metal arc caning. SMAC

electron beam cutting .... EBC
laser beam cutting ...... LBC

Courtesy American Welding Society
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GOLDEN RULES

If You Open It, Close It.

If You Turn It On, Turn It Off.

If You Unlock It, Lock It.

If You Break It, Repair It.

If Your Can't Fix lt,

Call Someone Who Can.

If You Borrow It, Return It.

If You Use It, Take Care Of It.

If You Make A Mess, Clean It Up.

If You Move It, Put It Back.

If You Don't Know How To Operate It,

Leave It Alone.

If It Doesn't Concern You,

Mind Your Own Business.
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WELDING ORIENTATION
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 COMPLETE A PERSONAL INFORMATION WORKSHEET

Directions: The following information is needed for administrative purposes, and to assure
that parents or guardians can be properly notified in the event of an emergency.

Name: Age:

Home Address: Street

City State Zip Code

Grade Classification-

Occupational Objective:

Social Security Number.

Name of Parents or Guardian:

Address:

Home Phone:

Occupation of Parents or Guardian:

Family Doctor. Telephone.

Follow Up Information (list any special circumstances, other persons, or other telephone num-
bers that should be used in the event of an emergency and be sure to include a telephone
number where a parent or guardian can be reached at their place of work):
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WELDING ORIENTATION
UNIT I

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. The process of joining two metals together
by heating them with a torch or an electric
arc with or without a filler metal

b Any metal to be welded or cut

c The joining of metals by melting them
together with or without filler metal

1. Base metal

2. Fusion

3. Welding

2. Match periods of arc welding history with their historical importance.

a Metals were joined by electric fusion as
early as 1782 in Germany, and English,
French, and Russian experiments in the
1800's established the principles of striking
and maintaining an electric arc with con-
trolled voltage and the first arc welding pro-
cess

b The first patent was issued for a covered
electrode and arc-welding methods were
used to weld ship hulls and produce arma-
ments in Worlo War I

c. A new process greatly reduced the cost of
covered electrodes and arc welding applica-
tions expanded into the aircraft, manufac-
turing, and construction industries

d. World War II inspired many advances in arc
welding technology, improvements in elec-
trodes, improved applications of shielding
gases, and higher speed applications for the
thousands of all-welded ships produced in
World War II, in aircraft production, and in
armaments
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1. Later 1900
welding history

2. Modern welding
history

3. Middle 1900
welding history

4. Early welding
history
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TEST

e. New arc welding processes such as GTAW
and GMAW were developed to meet the spe-
cial needs of industrial production and there
were ongoing improvements and advances
in electrode technology

f Advances continued in electric arc welding
and brought such processes as arc spot
welding, atomic-hydrogen welding, electro-
slag and electro-gas welding, plasma-arc
welding and cutting, submerged arc weld-
ing, and yet other processes to answer spe-
cial industry needs

5. Recent welding
history

6. Early 1900
welding history

3. Select true statements concerning standards and their importance to the welding
industry by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. As the welding industry grew, it became evident that standards were
needed for manufactured items used in welding, and for standards to test
the qualification of welders

b In 1955, the Committee on Standard Qualification Procedure issued its
first report to the American Welding Society calling for a general qualifica-
tion standard for procedures and performances of welders

c. As the needs presented themselves, other standards were issued by such
groups as the American Iron and Steel Institute, American Petroleum Insti-
tute, Society of Automotive Engineers, and the Aluminum Association

4. Complete statements concerning where welders work by circling the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. 75% of all welders help manufacture (tool parts, durable goods) ranging from
trucks to ships to smaller parts for (export, consumer goods)

b. 25% of all welders help construct bridges, buildings, pipelines, or work in (auto-
mobile assembly lines, industrial maintenance)

5. Select true statements concerning job opportunities for welders by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blanks.

a. Employment for welders is expected to decrease slightly through the
1980's

b. New welders will continue to be needed to replace other welders who
move to other occupations or retire
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c. Job opportunities for welders will vary strongly by geographic region and
demand for welders will be strongest in the eastern industrial states

d Many production lines will use robotic welding systems, but skilled weld-
ers will not oe affected by automation

e Earnings for welders will continue to be above the average for nonsupervi-
sory occupations

6. Match welding processes with their functions.

a. A process for joining metals by heating
them to melting point and allowing the
melted portions to flow together with or
without the use of a filler metal

lo. A process for joining metals with heat from
an electric arc between a base metal and a
flux-covered electrode that provides both
shielding and filler metal as it is consumed

c. A process for joining metals by heating with
an arc between a workpiece and a noncon-
sumable tungsten electrode in the presence
of a shielding gas

d. A process for joining metals by heating with
an arc between a workpiece and a consum-
able electrode in the form of a continuously-
fed wire in the presence of a shielding gas

e. A process for joining metals by heating with
an arc between a workpiece and a bare
metal electrode continuously-fed into a cov-
ering shield of granulated flux

f A process for joining metals by heating with
an arc between a workpiece and a consum-
able electrode continuously-fed in the pres-
ence of a shielding flux contained inside the
electrode

g. A process for joining metals by heating with
a restricted arc between an electrode and a
workpiece or a constricting nozzle with
shielding usually provided from a hot,
ionized gas projected from the nozzle as a
plasma jet

47

1. FCAW

2. GTAW

3. OAW

4. PAW

5. SMAW

6. SAW

7. GMAW
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7. Differentiate between braze welding and brazing by placing an "X" beside the definition
for brazing.

a A general group of welding processes that use a nonferrous filler metal
with a melting point over 800°F but lower than the melting point of the
base metals, and distribution of the filler metal is achieved through capil-
lary attraction

b A general group of welding processes that use a nonferrous filler metal
with a melting point over 800°F but lower than the melting point of the
base metals, and distribution of the filler metal is achieved through weld
design and not by capillary attraction

8. Match cutting processes with their functions.

a. A general group of cutting processes that 1. AC
use oxygen and other selected gases which
form a chemical reaction with a base metal 2. OFC
at elevated temperatures to make a cut

b A general group of cutting processes that
use the heat of an arc between a base metal
and an electrode to make a cut

9. Complete statements concerning the importance of welding and cutting processes by
circling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Oxyacetylene welding and cutting The first widely used welding and cutting
process, and still used frequently because the equipment required is readily port-
able and handy for maintenance welding in (industry and agriculture, airplane
repair)

b. Shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) The (first, second) widely used arc weld-
ing process, popular because of its higher rate of metal deposition than oxyace-
tylene, and still frequently used because the equipment is readily portable,
adaptable to many welding applications, relatively inexpensive, and can be used
in adverse weather conditions

c. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) A welding process developed to answer the
needs for high-purity welds where control of heat must be precise to accomplish
critical applications with (lightweight metals such as aluminum, heavier metals
such as cast iron)

d. Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) A welding process developed to answer the
needs for high productivity in production line manufacturing, and popular
because of its adaptability to all kinds of metals and (reduced distortion, high
speed) factor which produces high quality welds
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10. Complete the following list of personal requirements for a successful welder.

a. Manual dexterity, good eyesight, and good

b. Ability to concentrate on for long periods

c. Physically able to bend, stoop, and work in positions

d. Basic skills in and blueprint reading

e. Basic skills in processes

f. Basic skills in , the properties of metals

g. A good attitude toward the

11. Complete the following list of attitudes that promote job advancement.

a. Enthusiasm and interest This includes taking pride in your work and being
willing to do when needed

b. Dedication and dependability This involves good work habits, including regu-
lar attendance and being on time, and the ability to and

instructions

c. Alertness, quickness of mind You should always look for unsafe situations
that could injure workers or damage property, and you should constantly look for
more working practices

d. Honesty and integrity Employees should give information
both to customers and to their employer

e. Desire to work Do things on your own initiative, and don't
when you know what to do

f. Ability to work with others Have a positive attitude and control

g. Desire to improve oneself Good employees always look for ways to increase
; this benefits both the employer and employee

h. Put in a day's work for a day's pay Be conscious of in materi-
als and time

I. Be safety conscious Follow safety regulations and develop safe working
habits. is not allowed

I. Be willing to start at the ground level Rome wasn't built in a day and neither
are good welders, so accept the jobs beginners are assigned, develop well-
rounded skills, and the advancements will

4 9
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TEST

12. List five occupational advancements available to welders.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

13. List three occupational advancements available to welders with some college.

a.

b.

c.

14. Match professional organizations that benefit welders with their abbreviations.

a Aluminum Association 1. ASM E

b American Iron and Steel Institute 2. NSC

c American National Standards Institute 3. SME

d. American Petroleum Institute 4. AA

e American Society for Metals 5. AWS

f. American Society of Mechanical Enginaers 6. AISI

g American Welding Society 7. SAE

h National Safety Council 8. ASM

i. National Welding Supply Association 9. ANSI

j Society of Automotive Engineers 10. API

k. Society of Manufacturing Engineers 11. NWSA

15. Complete a personal information work sheet.

(NOTE: If this activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your instructor
when it should be completed.)
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WELDING ORIENTATION
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3

b. 1

c. 2

2. a. 4 d. 1

b. 6 e. 5
c. 3 f. 2

3. a, c

4. a. Durable goods, consumer goods
b. Industrial maintenance

5. b, d, e

6. a. 3 e. 6
b. 5 f. 1

c. 2 g. 4

d. 7

7. a

8. a. 2

b. 1

9. a. Industry and agriculture
b. First
c. Lightweight metals such as aluminum
d. Reduced distortion

10. a. Eye-hand coordination
b. Detailed work
c. Awkward
d. Math
e. Welding
f. Metallurgy
g. The job and the employer

11. a. More than your share
b. Understand, follow
c. Efficient
d. Truthful
e. Wait to be told
f. Your emotions
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ANSWERS TO TEST

g. Their knowledge
h. Waste
i. Horseplay
j. Take care of themselves

12. Any five of the following:

a. Welding machine or robotic welder operator
b. Combination welder
c. Welder-fitter
d. Specialist welder
e. Welding supervisor
f. Welding analyst
g. Welding technician
h. Welding instructor
i. Welding foreman
j. Welding superintendent
k. Shop owner
I. Equipment salesperson
m. Sales troubleshooter
n. Welding inspector

13. Any three of the following:

a. Welding engineer
b. Welding development engineer
c. Welding research engineer
d. Technical editor
e. College level welding teacher
f. Corporation executive
g. Quality control supervisor
h. Metallurgist

14. a. 4 g. 5
b. 6 h. 2
c. 9 i. 11
d. 10 j. 7
e. 8 k. 3
f. 1

15. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to relate color-coded safety signs and
tags to their uses, discuss important rules for basic welding safety, select extinguishers for
given classes of fires, and list first aid requirements for common welding injuries. The student
should complete a student safety pledge and be able to select proper first aid procedures for
given emergency situations. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly completing the
procedures outlined in the assignment sheets and by scoring 100% on the unit test.

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to welding safety and first aid with their correct definitions.

2. Match safety color codes with their uses.

3. Match accident prevention signs with their colors and uses.

4. Match accident prevention tags with their colors and uses.

5. Complete statements concerning the ALWAYS rules for welding safety.

6. Complete statements concerning the NEVER rules for welding safety.

7. Select true statements concerning shop safety rules.

8. Complete statements concerning eye safety.

9. Complete statements concerning good housekeeping rules.

10. Match factors contributing to back injuries with their causes.

11. Arrange in order the steps in lifting safely.

12. List two things 051-IA expects of an employer.

13. List two things OSHA expects of an employee.

14. Complete statements concerning rules for personal safety.

15. Select true statements concerning personal physical and hygiene requirements.

16. Match types of fires with their classifications.

I-
o 3
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

17. Match types of fire extinguishers with their uses.

18. Match types of fire extinguishers with their recommended operations.

19. Select true statements concerning fire safety rules.

20. Define the three components cf the fire triangle.

21. Complete statements concerning handling and safe storage of gases.

22. Select true statements concerning rules for handling gas cylinders safely.

23. Complete statements concerning electrical safety.

24. Solve a problem concerning first aid for a victim of electrical shock.

25. Select true statements concerning first aid requirements for common welding
injuries.

26. Complete statements concerning ways to recognize shock.

27. Arrange in order the steps in treating shock.

28. Arrange in order the steps in controlling bleeding.

29. Match types of bleeding with their characteristics.

30. Identify pressure points for checking bleeding.

31. Select true statements concerning first aid for eye injuries.

32. Complete statements concerning general guidelines for first aid emergencies.

33. Complete a student safety pledge.

34. Select proper first aid procedures.
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WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

VI. Review safety rules that apply to classroom conduct, the proper and authorized
use of tools and equipment, school requirements for student insurance, and the
reasons for the student' safety pledge.

VII. Invite the local fire department to give a fire fighting demonstration and give a fire
safety talk. Include a demonstration of proper use of fire extinguishers in the shop
and classroom areas.

VIII. Discuss the fire evacuation plan for the classroom and shop, evacuation routes
and fire exits, after-emergency assembly points, and procedures for tornado
alerts.

IX. Invite a local red cross instructor or another instructor certified to teach first aid to
talk to the class about emergency first aid procedures, especially those proce-
dures related to treating cuts, puncture wounds, and burns.

X. Invite a certified first aid instructor to demonstrate the use of pressure points to
control bleeding and the use of cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR).

Xl. Invite a local or area manufacturer's representative to talk to the class about gas
cylinder safety, show a good safety film, and present a demonstration of safe han-
dling of gas cylinders.

XII. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Recommended Eye and Face Protectors
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

2. TM 2 OSHA Poster #2203

3. TM 3 Fire Safety

4. TM 4 Pressure Points

5. TM 5 Standard Student Accident Report Form

6. TM 6 Ten Commandments of Welding

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Complete a Student Safety Pledge

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Select Proper First Aid Procedures

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Test

G. Answers to test

11. References:

A. The American Red Cross, Standard First Aid and Personal Safety. Garden
City, NY: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1978.

B. Henderson, John, M.D. Emergency Medical Guide. New York, NY: McGraw-
Hill, 1963.

C. Kansas Safety Education Handbook, Volume Ill. Wichita, KS: Kansas State
Department of Education in Cooperation with the Wichita Public Schools,
U.S.D. 259, 1981.

D. Kidde Portable Extinguishers, The ABC's of Fire Prevention. Belleville, NJ:
Walter Kidde & Co., Inc., 1978.

E. Electrode Pocket Guide. Murray Hill, NJ 07974: Airco Welding Products,
1980.

F. Safety Precautions. New York, NY 10017: Union Carbide Corporation, Linde
Division, 1979.

G. OSHA Safety and Health Standards (29 CFR 1910), Revised. Washington,
D.C. 20402: U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, 1981.
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WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Safety State or condition of being safe; freedom from danger, risk, or
injury

B. Accident Any suddenly occurring, unintentional event which causes per-
sonal injury or property damage

C. First aid Immediate, temporary care given the victim of an accident or
sudden illness until the service of a physician can be obtained

D. OSHA The Occupational Safety and Health Administration; federal legis-
lation designed to insure safe and sanitary working conditions for employ-
ees

E. Pressure points Points on the body where arteries pass close to the sur-
face of the skin and in front of bone structure so that pressure forcing the
artery against the bone can check the flow of blood to a specific part of the
body

F. Combustibles Materials or liquids that catch fire easily

G. Hygiene The science of good health and its maintenance, including sani-
tary practices and cleanliness

H. Tetanus An acute, infectious disease that usually enters the body
through cuts or wounds; characterized by spasmodic contractions or rigid-
ity of some voluntary muscles and frequently referred to as lockjaw

I. Tourniquet A bandage or strap twisted around a limb to compress the
flow of blood through arteries and check severe bleeding; previously a rec-
ommended first aid procedure, but now recommended not at all or only in
life-threatening situations

J. Arc burn A burn on the exterior membrane of the eye caused by expos-
ing the naked eye to the ultra-violet and infra-red rays in the flash of an elec-
tric arc or the exposure of improperly covered body areas to the flash of an
electric arc

(CAUTION: Although an arc burn usually causes no permanent eye dam-
age, it produces a painful feeling of having sand in your eyes, and since
recovery can take several days, it's good to develop the habit of wearing the
correct shade of protective lens when working with any welding process.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

II. Safety color codes and their uses

A. Safety green

1. Applied to nonhazardous parts of machine and equipment surfaces,
like nameplates and bearing surfaces

2. Designates safe areas of equipment, and is also used to show loca-
tion of safety equipment and first-aid materials

B. Safety yellow

1. Applied to operating levers, wheels, handles, and hazardous parts
that may cause stumbling, falling, snagging, or tripping

2. Designates caution

C. Safety orange

1. Applied to electrical switches, interior surfaces of doors, fuses and
electrical power boxes, and movable guards and parts

2. Indicates dangerous parts of equipment which may cut, crush,
shock, or otherwise physically injure someone

D. Safety red

1. Applied to buttons or levers of electrical switches used for stopping
machinery, and to all equipment, such as gasoline cans, which are
fire hazards

2. Designates fire hazards and fire-fighting equipment

(NOTE: The color red is also applied to other fire-fighting equipment,
such as fire alarms, fire axes, and emergency exits.)

E. Safety blue

1. Used to identify equipment which is being repaired or is defective
and should not be operated

2. Designates "out of order" or "defective"

F. Safety ivory

1. Applied to label edges, vise jaws, and edges of tool rests where extra
light reflection is important

2. No particular designation except to help show tool and equipment
moving edges more clearly
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Safety black on safety yellow

1. Applied to area where radiation is a factor or danger

2. Designates radiation hazards

H. Safety black, safety white, and safety yellow

1. Applied to floors for safety lanes and location of housekeeping sup-
plies

2. The single or combination use of these colors are used to identify
traffic flow and housekeeping zones

III. Accident prevention signs, their colors and uses

A. Danger Signs

1. Used where an immediate hazard exists

2. Colors are red, black, and white (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

White Letters
Red Background

White Panel
Black Letters
Black Border

DO NOT WATCH ARC

PROPER EYE PROTECTION
4

WELDER WITHOUT
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Caution signs

1. Used to warn against potential hazards or to caution against unsafe
practices

2. Colors are yellow and black (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Yellow Letters
Red Background

Yellow Panel
Black Letters

Black Border

.-ACETYLENE

FLAMMABLE GAS

0 SMOKING

NO OPEN FLAME

C. Safety instruction signs

1. Used where there is a need for general instruction and suggestions
relative to safety measures

2. Colors are white, green, and black (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

White Letters

Green Panel `tom AIDBlack Border

IV. Accident prevention tags, their colors and uses

(NOTE: Tags are for temporary use only.)

A. Do not start tags

1. Are placed at the starting mechanism which would cause hazardous
conditions should the equipment be energized
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INFORMATION SHEET

2. Colors are red, white, or gray (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

White Letters

Red Square

White Tag

I I

C

B. Danger tags

1. Are placed only where an immediate hazard exists

2. Colors are red, black, and white (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

WI- to Letters

Red Oval

Black Square

White Tag

C. Caution tags

1. Are used to warn against potential hazards or to caution against
unsafe practices
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INFORMATION SHEET

2. Colors are yellow and black (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

Yellow Letters

Black Square

Yellow Tag

/ 0

CAUTION

D. Out of order tags

1. Are used to identify pieces of equipment that are out of order

2. Colors are blue and white (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

White Letters

Black Square

White Tag

/ 0
OUT OF

ORDER

V. The ALWAYS rules for welding safety

A. Always wear suitable protective clothing and eye protection

B. Always keep a safe, clean work area

C. Always keep welding equipment in good condition

D. Always check welding areas to make sure they're safe to work in
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Always respect gas cylinders as dangerous and potentially lethal

F Always make sure ventilation provides three to four complete changes of
air per hour

G. Always look out for fellow students and co-workers

VI. The NEVER rules for welding safety

A. Never enter the welding shop without wearing safety glasses

B. Never weld, cut, or grind near flammable or explosive materials

C. Never use oil on gas cylinders, regulators, connections, or hoses

D. Never permit an electrode holder to come in contact with a welding
machine or a gas cylinder

E. Never operate ungrounded equipment

F Never cut or weld directly on concrete

G. Never arc weld or operate electrically powered equipment while standing
on wet or damp floors

H. Never cut into barrels, drums, or any container that has not been purged

I. Never ground electrical equipment to a building member or a piece of
equipment attached to or part of a building

J. Never engage in horseplay of any kind

VII. Shop safety rules

A. Keep all hand tools sharp, clean, and in safe working order

B. Report any defective tools, machines, or other equipment to the instructor

C. Keep all guards and safety devices securely in place

D. Operate a hazardous machine only after receiving instruction on how to
operate the machine safely

E. Report all accidents to the instructor regardless of nature or severity

F. Turn off the power before leaving a machine tool
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Make sure all guards and barriers are in place and adjusted properly before

starting a machine tool

H. Disconnect the power from machine tocls before performing the mainte-

nance task of oiling or cleaning

VIII. Eye safety (Transparency 1)

A. Wear safety glasses at all times in the welding shop

B. Wear safety glasses and a face shield when grinding, chipping, cutting, or
shaping metal with any kind of power tool

C. If you wear contact lenses, check with your doctor to see if the type of lens
you wear requires any special precautions in the work environment

(NOTE: Reports that an electric arc can burn a contact lens to the cornea of
the eye are false, but dust or other contaminants in the air can be irritating
to persons who wear contact lenses, and some work environments may
merit special precautions for contact lens wearers.)

D. Select proper lens shade for the welding or cutting activity and make sure
the lens is not chipped, cracked, or damaged

E. Do not wear plastic-coated lenses for welding or cutting

F. Remember that lens shade numbers are not additive, in other words, a #8

and a #6 lens will not give the same density as a #14 lens, so don't mix
lenses
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Wear welding goggles or a welding hood with the proper lens shade for all
welding and cutting activity

Example:

LENS SHADE SELECTOR

Type of operation Shade number

Soldering 2

Torch brazing 3 or 4

Oxygen cutting
0 -1 inch
1 - 6 inches
6 inches and over

3 or 4
3 or 5
5 or 6

Gas welding
0 -1/8 inch
1/8 inch to 1/2
1/2 inch and over

4 or 5
5 or 6
6 or 8

Shielded metal arc welding
1/18, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32 inch electrodes 9 - 14

Arc cutting 12 - 14

Gas metal arc welding 9 - 14

Gas tungsten arc welding
Nonferrous, gas metal arc welding
1/18, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32 inch electrodes

9 -14

Gas tungsten arc welding (ferrous),
gas metal arc welding (ferrous)
1/18, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32 inch electrodes

9 - 14
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Good housekeeping rules

A. Arrange machinery and equipment to permit safe efficient work practices
and ease in cleaning

B. Store materials and supplies in proper places

C. Store tools and accessories safely in cabinets, on racks, or other suitable
devices

D. Keep working areas and work benches clear and free of debris and other
hazards

E. Keep floors clean and free from obstructions and slippery substances

F. Keep aisles, traffic areas, and exits free of materials and other debris

G. Dispose of combustible materials properly or store them in approved con-
tainers

H. Store oily rags in self-closing or spring-lid metal containers

I. Keep sufficient brooms, brushes, and other housekeeping equipment read-
ily available

X. Factors contributing to back injuries and their causes

A. Weight This usually results from overestimating your physical abilities
and trying to lift more weight than you can handle, and sometimes it results
from trying to be macho in front of follow workers (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8
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B. Size This usually results from moving an object that may be within your
weight capacity, but too long, high, or wide to lift safely (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

C. Shape This usually results from moving an object that may be within
your weight capacity, but has a cylindrical or other odd shape that makes
safe lifting difficult (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

D. Obstructions This usually results from stacking materials so high that
vision is limited and obstructions in the pathway can't be seen (Figure 11)

FIGURE 11
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Improper position This usually resultS from twisting or turning into an
awkward position when lifting (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12

F. Improper storage This results in strain caused by not storing heavy
objects at least 12" off the floor (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13

G. Improper reaching This usually results from carelessly using chairs or
boxes to reach from instead of safely using a ladder (Figure 14)
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Xi. Steps in lifting safely

A. Approach the load, size up its weight, size, and shape and consider your
physical ability to handle it (Figure 15)

FIGURE 15

B. Place your feet close to the object to be lifted and keep your feet 8 to 12
inches apart for good balance (Figure 16)

FIGURE 16

C. Bend you knees to the degree that it is comfortable, get a good hand hold,
then use both leg and back muscles to begin the lift (Figure 17)

FIGURE 17
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D. Lift the load straight up, smoothly and evenly, while you push with your legs
and keep the load as close as possible to your body (Figure 18)

FIGURE 18

E. Lift the load into carrying position, making no turning or twisting move-
ments until the lift is completed (Figure 19)

FIGURE 19

F. Turn your body with changes of foot position while you visually check your
path of travel to make sure it is clear (Figure 20)

FIGURE 20
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G. Set the load down by using leg and back muscles together, slowly lower ihe
load by bending your knees, and release your grip only after the load is
securely positioned (Figure 21)

FIGURE 21

H. When lifting or carrying with another worker, make sure the load is equally
distributed, and carry long objects at the same level and on the same side
of the body (Figure 22)

(NOTE: When moving or carrying large metal sheets, it is especially impor-
tant to have another worker help.)

FIGURE 22

rl.
XII. Things OSHA expects of an employer

A. To provide a hazard-free workplace and comply with occupational safety
and health standards

B. To inspect job sites to assure they meet safety standards

C. To use properly color-coded signs to warn of danger

D. To keep required records of work-related injuries and to post an annual sum-
mary in February of each ar
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. To report within 48 hours to OSHA any accident which is fatal or hospital.
izes five or more workers

F. To post in a prominent place OSHA poster #2203 informing workers of their
rights and responsibilities (Transparency 2)

XIII. Things OSHA expects of an employee

A. Read the OSHA poster #2203 and comply with its standards ( Transparency
2)

B. Follow employer safety and health rules and wear prescribed clothing or
protective equipment on the job

C. Report hazardous conditions to a supervisor

D. Report all job-related injuries to a supervisor and seek prompt treatment if
required

E. Report to OSHA in a responsible manner any hazardous working situations
which you feel the employer has not attended to properly

XIV. Rules for personal safety

A. Wear shop clothing appropriate to the instructional activity being per-
formed, and do not wear greasy clothing

B. Confine long hair before operating totaling equipment

C. Remove ties when working around machine tools or rotating equipment

D. Remove rings and other jewelry when working in the shop, and avoid wear-
ing safety glasses that have wire frames

E. Conduct yourself in a manner conducive to safe shop practices

F. Do not smoke in restricted areas and do not carry a butane or propane
lighter in your pocket around any welding or cutting activity

XV. Personal physical and hygiene requirements

A. Take a bath or shower daily

(NOTE: This should be a matter of personal pride, a matter of habit, but
beyond that, it's a responsibility to your fellow workers or classmates.)

B. Stay in good physical condition because this also promotes good psycho-
logical health
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C. Do not drink alcoholic beverages or use drugs on the job, and don't show
up for work with a hangover

(CAUTION: Even at the hangover stage, alcohol impairs judgment and
endangers co-workers, and drugs are both physically and psychologically
damaging.)

D. Pay attention all the time because the majority of accidents happen to
beginners in their first few months of work

XVI. Types of fires and their classifications (Transparency 3)

A. Class A Fires that occur in ordinary combustible materials

Examples: Wood, rags, paper, or trash

B. Class B Fires that occur in flammable liquids

Examples: Gasoline, oil, grease, paints, and thinners

C. Class C Fires that occur in electrical and electronic equipment

Examples: Motors, switchboards, circuit wiring, radios, and television
sets

D. Class D Fires that occur in combustible metals

Example: Powdered aluminum and magnesium

XVII. Types of firs extinguishers and their use (Transparency 3)

A. Water types

1. All water types are used for class A fires only

2. Stored pressure -- Operate by squeezing handle or turning valve

3. Cartridge operated Operate by turning cylinder upside down and
bumping

4. Water pump tank Operate by pumping the handle

5. Soda acid Operate by turning cylinder upside down

B. Foam type

1. Use for class A or class B fires

2. Operate by turning cylinder upside down
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C. Carbon dioxide types (CO2)

1. Use for class E or class C fires

2. Operate by pulling pin and squeezing lever

D. Dry chemical type

(NOTE: This is a universal type.)

1. Use for class B or class C fires

2. Operate by pulling pin or rupturing cartridge and squeezing lever

(NOTE: Fire extinguishers are not effective for class D fires. Instead,
smother metal fires with dry sand, dirt, salt, or soda ash.)

XVIII. Types of fire extinguishers and their recommended operations

A. Foam Instead of spraying stream into the burning liquid, allow foam to
fall lightly on the fire (Figure 23)

FIGURE 23

B. Carbon dioxide Direct discharge as close to fire as possible, first at the
edge of flames, then gradually forward and upward (Figure 24)

FIGURE 24
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C. Soda acid Direct stream at base of fire (Figure 25)

FIGURE 25

D. Pump tank Place foot on foot pump and direct stream at base of fire (Fig-
ure 26)

FIGURE 26

E. Dry chemical Direct at the base of the flames and with a class A fire, fol-
low up by directing the dry chemicals at remaining material that is burning
(Figure 27)

FIGURE 27
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INFORMATION SHEET

XIX. Fire safety rules

A. Report immediately anything that might indicate a potential fire hazard

Example: The sound of wires shorting even though they can't be seen, a
light that blinks on and off, and the smell of smoke even when a
flame is not visually apparent all indicate potential fire hazards

B. Know the location and the proper operation of fire extinguishers and make
sure they have been recently checked

C. Know where the nearest telephone is and make sure the number of the
nearest fire department is listed on the phone

D. Know the procedure for evacuating the building and the location of all fire
exits in case one or more exits may be blocked

E. Smoke only at authorized times and in authorized areas and make sure cig-
arette butts are completely extinguished and properly discarded

F. Examine materials and equipment around the workplace to determine what
types of fires might occur, then make sure available fire extinguishers are
correct for the classes of fires that might occur

G. Isolate combustible materials in fire-resistant areas

H. Dispose of rubbish regularly

I. Conduct fire drills at regular intervals to make sure the alarm can be heard
over shop noises, and that everyone knows evacuation routes, exits, and
assembly points

(NOTE: During a fire alarm, students should go to an assembly point pre-
determined by the instructor, and this point should be used to e.:;count for
all students who have evacuated the building.)
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XX. Three components of the fire triangle (Figure 28)

A. Fuel Any combustible material

B. Heat Enough to raise the fuel to its ignition temperature

C. Oxygen Necessary to sustain combustion

FIGURE 28

To produce fire, three things must be present at the same time.

If any one of

OXYGEN
the three is missing, a fire cannot be started or, with the removal

of any one, the fire will be extinguished

OXYGEN OXYGEN
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INFORMATION SHEET

XXI. Handling and safe storage of gases

A. Oxygen

1. Oxygen is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas

2. Oxygen supports and can greatly accelerate combustion

3. Use no oil or grease on any oxygen equipment or fittings

4. Liquid oxygen is extremely cold, so ad accidental contact with
skin

(NOTE: Liquid oxygen is - 297°F below 0.)

5. Oxygen should not be stored near acetylene cylinders

B. Acetylene

1. Acetylene is a colorless gas with a distinctive garlic-like odor

2. Acetylene mixed with oxygen or air in a confined area will explode if
brought into contact with a flame or heat source

3. Acetylene should never be used in excess of 15 psi

4. Acetylene should be stored in a well ventilated area

5. Acetylene gas when combined with oxygen burns at temperatures
up to 6,300°F

6. Acetylene should never be used from a cylinder in a horizontal posi-
tion because this can separate the acetone from other components
and create a dangerous situation

C. Argon

1. Argon is a colorless, tasteless, and odorless gas

2. Argon is a nonflammable gas

3. Argon is an inert gas

4. Argon is a cleaning gas when used ) weld aluminum

5. Argon gives a smoother arc action during welding

6. Argon should be stored in a well ventilated area because it will dis-
place oxygen in the aft
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D. Carbon dioxide

1. Carbon dioxide is a colorless, tasteless, and odorless gas

2. Carbon dioxide is a very cold gas which can cause severe frostbite to
the skin

3. Carbon dioxide can displace the life-giving atmosphere which can
cause suffocation, so store in well ventilated area

4. Carbon dioxide is used as a shielding gas in a variety of welding
operations

E. Nitrogen

1. Nitrogen is a colorless, tasteless, and odorless gas

2. Nitrogen is an extremely cold gas which can cause severe frostbite
to the skin

F. Helium

1. Helium is a tasteless, colorless, odorless gas

2. Helium is an inert welding gas used for shielding

3. Helium should be stored in a well ventilated area

G. Propane

1. Propane is a colorless gas and is a hydrocarbon present in petroleum
and natural gas

2. Propane should be stored in a well ventilated area

3. Propane gas when combined with oxygen burns at temperatures up
to 5,190°F

H. Mapp (methylacetylene and propadiene)

(NOTE: Mapp is a trade name of the Dow Chemical Company.)

1. Mapp is a colorless gas that has a strong garlic smell

2. Mapp is An acetylene product that is liquified and stabilized so that it
can be used at 375 psi at 170°F

3. Mapp gas should be stored in a well ventilated area
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4. Mapp gas when combined with oxygen burns at temperatures up to
5,301°F

I. Natural gas

1. Natural gas is a tasteless, odorless, and colorless gas

2. Natural gas is a gaseous hydrocarbon which has been distilled

3. Natural gas should be stored in a well ventilated area

4. Natural gas when combined with oxygen burns at temperatures up
to 5000°F

XXII. Rules for handling gas cylinders safely

A. Never use a cylinder cap to lift a cylinder

B. Never use oil or grease on a cylinder fitting

C. Never expose a cylinder to excessive heat

D. Never roll a cylinder horizontally across a floor

E. Never tamper with or attempt to repair a cylinder valve, but report it to your
instructor immediately

F. Keep caps on cylinders when they are not in use

G. Store all cylinders in well ventilated areas

H. Chain all cylinders in an upright position, even empty ones

I. Do not drop or strike cylinders sharply

J. Do not use a hammer or wrench to force cylinder valves open

K. Keep all cylinders away from electrical contact and any welding arc

L. Close cylinder valves when not in use

M. Never transport cylinders with regulators attached

XXIII. Electrical safety

A. Do not operate electrical equipment without instructions from instructor

B. Do not touch live electrical parts or electrodes with bare skin

So

I

I

I

I
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C. Do not operate electrical parts with wet gloves or wet clothing

(NOTE: To prevent harmful body shocks, keep hands, feet and clothing dry,
and use a dry board or rubber mat when water, moisture, or perspiration
cannot be avoided.)

D. Never touch an electrode to a grounded surface for these parts will become
electrically live

E. Do not operate equipment beyond its rated capacity

F. Know cable loads and do not use welding cable at currents in excess of
their capacity

G. Replace worn or bare cables to prevent electrical shock or damage to
equipment

(NOTE: Cables can be taped provided the tape has an electrical resistance
that is the equal to the original insulation.)

H. Make sure all cable connections are tight, because loose connections
could cause overheating of cables and electrical terminals

I. When not in use, never place an electrode holder in contact with a
grounded metal surface because it could short circuit the welding machine

J. Machines must be installed according to national and local electrical
codes

K. Do not make any adjustment or repairs to any electrical equipment until all
power has been disconnected or the electrical breaker has been turned off

(NOTE: Adjustments or repairs should be done only by authorized persons.)

L. Know where all emergency shut down switches are located

M. All electrical equipment and tools should be properly grounded to prevent
any injury to the operator

XXIV. First aid for a victim of electrical shock

A. Safely remove the victim from contact with the source of electricity using
the following procedure

(CAUTION: Do not touch the electrical circuit or the victim unless the power
is off or you are insulated.)

1. Turn off the electricity by means of a switch or circuit breaker or cut
cables or wires by means of a woodhandled axe or insulated cutters
if available
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2. Use a dry stick, rope, leather belt, coat, blanket, or any other noncon-
ductor of electricity to separate the victim from the electrical circuit

B. Call for assistance

1. Others in the area may be more knowledgeable than you about treat-
ing the victim

2. Another person can call for professional medical help while you
administer first aid

C. Check victim's breathing and heartbeat

(NOTE: TIME IS LIFE AT THIS POINT!)

1. If pulse is detectable, but breathing has stopped, administer mouth-
to-mouth resuscitation until medical help arrives

2. If heartbeat has stopped, administer cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
but only if you have been trained in the proper technique

(CAUTION: Cardiopulmonary resuscitation can sometimes cause
more harm than good to a victim unless the person administering the
first aid has been trained in the proper procedure.)

3. If both heartbeat and breathing have stopped, alternate between car-
diopulmonary resuscitation and mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, but
again only if you have been trained in this technique

D. Administer first aid for shock and burns as necessary

1. Use blankets or coats to help keep the victim as warm and comfort-
able as possible while waiting for help

2. Raise victim's legs slightly above head level to help prevent shock

3. If the victim has suffered burns:

a. Cover your mouth and nostrils with gauze or a clean hanker-
chief to prevent breathing germs on the victim while treating
the burns

b. Wrap burned area firmly with sterile gauze or clean linen or
towels

(CAUTION: Do not attempt any other treatment of burns.)

E. Always continue treatment but only within your ability until medical help
arrives
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XXV. First aid requirements for common welding injuries

A. Minor cuts

1. Clean with mild soap and water, rinse thoroughly with water, dean
again as required

2. Cover with dry sterile dressing

3. Notify supervisor or instructor

4. Always consider tetanus as a potential hazard

B. Puncture wounds

1. Puncture wounds through the skin need prompt medical attention to
avoid severe infection

2. Clean with soap and water, rinse thoroughly with water, clean again
as required, and cover with a dry sterile dressing

3. Notify supervisor or instructor

4. Always consider tetanus as a potential hazard

C. Slivers and splinters

1. Deep penetration through the skin by slivers and splinters always
carries the risk of infection and should be treated as such

2. Do not attempt to remove deeply imbedded splinters, especially
where the area appears to be infected

3. Notify supervisor or instructor

4. Always consider tetanus as a potential hazard

D. Thermal burns

1. Give shock treatment to victim immediately

2. Remove clothing from area of burn but do not remove material adher-
ing to burn area

3. Apply thick, dry sterile dressing and bandage snugly to exclude air

4. If sterile dressing is not available, use close-woven, white clean cloth
and bandage snugly
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E. Chemical burns

1. Give shock treatment to victim immediately

2. Immediately wash off chemical with large quantities of running water

3. Cut off clothing from affected area

4. Apply thick dry sterile dressing and bandage snugly to exclude air

5. If sterile dressing is not available, use close-woven, white clean
cloths and bandage

XXVI. Ways to recognize shock

A. Skin is pale or bluish

B. Skin may be moist and clammy, even cold to the touch

C. Victim feels weak

D. Pulse is rapid and weak

E. Breathing rate is fast and irregular

F. Victim may be confused or incoherent

XXVII. Steps in treating shock

A. Notify supervisor or instructor IMMEDIATELY

B. DO NOT DELAY immediate first aid treatment; it can be life saving

C. Eliminate the causes of shock, control bleeding, or administer artificial res
piration if the victim is not breathing

D. Keep victim lying down with feet slightly elevated

(CAUTION: If the victim has sustained a head or chest injury. do not elevate
the feet. Leave the victim tying flat, and when in doubt about the nature of
the wound, ieave the victim lying flat.)

E. Cover the victim to retain body heat, but do not make the victim sweat

F. Give no liquids or food to victim
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XXVIII. Steps in controlling bleeding

A. Place a compress of sterile gauze or the cleanest available material directly
over the bleeding site

B. Press firmly with fingers or palm of one hand

C. Elevate the bleeding parts above heart !evel unless there is evidence of a
fracture

D. If blood soaks through the first compress, place another compress on it,
but do not remove the first compress

E. Secure compress with a pressure bandage

F. Treat for shock

G. If there is a severe life-threatening hemorrhage, AND ONLY AS A LAST
RESORT, APPLY A TOURNIQUET

(CAUTION: There is an enormous pressure build-up at the point of tourni-
quet application. Premature loosening of the tourniquet could cause an
excessive loss of blood, and that is why a tourniquet, once applied, should
not be loosened except by a physician or on the advice of a physician.)

XXIX. Types of bleeding and their characteristics

A. Arterial bleeding Characterized by bright-red blood that spurts from the
wound iP sometimes alarming quantity

B. Venous bleeding Characterized by dark-red blood that flows from the
wound, sometimes in great quantity

C. Internal bleeding Characterized by coughing up blood, vomiting blood,
or the presence of blood in the victim's stools

XXX. Pressure points for checking bleeding (Transparency 4)

A. Bleeding from the front of the face can often be controlled by pressing the
facial artery

B. Bleeding from the armpit, or somedmes the entire arm, can often be con-
trolled by pressure on the subclavian artery

C. Bleeding from an arm can often be controlled by pressure on the brachial
artery

S r:t)
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D. Bleeding from a leg can often be controlled by deep pressure on the femo-
ral artery

(CAUTION: The pressure point selected must be between the heart and the
wound. Instruction by a qualified first aid instructor is the best way to learn
where pressure points are and how to be sure the right one is selected.)

XXXI. First aid for eye injury

A. Every eye injury should receive immediate first aid attention

B. Notify your supervisor or instructor immediately

C. For an apparent minor object in the eye, have the person wink several
times. If the tears produced by winking do not remove the object, assume
that the object is embedded and use the following procedure:

1. Have the victim close his or her eyes

2. Put a piece of moist cotton over the closed lid

3. Place a bandage over the cotton

4. Get the victim to a doctor as soon as possible

D. When the eyeball has been obviously scratched or penetrated, apply a ster-
ile dressing, bandage loosely, and get medical help immediately

E. Never permit the victim of an eye injury to rub his or her eye

F When in doubt about any eye injury, seek the most immediate medical
attention whether it's on the job or in the classroom

G. Even though damage may be confined to one eye, it is sometimes best to
bandage both eyes with a sterile dressing so the victim will not have a ten-
dency to move the damaged eye

H. For chemical or acid splashes, flush the eyes immediately at an eye-flush-
ing station or use a bottled, portable flushing solution, then seek immedi-
ate medical assistance

XXXII. General guidelines for first aid emergencies

A. Never hesitate to administer first aid when it is needed

B. Always have a reason for what you do
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C. Reassure the injured person that everything possible is being done

(NOTE: Hearing the concerned voice of a co-worker is psychologically com-
forting to an injured person and can actually lessen the degree of shock.)

D. Make accurate notes about tle accident including name of victim, time,
place, cause or nature of the accident, and any first aid that was adminis-
tered

E. Do not notify the victim's family because this is the responsibility of the
school, the jobsite supervisor, or the medical facility

E Report all accidents and injuries to your instructor or jobsite supervisor, no
matter how minor they may seem to be

G. File a complete accident report and submit a copy to the proper persons
(Transparency 5)

(NOTE: Follow emergency procedures that have been adopted by local
school board.)
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Recommended Eye and Face
Protectors

Safety Glasses

Cutting Goggles

Face Shield

Flexible Goggles

Chipping Goggles

Welding Helments
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OSHA Poster #2203

job
safety
and
health
protection

The Occupabonal Safety and Health Act of 1970
Wordes rob satery and health protection for
workers Ihfough It.e Promobc. of sate and
healthful wont rxo condaksnS throughout the
Nat.^ Regwrements of the Act .nctude
the 1011owing

Employers: Each employer Multi furnish to each ur his
employees employment and place of
employment free from recognized hazards
that are causing or are Nicety to cause death
or serious harm to his employees. and shall
comply with occupational safety and health
standards Issued under the Act

Employees: Each employee shall comply with alt
occupational safety and health standards.
rules, regulations and oJers issued under
the Act that apply to Ms own actions
conduct on the )ob

The Oepoparionar Safety and Health Adrn.nis
:rain", 1091A) of the Department of (at., has
the amp', respcnsasmry for admahstehno the
Act OSHA issues CCCu(alienal sWery and
health slarX1a/OS and ilSCOmphan, e Safer),
and Health °Mom COndoG1 panne .nsper hon.,
to ensure Compbance wan Ihe Ad I

Inspection: The Act requaes that a representative of au
employer and a representabve moor uer tr)
the employees be gotn an opportonay
COmpany the 09 IA insper for for the p,obtr,
of a4 no the inst.ectien

Where there S no author /ell ant uyee ',At,
Sentattve the OSt A Ccelthance Om( c, ma f
consun wfh a reasonable rumbe, bf employee'
concerning safety and health condamos .n
the workplace

Complaint: c_.t>toyees or the, represeraahves haie the
rapt '0 file a comp taut wah the nearest 09 A
office requestag an nspechon they beheve
unsafe or unhealthful ccr.a.cos eat n the,
workplace OSHA .0 wahnolcl on regzest
names of employees canplachng

The Act provdes that employees ma) nut be
dSCharged or chsCrfm.naled against n any way
la I lag safety and health cueplants or
of heonse evercoog hen r ght5 under the AL t

An employee who teheveS he has been
dscrmnated aganst may foe a co rnprant war.
the nearest OSHA once wttnn 30 days Of the
alleged cpscon.abon

S tl

Citation: a upon ospec. bon OSHA beheves an employer
has vvalated the Act a cdahon altegno web
wOlabices will be ,ssued to the employer Each
olanon wan sPecay a lane penal waho wmch
the alleged votabon must be corrected

The OSHA citabon most be yxdmperaty ds
played at or near the place Cl alleged v.:ay.:.
la !thee days or t$ hl a is corrected whichever
.5 tea to warn employees of dangers that may
exist there

Proposed
Penalty:

Voluntary
Activity:

The ACt DrOwdeS10, mandatory pena
against employers of up to SI COO fa each
senors uolanon and lot ophosai penalties
.010 St 030 la each eensenoas vfolabon
Penaltes 01 up lo SI CO3 per day may be pro
posed for laaure to correct vacations walln the
proposed cane period Also any employer who
wilthrhy or repeatedly vrotates the ACT may be
assessed penances or up to $10000 for each
such vrolahon

Comnal penalties are also prondei la as the
Act Any volttut yiclahcO reSuttrxo as death of an
employee upon Coonobon rs a...VIM* by a
line of not more than $1000001 by mech.:n
mesh Ip not more that sur months or by both
Carootron a an employer after a last cone clan
doubleS these rnaaanurn penalbes

Whlle DrocdfrO Cenaltes for volabons the Act
also encourages efforts by labor and manage
went before an OSHA dISpeCtcet 10 reduce
.szneS and dInessesens.g Out 01 employment

The Department of labs encourages employers
and C'mPloyees to reduce wonptace hazards
vOtt,ntenty and to develop and morose safety
and health programs . all won places and
thduS11.0.1

Such Cooperative eats woad whhalty locus on
the afent.caton and elen.aton oh hazards
that could cause death nryry a illness to
employees and soperyisorS There are many
mkt te and pnyafe oroanizahons that can pro
ode intormabOn and aSSSIdnCe althss

,CO3elled

More
Information: Adda.ohat Information end copes of the Act.

specific OSHA safety and health standards.
and other applicable regulations rely be
obtained Irons your employer or from the
nearest OSHA Regional Moe in the teaming
locations

Atlanta. Georgia
Boston. Massachusetts
Owego, Illinois
Dallas. IOW
Denver. Colorado
Kansas City. Missouri
Haw Yort, Hem Vora
Ftelwielphla. Pennsylvania
San Francisco. Caillemla
Seettle Washington

Ielephonc numbers for these ohces and
addlosal Area ()Mee focal K.% are fisted
me Telephone dam tory under the Uhred Slates
Oe0ddthent of I span the 11,140 Slates
c,oyernment hslho

Wasrhttfoor, I)C
19)1'

rrowk /0,3

14,,phonti .1 01010,,,n
St.ot tat, WI-Mtn,

U.S. Department of Labor
(7. ,40. PI a,* ,/

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fire Safety

KIND OF FIRE APPROVED TYPE OF EXTINGUISHER
DECIDE THE
CLASS OF
FIRE YOU ARE
FIGHTING...

1

...THEN
CHECK THE
COLUMNS
TO THE
RIGHT OF
THAT
CLASS

MATCH UP PROPER EXTINGUISHER WITH CLASS OF FIRE SHOWN AT LEFT

FOAM
Solution of
Aluminum
Sulphate
end Blear-
bonate of
Soda

CARBON
DIOXIDE
carbon
Dioxide
Gas Under
Pressure

SODA
ACID
Bicarbonate
of Soda
Solution
and Sul.
phutic Acid

PUMP
TANK
Plain

Water

GAS
CART.
RIDGE
Water Ex.
polled by
Carbon
Dioxide
Gas

MULTI.
PURPOSE

DRY
CHEMICAL

ORDINARY
DRY

CHEMICAL

"It--A CLASS A FIRES

USE THESE
EXTINGUISHERS

r.
viv

A
-

A

=.:\
Ai ORDINARY

tlet COMBUSTIBLES

Y-\ WOOD
1.ni11 : s4 or PAPER

4.:". CLOTH,
ETC.

A t 3

o

1

.1/7.

11E:

CLASS B FIRES

B USE THESE
EXTINGUISHERS

1...., 1

III I
ri
i

.-.....-\

C 1

OF)
)-. ;.-j FLAMMABLE

..- ll''r . LIQUIDS, GREASE
GASOLINE
PAINTS
OILS, ETC.

II
III i 1 X )1

.... "..

CLASS C FIRES

USE THESE
EXTINGUISHERS

44
.0., ,

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT

MOTORS
SWITCHES
ETC.

,-

la
o



Pressure Points

Facial

Subclavian

Brachial

Femoral

91
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Standard Student
Accident Form

STANDARD STUDENT ACCIDENT REPORT FORM
Part A. Information on ALL Accidents

1 Name.

2. School

3 Time

4 Place

Home Address

Sex M0; F 0. Age or classification_Grade
accident occurred. Hour AM PM Date
of Accident: School Building 0 School Grounds 0 To or from School 0 Horne 0 Elsewhere 0

3.
I-

ma im

0ag °)I- Z
<Z as.0

Abrasion Fracture DESCRIPTION
How did accident happen'
List specifically unsafe acts
machine or equipment involved

OF THE ACCIDENT
What was student doing? Where was student'

and unsafe conditions existing Specify any tool.

Amputation Laceration
Asphyxiation .Polsoning
Bite Puncture
Bruise Scalds _
Burn Scratches
Concussion Shock (el ) __
Cut Sprain
Dislocation
Other (specify)

0)"

O a
su

Las ThliC

4" ,:,=
me

16

Abdomen Foot
Ankle Hand
Arm Head
Back Knee
Chest Leg
Ear Mouth
Elbow Nose
Eye Scalp
Face Tooth
Finger Wrist
Other (specify)

6. Degree
7. Total

of lniury. Death 0 Permanent lmpa rment 0 Temporary Disability
number of days lost from school: (To be filled in when student

0 Nondisabling 0
returns to sch..v1)

8. Teacher

Present

Part S. Additional Information
in charge when accident occurred (Enter

at scene of accident: No Yes

on School Jurisdiction Accidents
name)___ _

9. a
Fac4Cs.4 s.
e gi
1 u

4

Firstaid treatment By (Nanie)
Sent to school nurse By (Name)
Sent home _ By (Name)
Sent to physician By (Name):

Physician's Name.
Sent to hospital By (Name)

Name of hospital.

10. Was
Name
By

11 Witnesses.

a parent or other individual notified' No
of individual notified

_ Yes When How

whom? (Enter name)

1. Name- Address
2. Name. Address

12.

Z
CSi

SpecifyActivity Specify Activity
Athletic field Locker

Remarks
What recommendations do you have for pre.
renting other accidents of this type'Auditorium Pool _

Cafeteria Sch grounds
Classroom shop
Corridor Showers
Dressing room Stairs
Gymnasium Toilets and
Home Econ washrooms
Laboratories Other (specify)

Signed Principal: Teacher:

41.unal S..fc4 Coon. 11 F01111 School I.
II. I, mamma= l'fintrd in USA

9?

Slot k No 429 21
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I
Ten Commandments

of Welding
1. thou shalt not weld on an unpurged tank,

for the noise will be very loud when the tank explodes and thy friends will console
thy widow in ways generally unacceptable unto thee.

2. thou shalt secure thy tanks, lest one fall on thy
foot and transform thee into less than a graceful dancer when called upon by thy
wife or other female friend.

3. thou shalt clean thy work carefully, lest
thee gaze upon thy work falling apart as it passeth out of thy sight.

4. thou shalt place thy work in jigs, o
holding fixtures for thy eye is a poor instrument for the measurement of angles

r ho other

great will be the wrath of thy leader as thou art doing thy task a second time.

5. thou shalt not weld near batteries, ..
pressed gasses, or flammable materials lest a spark from thy labors create a fire
which would cause thee to continue thy chosen profession in an open field or other
such drafty place.

6. thou shalt take great care of thy tools
and equipment, lest thy friend who is in charge of such things smites
thee about thy head and shoulders for being a wastrel and a knave.

7. thou shalt not perform thy art without
proper ventilation, for the smell of toxic gasses produced by the
heating of primers, and painted or plated surfaces is worse than a bad cigar and will
remain with thee until the end of thy days.

8. thou shalt not weld without goggles, nor
shalt thou allow others to gaze upon thy labors, lest thy employment, or the em-
ployment of others be changed to sitting on cold and rainy streets while selling
pencils.

9. thou shalt wear sturdy gloves, for burns upon
thy hands are a source of great pain when thou art attempting to raise thy bowling
average.

10. thou shalt ground thy work, when thou weldeth
with a machine of arcs, ior thou art a poor conductor of electricity and the
shock which thou shait receive shall ruin thy plans for thy weekend

Courtesy Universal Welding Products

9:3
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WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 COMPLETE A STUDENT SAFETY PLEDGE

STUDENT SAFETY PLEDGE FOR VOCATIONAL WELDING

, who is enrolled in vocational welding studies at
, will, as a part of the training program, operate

machines and equipment. This activity requires the written permission of parent(s) or guard-
ian.

It is understood that each student will be given proper instruction in the safe use of machines
and equipment before being allowed to operate the machines or equipment alone. Further, the
student will be instructed in rules and regulations and safety requirements for classroom and
shop activities. The student must assume responsibility for conducting himself/herself in a
safe manner, and it is requested that the student sign the following student safety pledge:

1. I PROMISE TO ABIDE BY ALL SAFETY RULES FOR THE SHOP AS FOLLOWS:

a. To use hand tools and power tools only after proper instruction and only
with the instructor's permission

b. To use all tools and equipment only for their intended purposes, and to
wear safety glasses at all times in the shop area

c. To exhibit a concern for tools and equipment by returning them to proper
storage areas after use

d. To contribute to good housekeeping requirements and to keep the shop
area clean and safe

e. To abide by all fire regulations and to respect no smoking signs or areas

f. To avoid horseplay at all times

g. To follow all rules and regulations of the school

2. I WILL REPORT ALL ACCIDENTS TO THE INSTRUCTOR IMMEDIATELY

Date STUDENT'S SIGNATURE

As parent(s) or guardian of I hereby give consent for
my son/daughter to operate all machines and equipment necessary for carrying out the
requirements of the welding course in which he/she is enrolled (parent or guardian signature
not required for students of legal age.)

DATE

PARENT(S) OR GUARDIAN SIGNATURE

(NOTE: Parents are cordially invited to visit the school and inspect the welding program at any
convenient time.)

i9'
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WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 SELECT PROPER FIRST AID PROCEDURES

Directions: The following statements present situations in which first aid is required; read the
statements carefully and provide answers as indicated.

A. A fellow student has suffered a minor cut working with a piece of metal; you have
cleaned the cut with mild soap and water and rinsed the cut off, but the cut still looks as
if it might have dirt in it.

1. What would you do next9

2. What would you do after that9

B. A fellow sturint complains of a splinter in her wrist; you examine it and find that the
splinter is deeply embedded.

1. What would you use to remove the splinter?

2. What would you do next9

C. A fellow student has just had a hard bump on the head; a few moments later he com-
plains of feeling weak; you reach over to help him to a chair and notice that his skin
feels moist and almost cold to touch.

1. What is probably wrong';

2. What would you do?

D. A fellow student has suffered a bad cut; you have cleaned the cut and applied a com-
press to it, but in a few moments the compress is bloody and messy.

1. Should you remove the blood-soaked compress9

2. What would you do next"

E. A fellow student has suffered an eye injury, and it appears that a small piece of metal
may be embedded in the eyeball.

1. What would you do first9

2. What would you do next?
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F A fellow student has suffered an eye injury; nothing appears to be embedded in the eye-
ball and the rest of the eye appears to be free of any foreign matter, but the student
complains of great pain.

1. What should you do if this happens in the school shop9

2. What should you do if this happens on the job?

G. You have just assisted in administering first aid to a fellow worker with a bad cut; the
cut has been cleaned, the compress that was applied is doing a good job, and every-
thing is under control.

1. What should you do next?

2. What should you do after that?

9 rt
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WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #2

A. 1. Clean the cut again
2. Cover with a dry sterile dressing

B. 1. Nothing; deeply embedded splinters should not be removed
2. Notify supervisor or instructor

C. 1. The student is probably suffering from shock
2. Treat for shock

D. 1. No
2. Apply another compress over the first one

E. 1. Apply a sterile dressing
2. Bandage loosely and get medical help immediately

F. 1. Seek the most immediate medical attention
2. Seek the most immediate medical attention

G. 1. Make notes about the accident; name of victim, time, place, cause or nature of tie
accident, and any first aid that was administered

2. Report the accident to your instructor or supervisor
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WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. State or condition of being safe; freedom 1. Tetanus
from danger, risk, or injury

2. First aid
b. Any suddenly occurring, unintentional event

which causes personal injury or property 3. Combustibles
damage

4. Safety
c. Immediate, temporary care given the victim

of an accident or sudden illness until the 5. Accident
service of a physician can be obtained

6. Pressure points
d. The Occupational Safety and Health Admin-

istration; federal legislation designed to 7. OSHA
insure safe and sanitary working conditions
for employees 8. Hygiene

e. Points on the body where arteries pass
close to the surface of the skin and in front
of bone structure so that pressure forcing
the artery against the bone can check the
flow of blood to a specific part of the body

f Materials or liquids that catch fire easily

g The science of good health and its mainte-
nance, including sanitary practices and
cleanliness

h. An acute, infectious disease that usually
enters the body through cuts or wounds;
characterized by spasmod:c contractions or
rigidity of some voluntary muscles and fre-
quently referred to as lockjaw
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i A bandage or strap twisted around a limb to 9. Arc burn
compress the flow of blood through arteries
and check severe bleeding; previously a rec- 10. Tourniquet
ommended first aid procedure, but now rec-
ommended not at all or only in
life-threatening situations

J. A burn on the exterior membrane of the eye
caused by exposing the naked eye to the
ultra-violet and infra-red rays in the flash of
an electric; arc or the exposure of improperly
covered body areas to the flash of an elec-
tric arc

2. Match safety color codes with their uses.

a 1) Applied to nonhazardous parts of
machine and equipment surfaces, like
nameplates and bearing surfaces

2) Designates safe areas of equipment,
and is also used to show location of
safety equipment and first-aid materials

----b. 1) Applied to operating levers, wheels, han-
dles, and hazardous parts that may
cause stumbling, falling, snagging, or
tripping

c.

2) Designates caution

1) Applied to electrical switches, interior
surfaces of doors, fuses and electrical
power boxes, and movable guards and
parts

2) Indicates dangerous parts of equipment
which may cut, crush, shock, or other-
wise physically injure someone

_____d. 1) Applied to buttons or levers of electrical
switches used for stopping machinery,
and to all equipment, such as gasoline
cans, which are fire hazards

2) Designates fire hazards and fire-fighting
equipment
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e. 1) Used to identify equipment which is
being repaired or is defective and
should not be operated

2) Designates "out of order" or "defective"

f 1) Applied to label edges, vise jaws, ana
edges of tool rests where extra light
reflection is important

2) No particular designation except to help
show tool and equipment moving edges
more clearly

g 1) Applied to area where radiation is a fac-
tor or danger

2) Designates radiation hazards

h. 1) Applied to floors for safety lanes and
location of housekeeping supplies

2) The single or combination use of these
colors are used to identify traffic flow
and housekeeping zones

3. Match accident prevention signs with their colors and uses.

a 1) Used where an immediate hazard exists

2) Colors are red, black, and white

b. 1) Used to warn against potential hazards
or to caution against unsafe practices

2) Colors are yellow and black

c. 1) Used where there is a need for general
instruction and suggestions relative to
safety measures

2) Colors are white, green, and black

IOC)

5. Safety yellow

6. Safety green

7. Safety black,
safety white, and
safety yellow

8. Safety black on
safety yellow

1. Caution signs

2. Danger signs

3. Safety instruction
signs
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4. Match accident prevention tags with their colors and uses.

a 1) Are placed at the starting mechanism
which would cause hazardcus condi-
tions should the equipment be ener-
gized

1. Caution tags

2. Out of order tags

3. Danger tags
2) Colors are red, white, or gray

4. Do not start tags
b 1) Are placed only where an immediate

hazard exists

2) Colors are red, black, and white

c 1) Are used to warn against potential haz-
ards or to caution against unsafe prac-
tices

2) Colors are yellow and black

d 1) Are used to identify pieces of equipment
that are out of order

2) Colors are blue and white

5. Complete statements concerning the ALWAYS rules for welding safety by circling the
word(s) that best completes'each statement.

a. Always wear suitable protective clothing and (eye protection) (ear plugs)

b. Always keep a safe, (open) (clean) work area

c. Always keep welding equipment in (good condition) (an out-of-the-way place)

d. Always check welding areas to make sure they're (safe to work in) (well lighted)

e. Always respect gas cylinders as (dangerous and potentially lethal) (expensive
and easy to damage)

f. Always make sure ventilation provides (one to two) (three to four) complete
changes of air per hour

6. Complete statements concerning the NEVER rules for welding safety by circling the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Never enter tha welding shop without wearing (safety glasses) (helmet and
gloves)

b. Never weld, cut, or grind near (fellow worders) (flammable or explosive materials)
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c. Never use (leak detector) (oil) on gas cylinders, regulators, connections, or hoses

d. Never permit (an electrode holder) (bare hands) to come in contact with a welding
machine or a gas cylinder

e. Never operate (old) (ungrounded) equipment

f. Never cut or weld directly (on concrete) (against cast iron)

g. Never arc weld or operate electrically powered equipment while standing (on wet
or damp floors) (in a poorly lighted area)

h. Never cut into barrels, drums, or any container that has not been (purged)
(opened)

L Never (hang) (ground) electrical equipment to a building member or a piece of
equipment attached to or part of a building

j. Never engage in (horseplay of any kind) (unsupervised welding)

7. Select true statements concerning shop safety rules by placing an "X" in the appropri-
ate blanks.

a Keep all hand tools sharp, clean, and in safe working order

b Report any defective tools, machines, or other equipment to the instructor

c Keep all guards and safety devices securely in place

d Operate a hazardous machine only after receiving instruction on how to
operate the machine safely

e Report all accidents to the instructor regardless of nature or severity

f Turn off the power before leaving a machine tool

g Make sure ail guards and barriers are in place and adjusted properly
before starting a machine tool

h Disconnect the power from machine tools before performing the mainte-
nance task of oiling or cleaning

8. Complete statements concerning eye safety by circling the word(s) that best completes
each statement.

a. Wear (safety glasses) (steel-toed shoes) at all times in the welding shop

b. Wear (safety glasses and a face shield) (a face shield) when grinding, chipping,
cutting, or shaping metal with any kind of power tool
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c. If you wear (glasses) (contact lenses), check with your doctor to see if the
type of lens you wear requires any special precautions in the work environ-
ment

d. Select proper lens shade for the welding or cutting activity and make sure
the lens is not (chipped, cracked, or damaged) (too dark)

e. Do not wear (amber-colored) (plastic-coated) lenses for welding or cutting

f. Remember that lens shade numbers are not additive, in other words, a #8
and a #6 lens will not give the same density as a #14 lens, (so don't mix
!enses) (so mix two darker shades)

g. Wear welding goggles or a welding hood with the proper lens shade for (all
welding and cutting activity) (all shop activity)

9. Complete statements concerning good housekeeping rules by inserting the word(s)
that best complete each statement.

a Arrange machinery and equipment to permit safe efficient work practices and
ease in

b. Store materials and supplies in places

c. Store tools and accessories in cabinets, on racks, or other suit-
able devices

d. Keep working areas and work benches clear and
and other hazards

e. Keep floors clean and free from obstructions and substances

f. Keep aisles, traffic areas, and exits and

other debris

g. Dispose of
ers

materials properly or store them in approved contain-

h. Store rags in self-closing or spring-lid metal containers

i. Keep sufficient , , and other housekeeping equip-
ment readily available
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10. Match factors contributing to back injuries with their causes.

a This usually results from overestimating 1. Improper storage
your physical abilities and trying to lift more
weight than you can handle, and sometimes 2. Weight
it results from trying to be macho in front of
fellow workers 3. Obstructions

b This usually results from moving an object 4. Improper reaching
that may be within your weight capacity, but
too long, high, or wide to lift safely 5. Size

c This usually results from moving an object 6. Shape

that may be within your weight capacity, but
7. Improper positionhas a cylindrical or other odd shape that

makes safe lifting difficult

d This usually results from stacking materials
so high that vision is limited and obstruc-
tions in the pathway can't be seen

e This usually results from twisting or turning
into an awkward position when lifting

f This results in strain caused by not storing
heavy objects at least 12" off the floor

g This usually results from carelessly using
chairs or boxes to reach from instead of
safely using a ladder

11. Arrange in order the steps in lifting safely by placing the correct sequence number in
the appropriate blank.

a Approach the load, size up its weight, size, and shape and consider your
physical ability to handle it

b Place your feet close to the object to be lifted and keep your feet 8 to 12
inches apart for good balance

c Set the load down by using leg and back muscles together, slowly lower
the load by bending your knees, and release your grip only after the load is
secaely positioned

d Lift the load into carrying position, making no turning or twisting move
ments until the lift is completed
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e. Bend your knees to the degree that it is comfortable, get a good hand hold,
then use both leg and back muscles to begin the lift

f. When lifting or carrying with another worker, make sure the load is equally
distributed, and carry long objects at the same level and on the same side
of the body

_g. Turn your body with changes of foot position while you visually check your
path of travel to make sure it is clear

_h. Lift the load straight up, smoothly and evenly, while you push with your
legs and keep the load as close as possible to your body

12. List two things OSHA expects of an employer.

a.

b.

13. List two things OSHA expects of an employee.

a.

b.

14. Complete statements concerning rules for personal safety by inserting the word(s) that
best complete each statement.

a. Wear shop clothing appropriate to the instructional activity being performed, and
do not wear clothing

b. Confine long hair before operating equipment

c. Remove ties when working around or rotating
equipment

d. Remove and other jewelry when working in the shop, and avoid
wearing safety glasses that have wire frames

e. Conduct yourself in a manner conducive to shop practices

f. Do not smoke in restricted areas and do not carry a
lighter in your pocket around any welding or cutting activity
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15. Select true statements concerning personal physical and hygiene requirements by
placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Take a bath or shower weekly whether you need it or not

b Stay in good nhysical condition because this also promotes good psycho-
logical health

c. Do not drink alcoholic beverages or use drugs on the job, and don't show
up for work with a hangover

d Pay attention all the time because the majority of accidents happen to
beginners in their first few months of work

16. Match types of fires and their classifications.

a Fires that occur in ordinary combustible
materials

b Fires that occur in flammable liquids

c Fires that occur in electrical and electronic
equipment

d Fires that occur in combustible metals

1. Class C

2. Class A

3. Class D

4. Class B

17. Match types of fire extinguishers and their uses.

a 1) All these types are used for class A fires
only

1. Foam type

2. Dry chemical type
2) Stored pressure Operate by squeez-

ing handle or turning valve 3. Water types

3) Cartridge operated Operate by turn-
ing cylinder upside down and bumping

4. Carbon dioxide types

4) Pump tank Operate by pumping the
handle

5) Soda acid Operate by turning cylin-
der upside down

_____13 1) Use for class A or class B fires

2) Operate by turning cylinder upside
down
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c- 1) Use tot class B or class C fires

2) Operate by pulling pin and squeezing
lever

d
1) ) Use for class B or class C fires

2) Operate by pulling pin or rupturing car-
tridge and squeezing lever

18. Match types of Pre extinguishers with their recommended operations.

a. Instead of spraying stream into the burning
liquid, allow foam to fall lightly on the fire

b. Direct discharge as close to fire as possible,
first at the edge of flames, then gradually
forward and upward

c Direct stream at base of fire

d. Place foot on foot pump and direct stream
at base of fire

e Direct at the base of the flames and with a
class A fire, follow up by directing at remain-
ing material that is burning

1. Carbon dioxide

2. Pump tank

3. Dry chemical

4. Foam

5. Soda acid

19. Select true statements concerning fire safety rules by placing an "X" in the appropriate
blanks.

a Report immediately anything that might indicate a potential fire hazard

b Know the location and the proper operation of fire extinguishers and make
sure they have been recently checked

c. Know where the nearest telephone is and make sure the number of the
nearest fire department is listed on the phone

d Know the procedure for evacuating the building and the location of all fire
exits in case one or more exits may be blocked

e Smoke only at authorized times and in authorized areas and make sure
cigarette butts are completely extinguished and properly discarded
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J. Examine materials and equipment around the workplace to determine
what types of fires might occur, then make sure available fire extinguish.
ers are correct for the classes of fires that might occur

g. Isolate combustible materials in fire-resistant areas

h. Dispose of rubbish at least once a month

i. Conduct fire drills at regular intervals to make sure the alarm can be heard
over shop noises, and that everyone knows evacuation routes, exits, and
assembly points

20. Define the three components of the fire triangle.

a. Fuel:

b. Heat:

c. Oxygen:

21. Complete statements concerning handling and safe storage of gases by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Oxygen

1) Oxygen is a colorless, odorless, and gas

2) Oxygen supports and can greatly accelerate

3) Use no on any oxygen equipment or
fittings

4) Liquid oxygen is extremely , so avo;d accidental contact
with skin

5) Oxygen should not be stored near cylinders

b. Acetylene

1) Acetylene is a colorless gas with a distinctive odor

2) Acetylene mixed with oxygen or air in a confined area will if
brought into contact with a flame or heat source

3) Acetylene should be used in excess of 15 psi

4) Acetylene should be stored in a well area
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5) Acetylene gas when combined with burns at temperatures
up to 6,300°F

6) Acetylene should never be used from a cylinder in a posi-
tion because this can separate the acetone from other components and cre-
ate a dangerous situation

c. Argon

1) Argon is a colorless, tasteless, and gas

2) Argon is a gas

3) Argon is an gas

4) Argon is a gas when used to weld aluminum

5) Argon gives a arc action during welding

6) Argon should be stored in a well ventilated area because it will displace
in the air

d. Carbon dioxide

1) Carbon dioxide is a , tasteless, and odorless gas

2) Carbon dioxide is a very gas which can cause severe frost-
bite to the skin

3) Carbon dioxide can displace the life-giving atmosphere which can cause
, so store in well ventilated area

4) Carbon dioxide is used as a in a variety of
welding operations

e. Nitrogen

1) Nitrogen is a colorless, tasteless, and gas

2) Nitrogen is an extremely cold gas which can cause severe
to the skin

f. Helium

1) Helium is a , colorless, odorless gas

2) Helium is an inert welding gas used for

3) Helium should be stored in a well area
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Propane

1) Propane is a colorless gas and is a
and natural gas

2) Propane should be stored in a well _____

3) Ppane gas when combined with
up to 5,190°F

Mapp (methylacetylene and propadiene)

1) Mapp is a colorless gas that has a strong

2) Mapp is an acetylene product that is
it can be used at 375 psi at 170°F

3) Mapp gas shoffid be stored in a well

4) Mapp gas when combined with
5,301°F

Natural gas

1) Natural gas is a tasteless, odorless, and

2) Natural gas is a gaseous

3) Natural gas should be stored in a well -
4) Natural gas when combined with

to 5000°F

present in petroleum

-- area
burns at temperatures

______________smell

and stabilized so that

area

burns at temperatures up to

gas

which has been distilled

area

______ burns at temperatures up

22. Se!ect true statements concerning rules for handling gas cylinders safely by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

______a. Never use a cylinder cap to lift a cylinder

______b. Never use oil or grease on a cylinder fitting

______c. Never expose a cylinder to excessive heat

______d. Never roll a cylinder horizontally across a floor

______e. Never tamper with or attempt to repair a cylinder valve, but report it to your
instructor immediately

______f. Keep caps on cylinders when they are not in use

-1-c
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g Store all cylinders in well ventilated areas

h Chain all cylinders in an upright position, except for empty ones

Do not drop or strike cylinders sharply

Use a hammer or wrench to force cylinder valves open

k Keep all cylinders away from electrical contact and any welding arc

Close cylinder valves when not in use

m Transport cylinders with regulators attached when it will save time

23. Complete statements concerning electrical safety by inserting the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. Do not operate equipment without instructions from instructor

b. Do not touch live electrical parts or with bare skin

c. Do not operate electrical parts with Or

d. Never touch an electrode to a surface for these parts will
become electrically live

e. Do not operate equipment beyond its

f. Know cable and do not use welding cable at currents in excess
of their capacity

g. Replace worn or bare to prevent electrical shock or damage to
equipment

h. Make sure all cable connections are tight, because loose connections could
cause of cables and electrical terminals

i. When not in use, never place an electrode holder in contact with a grounded
metal surface because it could short circuit the

j. Machines must be installed according to and
electrical codes

k. Do not make any adjustment or repairs to any electrical equipment until all
has been disconnected or the electrical breaker has been turned

off
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I. Know where all shut down switches are located

m. All electrical equipment and tools should be properly to prevent
any injury to the operator

24. Solve the following problem concerning first aid for a victim of electrical shock:

You hear a shout and turn to see a fellow worker has fallen to the floor with an electrical
line under his body. What is the very first thing you should do?

Answer:

25. Select true statements concerning first aid requirements for common welding injuries
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

(NOTE For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

a Minor cuts

1) Clean with mild soap and water, rinse thoroughly with water, clean
again as required

2) Cover with dry sterile dressing

3) Notify supervisor or instructor

4) Always consider tetanus as a potential hazard

b. Puncture wounds

1) Puncture wounds through the skin need prompt medical attention to
avoid severe infection

2) Clean with soap and water, rinse thoroughly with water, clean again as
required, and cover with a dry sterile dressing

3) Notify supervisor or instructor

4) Always consider tetanus as a potential hazard

_c Slivers and splinters

1) Deep penetration through the skin by slivers and splinters always car-
ries the risk of infection and should be treated as such
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2) Do not attempt to remove deeply imbedded splinters, especially where
the area appears to be infected

3) Notify supervisor or instructor

4) Always consider tetanus as a potential hazard

d. Thermal burns

1) Give shock treatment to victim immediately

2) Remove clothing from area of burn but do not remove material adher-
ing to burn area

3) Apply thick, dry sterile dressing and bandage snugly to exclude air

4) If sterile dressing is not available, use close-woven, white clean cloth
and bandage snugly

e. Chemical burns

1) Give shock treatment to victim immediately

2) Immediately wash off chemical with large quantities of running water

3) Cut off clothing from affected area

4) Apply thick dry sterile dressing and bandage snugly to exclude air

5) If sterile dressing is not available, use close-woven, white clean cloths
and bandage

26. Complete statements concerning ways to recognize shock by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. Skin is pale or

b. Skin may be moist and clammy, even to the touch

c. Victim feels

d. Pulse is rapid and

e. Breathing rate is fast and

f. Victim may be or
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27. Arrange in order the steps in treating shock by placing the correct sequence number in
the appropriate blank.

a DO NOT DELAY immediate first aid treatment; it can be life saving

b. Cover the victim to retain body heat, but do not make the victim sweat

c Keep victim lying down with feet slightly elevated

d Eliminate the causes of shock, control bleeding, or administer artificial
respiration if the victim is not breathing

e Notify supervisor or instructor IMMEDIATELY

f Give no liquids or food to victim

28. Arrange in order the steps in controlling bleeding by placing the correct sequence num-
ber in the appropriate blank.

a If there is a severe life-threatening hemorrhage, AND ONLY AS A LAST
RESORT, APPLY A TOURNIQUET

b If blood soaks through the first compress, place another compress on it
but do not remove the first compress

c Place a compress of sterile gauze or the cleanest available material
directly over the bleeding site

_____d Treat for shock

6 Press firmly with fingers or palm of one hand

f. Secure compress with a pressure bandage

g Elevate the bleeding parts above the heart level unless there is evidence
of a fracture

29. Match types of bleeding with their characteristics

a Characterized by bright-red blood that
spurts from the wound in sometimes alarm-
ing quantity

b Characterized by dark-red blood that flows
from the wound, sometimes in great quan-
tity

c Characterized by coughing up blood, vomit-
ing blood, or the presence of blood in the
victim's stools

1. Venous bleeding

2. Internal bleeding

3. Arterial bleeding
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30. Identify pressure points for checking bleeding by placing the correct number in the
appropriate blank.

1. Brachial

2. Brachial

3. Facial

4. Subclavian

5. Femoral

31. Select true statements concerning first aid for eye injuries by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

a. Every eye injury should receive immediate first aid attention

b. Notify your supervisor or instructor only after first aid has been adminis-
tered

c. For an apparent minor object in the eye, have the person wink several
times. If the tears produced by winking do not remove the object, assume
that the object is embedded and use the following procedure:

1) Have the victim close his or her eyes

2) Put a piece of moist cotton over the closed lid

3) Place a bandage over the cotton

4) Get the victim to a doctor as soon as possible
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d When the eyeball has been obviously scratched or penetrated, apply a
sterile dressing, bandage loosely, and get medical help immediately

e Never permit me victim of an eye injury to rub his or her eye

f When in doubt about any eye injury, seek the most immediate medical
attention whether it's on the job or in the classroom

g Even though damage may be confined to one eye, it is sometimes best to
bandage both eyes with a sterile dressing so the victim will not have a ten-
dency to move the damaged eye

h For chemical or acid splashes, flush the eyes immediatoiy at an eye-flush-
ing station or use a bottled, portable flushing solution, then seek immedi-
ate medical assistance

32. Complete statements concerning general guidelines for first aid emergencies by insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Never hesitate to administer first aid when

b. Always for what you do

c. the injured person that everything possible is being done

d. Make about the accident including name of vic-
tim, time, place, cause or nature of the accident, and any first aid that was admin-
istered

e. Do the victim's family because this is the
responsibility of the school, the jobsite supervisor, or the medical facility

f. Report all accidents and injuries to your instructor or jobsite supervisor, no mat-
ter how they may seem to be

g. File a complete and submit a copy to the proper
persons

33. Complete a student safety pledge.

34. Select proper first aid procedures.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your instruc-
tor when they should be completed.)
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WELDING SAFETY AND FIRST AID
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4 f. 3
b. 5 g. 8
c. 2 h. 1

d. 7 i. 10

e. 6 j. 9

2. a. 6 e. 1

b. 5 f. 3
c. 4 g. 8
d. 2 h. 7

3. a. 2
b. 1

c. 3

4. a. 4
b. 3
c. 1

d. 2

5. a. Eye protection
b. Clean
c. Good condition
d. Safe to work in
e. Dangerous and potentially lethal
r. Three to four

6. a. Safety glasses
b. Flammable or explosive materials
c. Oil
d. An electrode holder
e. Ungrounded
f. On concrete
g. On wet or damp floors
h. Purged
i. Ground
j. Horseplay of any kind

7. All statements are true

8. a. Safety glasses
b. Safety glasses and a face shield
c. Contact lenses
d. Chipped, cracked, or damaged
e. Plasticcoated
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f. So don't mix tenses
g. All welding and cutting activity

9. a. Cleaning
b. Proper
c. Safely
d. Free of debris
e. Slippery
f. Free of materials
g. Combustible
h. Oily
i. Brooms, brushes

10. a. 2 e. 7

b. 5 f. 1

c. 6 g. 4

d. 3

11. a. 1 e. 3

b. 2 f. 7

c. 7 g. 6

d. 5 h. 4

12. Any two of the following:

a. To provide a hazard-free workplace and comply with occupational safety and
health standards

b. To inspect job sites to assure they meet safety standards
c. To use properly color-coded signs to warn of danger
d. To keep required records of work-related injuries and to post an annual summary

in February of each year
e. To report within 48 hours to OSHA any accident which is fatai or hospitalizes five

or more workers
f. To post in a prominent place OSHA poster #2203 informing workers of their rights

and responsibilities

13. Any two of the following:

a. Read the OSHA poster #2203 and comply with its standards
b. Follow employer safety and health rules and wear presci 'Jed clothing or protect-

ive equipment on the job
c. Report hazardous conditions to a supervisor
d. Report all job-related injuries to a supervisor and seek prompt treatment if

required
e. Report to OSHA in a responsible manner any hazardous working situations

which you feel the employer has not attended to properly

14. a. Greasy
b. Rotating
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c. Machine tools
d. Rings
e. Safe
f. Butane or propane

b, c, d

a. 2
b. 4
c. 1

d. 3

a. 3
b. 1

c. 4
d. 2

a. 4

b. 1

c. 5
d. 2
e. 3

19. a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i

20. a. Any combustible material
b. Enough to raise the fuel to its ignition point
c. Necessary to sustain combustion

21. a. 1) Tasteless
2) Combustion
3) Oil or grease
4) Cold
5) Acetylene

b. 1) Garlic-like
2) Explode
3) Never
4) Ventilated
5) Oxygen
6) Horizontal

c. 1) Odorless
2) Nonflammable
3) Inert
4) Cleaning
5) Smoother
6) Oxygen
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d. 1) Colorless
2) Cold
3) Suffocation
4) Shielding gas

e. 1) Odorless
2) Frostbite

f. 1) Tasteless
2) Shielding
3) Ventilated

g. 1) Hydrocarbon
2) Ventilated
3) Oxygen

h. 1) Garlic
2) Liquified
3) Ventilated
4) Oxygen

i. 1) Colorless
2) Hydrocarbon
3) Ventilated
4) Oxygen

22. a, b, c, d, e, f, g,i, k, I

23. a. Electrical
b. Electrodes
c. Wet gloves, wet clothing
d. Grounded
e. Rated capacity
f. Loads
g. Cables
h. Overheating
i. Welding machine
j. National, local
k. Power
I. Emergency
m. Grounded

24. Answer should include essential parts of the following:

a. Safely remove the victim from contact with the source of electricity using the fol-
lowing procedure

b. Turn off the electricity by means of a switch or circuit breaker or cut cables or
wires by means of a woodhandled axe or insulated cutters if available

c. Use a dry stick, rope, leather belt, coat, blanket, or any other nonconductor of
electricity to separate the victim from the electrical circuit
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25. All statements are true

26. a. Bluish
b. Cold
c. Weak
d. Weak
e. Irregular
f. Confused, incoherent

27. a. 2 d. 3
b. 5 e. 1

c. 4 f. 6

28. a. 7 e. 2
b. 4 f. 5

c. 1 g. 3
d. 6

29. a. 3
b. 1

c. 2

30. a. 3
b. 4
c. 1 or 2
d. 1 or 2
e. 5

31. a, c, d, e, f, g, h

32. a. it is needed
b. Have a reason
c. Reassure
d. Accurate notes
e. Not notify
f. Minor
g. Accident report

33. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

34. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match basic hand and power tools
used in welding with their characteristics and uses. The student should also be able to list
basic rules for the safe use and preventive maintenance of hand and power tools and identify
basic hand and power tools. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly performing the pro-
cedures outlined in the assignment sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to welding tools and equipment with their definitions.

2. Match driving and chipping tools with their characteristics and uses.

3. Match chisels, punches, and pry bars with their uses.

4. Select true statements concerning files, their uses, basic shapes, and cuts.

5. Complete statements concerning wire brushes, their types and uses.

6. Match holding and anchoring tools with their characteristics and uses.

7. Match alignment tools with their uses.

8. List types of jacks.

9. Match pulling and lifting tools with their characteristics and uses.

10. Match measuring tools with their characteristics and uses.

11. Match turning tools and wrenches with their uses.

12. Match pliers with their uses.

13. Match other manual cutting and shaping tools with their uses.

14. Match power equipment with its characteristics and uses.

15. Match positioning equipment with its characteristics and uses.

16. Complete statements concerning basic rules for safe use of hand tools.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

17. Select true statements concerning basic rules for safe use of power tools and
equipment.

18. List the number one rule for maintaining a tool or piece of equipment.

19. Identify basic hand tools.

20. Identify basic power tools and equipment.
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WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Demonstrate the safe and proper use of hand tools as they are presented in the
information sheet.

VI. Take students on a tour of the welding shop, demonstrate power tools and equip-
ment, discuss hazards associated with each piece of equipment, and rules for its
safe operation.

VII. Invite a manufacturer's representative to give a demonstration of the safe and
proper use of selected power equipment.

VIII. Have trade magazines available for students who are interested in furthering their
knowledge of new tools and equipment available for welding.

IX. Arrange a field trip to a local or area welding facility where students can see weld-
ing positioners, bending and shaping machines, and other power tools used on
the job, and have students discuss the tools and machines and their safe opera-
tions.

X. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Vise-Grip° Clamps

2. TM 2 Platen Table, Tools and Accessories

3. TM 3 Types of Jacks

4. TM 4 Types of Jacks (Continued)
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

5. TM 5 Types of Calipers

6. TM 6 Right and Wrong Use of Tools

7. TM 7 Right and Wrong Use of Tools (Continued)

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1Identify Basic Hand Tools

2. Assignment Sheet #2--Identify Basic Power Tools and Equipment

E Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Jones, Leonard, and Otto Morse. Sheet Metal Basics. Stillwater, OK 74074:
Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium, 1983.

B. Madsen, Robert J. Welding Fundamentals. Alsip, IL 60658: American Tech-
nical Publishers, Inc., 1982.

C. Moses, Napoleon W. Hand Tools for Welding. Mississippi State, MS 39762:
Research and Curriculum Unit for Vocational-Technical Education, College
of Education, Mississippi State University, 1982.
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WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Gauge The measured thickness of metal or wire or an instrument to mea-
sure that thickness

B. Jig A form or frame used to mass produce a part or to control distortion
during a welding process

C. Mechanical shear A metal-cutting machine with operating power from a
clutch or a flywheel that provides high-speed operation

D. Hydraulic shear A metal-cutting machine with operating power from
fluid transport lines to provide a slower rate of operation than a mechanical
shear

E. Pneumatic shear A metal-cutting machine with operating power from
compressed air in transport lines to provide a slower rate of operation than
a mechanical shear

F. Dies and punches Extremely hard, precisely shaped metal molds used
on a press brake for forming angles and shapes in metal

G. Positioners Platforms or bases designed to secure and manipulate
welded products so that welding can usually be accomplished from one
position to increase welding speed and weld quality
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0INFORMATION SHEET

II. Driving and chipping tools, their characteristics and uses

A. Chipping hammer Used to remove slag and residue left on metals after
welding or cutting (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

B. Fitter's or engineer's hammer A heavy hammer with two driving heads
used to drive wedges under and between materials, and comes in weights
of 40, 48, or 64 ounces (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

12,7
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Mallets Used where a metal hammer would dent or damage material,
and made of hickory, rawhide, lead, nylon, rubber, or composition materials
(Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Nonsparking Synthetic

D. Sledge hammer A long-handled hammer used when more driving force is
needed than a smaller hammer can deliver, comes in weights from 2 to 20
pounds, and is designed to be used with both hands (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

1 el 0
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Ball peen hammer A general purpose hammer with a curved face and a
rounded head, comes in weights from 4 to 48 ounces, and is usually used
with one hand (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

III. Chisels, punches, and pry bars and their uses

A. Cold chisel Used for cutting metal, rivets, nuts, and bolts (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

B. Cape chisel Used for cutting keyways in metal (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

C. Diamond-point chisel Used for cutting V-grooves and cleaning out inside
corners (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

12 9



INFORMATION SHEET

D. Round-nose chisel Used for cutting U-shaped grooves in metal (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

E. Drift punch Used for driving out straight or tapered pins (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

IW-119
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F. Aligning pry bar Used for prying, positioning, and aligning parts in fit-up
(Figure 11)

FIGURE 11

IV. Files, their uses, basic shapes, and cuts

A. Files Used manually to remove metal stock (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12

!Tang and Handle' Heel 'Belly Point I

/' /777777"-77"7,---7---
"/,, //

Length
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Basic shapes of files Triangular, flat, square, round or rat-tail, and half
round to provide a shape to match the job need (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13

Triangle or
3 Corner

Flat
'I 0
Square Round or Half-Round

Rat-Tail

C. Basic file cuts From single-cut coarse to double-cut smooth to provide
textures that produce specific finishes (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14

Single Cut

Coarse Smooth

Double Cut

Coarse Smooth

D. Card file Used to clean file (Figure 15)

FIGURE 15
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. File handle Used to cover the tang of a file and protect against injury,
and a file must not be used without a handle (Figure 16)

FIGURE 16

V. Wire brushes, their types and uses

A. Uses For cleaning a weld area before or after welding

B. Types Steel wire bristles or stainless steel bristles with shoe handles or
bent handles (Figure 17)

FIGURE 17

VI. Hoid:r1g and anchoring tools, their characteristics and uses

A. Vise-grip® clamps -- Plier-type devices used to hold materials until they can
be tacked in place, adjustable to almost any metal gauge, and handy to
work with because they go on and come off quickly (Transparency 1)

1. Curved jaw

2. Straight jaw

3. C-clamp

4. Long-reach C-clamp

5. Welding clamp

6. Sheet metal

7. Chain clamp

1"J"
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Bar clamps Adjustable vise-like devices used to hold materials together
until they can be joined by other means, and will hold longer and wider
materials than a vise can (Figure 18)

FIGURE 18

C. C-clamps Used to hold two or more pieces of material together until they
can be tacked or joined together by other means (Figure 19)

FIGURE 19

Standard Throat Deep Throat

D. Spring clamps Used to secure a tape line to the end of a piece of mate-
rial or to secure light detail material onto main members (Figure 20)

FIGURE 20
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Vises Used to secure workpieces that cannot or should not be held by
hand, usually fastened to a work bench, and have opposing jaws adjustable
with a screw-type movement (Figure 21)

FIGURE 21

Combination/Pipe

F. Platen table Used to eliminate welding and bending jigs and has special
accessories used in layout and various other welding activities (Transpar-
ency 2)

VII. Alignment tools and their uses

A. Wedges Used to fit-up two or more pieces of material by inserting a V-
shaped end in between pieces and striking the head or opposite end with a
hammer to obtain vertical or horizontal alignment (Figure 22)

FIGURE 22

B. Clip plates or dogs Used as a restraining device so that wedges can be
applied and driven (Figure 23)

FIGURE 23
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Flat bar, yoke, and strongback Used as restraining devices so that
wedges can be applied and driven in situations where clip plates or dogs
would not provide enough strength (Figure 24)

FIGURE 24

Flat Bar

VIII. Jacks, their uses and types

Yoke
Strongback

A. Used for exerting pressure and lifting or lowering heavy objects short dis-
tances

B. Types of jacks (Transparencies G and 4)

1. Ratchet level jack (railroad jack)

2. Journal jack (bottle jack or booby jack)

3. Hydraulic jack with external pump

4. Push-pull jack (steamboat jack)

5. Self-contained hydraulic jack

6. Wedge jack

7. Screw jack

: 3
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Pulling and lifting tools, their characteristics and uses

A. Turnbuckles Used to adjust lengths of wire rope or steel rod, and are
adjustable for taking up slack and inducing a load or being slacked off to
reduce a load (Figure 25)

FIGURE 25

B. Come-alongs Used as manually operated hoists, are portable, easy to
set-up, and may be constructed with chain or cable (Figure 26)

FIGURE 26
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Plate dogs Used to lift plates safely and move them from one place to
another (Figure 27)

D. Slings Cables and hooks or chains and hooks used in single, double, tri-
ple, or quadruple arrangement for lifting and moving heavy objects (Figure
28)

FIGURE 28

1.L37



INFORMATION SHEET

X. Measuring tools, their characteristics and uses

A. Pocket tape Used to measure gauges, set lines, holes, and work points
and many other straight line measurements up to 25', and is often used by
fitters so it is made to be carried on a welder's belt (Figure 29)

FIGURE 29

B. American and U.S. standard metal gauges Used to measure the thick-
ness or gauge of sheet metai, plate, and wire (Figure 30)

FIGURE 30

138t,
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Drill point gauge Used to assure that drill tips being sharpened are kept
centered at an angle of 59° so that they will cut faster with less applied
force (Figure 31)

FIGURE 31

*111
Olaf

I I

011
1,01.01wt.

4

0PoUillo"
%Milne& 4 /116.AnS

I a.4. .Z.

D. Wing dividers Used to construct small circles and arcs and transfer mea-
surements (Figure 32)

FIGURE 32

E. Calipers Used for inside and outside measurements (Transparency 5)

1. Inside caliper

2. Outside caliper

3. Hermaphrodite caliper

4. Slide caliper rule

5. Dial caliper

1 3 '3
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Rules Measuring devices graduated in whole units and fractions and
used in measuring distances ranging from fractions of an inch up to 48
inches

1. Narrow flexible rule (Figure 33)

FIGURE 33

glifif4e111,PneX.. 7 s
illthiII1 I

2 3 1. . -..::.1 5

2. Steel rule (Figure 34)

FIGURE 34

.. a4

74 1 2 3
a a 4
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3. Hook rule (Figure 35)

FIGURE 35
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Levels Devices used to check surfaces for true alignment horizontally,
vertically, or at a 45° angle (Figure 36)

FIGURE 36

II

1.1.111

C..._-___)

H. Plumb bob Used to check related members for alignment or plumb, cord
or string length varies, and common weights range from 6 ounces to 24
ounces (Figure 37)

FIGURE 37
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INFORMATION SHEET

I. Chalk line Chalk-coated line stretched tightly and snapped sharply to
mark a straight line between two points, and can also be used to check for
straightness in plate and structural metals (Figure 38)

FIGURE 38

J. Center punch Used to make puncture marks, to locate centers of holes,
or establish work points or center lines on materials (Figure 39)

FIGURE 39

4iiidlill111111EllEnt

K. Prick punch Used most often to make punch marks along layout lines to
provide permanent references for chalked or scribed lines that might wear
off in handling (Figure 40)

FIGURE 40

4EINIMEINININ
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INFORMATION SHEET

L. Bevel square Used to lay out bevel lines or Check materials cut on a
bevel, and can be adjusted to all angles (Figure 41)

FIGURE 41



INFORMATION SHEET

M. Combination square Used to square detail material, square head is used
for 45° and 90° angles, protractor head is used to read angles from 0° to
180°, and center head is used to find the center of round materials (Figure
42)

FIGURE 42

Q... Scriber

Spirit Level

Thumb Screw

!TY

Square
Head
450-90°

Protractor Head
0°-180°

IW-133

Center
Head

N. Steel tapes Used to measure distances between points, used for layout
work and for squaring, and generally longer than 25' (Figure 43)

FIGURE 43
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INFORMATION SHEET

0. Framing square Used primarily by fitters to check trueness of flanges
and angles, used for setting and checking bevel squares, and edges
marked with rulelike graduations make it a good measuring tool (Figure 44)

FIGURE 44

Ili 1b 6 5 12 11 -.....
1121F1)

110 19 A a ...7'
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P. Micrometers Used to measure inside, outside, or depth of parts that
require critical tolerances (Figure 45)
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INFORMATION SHEET

Xl. Turning tools and wrenches and their uses

A. Adjustable wrench (crescent wrench) Used to tighten or loosen different
sizes of nuts and bolts (Figure 46)

FIGURE 46

Fixed Jaw

Handle

Movable Jaw
Thumbscrew Hang Hole

B. Open-end wrench Used to tighten or loosen specific sizes of nuts and
bolts (Figure 47)

C. Box-end wrench Used to tighten or loosen specific sizes of nuts and
bolts (Figure 48)

FIGURE 48

D. Pipe wrench Used primarily for fitting up pipe, but handy for holding and
aligning because of its vise-like adjustable jaws (Figure 49)
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Cylinder wrenches Used specifically for tightening or loosening cylinder
connections on oxyacetylene equipment because adjustable wrenches can
easily damage the brass fittings used on oxyacetylene equipment (Figure
50)

FIGURE 50

F. Torch wrenches Used specifically for tightening or loosening torch con-
nections where the use of adjustable wrenches or pliers might damage
brass fittings (Figure 51)

FIGURE 51

G. Socket wrench and handles Used to tighten or loosen specific sizes of
nuts and bolts with a variety of socket sizes and handles for various jobs

(Figure 52)

FIGURE 52

Socket Break-Over Handle

Ratchet Handle

Speed Handle

Universal Joint

Sliding 1- Handle

Extension



INFORMATION SHEET

H. Screwdrivers Used to tighten or loosen specific types of screws, bolts,
and other anchoring devices (Figure 53)

FIGURE 53

Phillips
, :0 .04' I, f ...... ... .0 ' '

I. Allen wrenches Hex-shaped key-type wrenches used to tighten or loosen
specific sizes of Allen screws or bolts (Figure 54)

FIGURE 54

XII. Pliers and their uses

A. Slip joint Used for handling hot metal or materials (Figure 55)

FIGURE 55
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Diagonal cutters Used for cutting small diameter wire, and frequently
used in GMAW welding (Figure 56)

FIGURE 56

C. Needle nose Used for cleaning cups and nozzles, cutting small diameter
wire, holding, and bonding, and used mostly in GMAW welding (Figure 57)

FIGURE 57

D. Lineman's (side cutters) Used to cut larger diameter wire, holding, and is
used in submerged arc welding (Figure 58)

XIII. Other manual cutting and shaping tools and their uses

A. Hacksaw Used to manually cut or separate metal (Figure 59)

FIGURE 59
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B. Straight-cut snips Used to cut straight lines or curves on light-gauge
metal and also available in left or right cuts (Figure 60)

C. Bolt cutters Used to cut small diameter nuts, bolts, rod, and chain (Fig-
ure 61)

FIGURE 61

e
D. Pipe cutters Used for cutting small-diameter pipe or tubing (Figure 62)

FIGURE 62
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Angle iron cutter, notcher, and bender Used to cut, notch, and bend angle
iron (Figure 63)

FIGURE 63

F. Hossfeld bender Used to bend, form, and shape pipe, tubing, angle iron,
flat bars, and straps (Figure 64)

FIGURE 64

1 51



INFORMATION SHEET

G. Beverly shear Lever operated bench tool that makes distortion free cuts
in straight or curved patterns on light to heavy metals (Figure 65)

FIGURE 65

H. Anvil An iron or steel block with both flat and curved surfaces for shap-
ing metals that are hammered or peened against it, and it sometimes has a
tapered round end for curving metal strapping and other materials (Figure
66)

FIGURE 66

1 52
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1. 'Taps and dies 'Tools used to cut ternale threads ktaps) in metal or to cut
threads on the outside kdies) ot pipes or other round stocW, and they usually
come in sets Tigure 671

FIGURE 67
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INFORMATION SHEET

XIV. Power equipment, its characteristics and uses

A. Power shears Used to cut all gauges of metal and may be operated
mechanically, hydraulically, or pneumatically (Figure 68)

FIGURE 68

B. Power roll Used to shape both plate and structural metals into rounded
forms (Figure 69)

FIGURE 69
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Drill press Used for drilling holes in several pieces of metal at one time or
drilling single holes in heavier metals (Figure 70)

FIGURE 70
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Pedestal grinder Used for grinding all forms of metal (Figure 71)

FIGURE 71

E. Pedestal buffer Used to polish or buff metals with wire, brush, or cloth
wheels (Figure 72)

FIGURE 72
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Angle and straight grinders Generally used with attachments for clean-
ing joints before or after a welding process (Figure 73)
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Belt and disc sander Used to grind or sand flat metal surfaces (Figure 74)

FIGURE 74

H. Hand drill Generally used for light drilling jobs, comes in several types
such as variable-speed and reversible, and in 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" sizes (Fig-
ure 75)

FIGURE 75
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INFORMATION SHEET

I. Heavy duty hand drill Generally used for drilling thicker materials, comes
in several types such as variable-speed and reversible, and in 112", 314", and
1 1/4" sizes (Figure 76)

FIGURE 76

J. Cut-off saw Used to cut heavier metal at different angles or in straight
cuts (Figure 77)

FIGURE 77



INFORMATION SHEET

K. Vertical band saw Used for cutting mild steel with a continuous cutting
blade (Figure 78)

FIGURE 78 T

L. Horizontal band saw Used to cut any length or type of metal with a con-
tinuous cutting blade (Figure 79)

FIGURE 79
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INFORMATION SHEET

M. Power hacksaw Used to cut any length or type of metal (Figure 80)

FIGURE 80

N. Reciprocating saw Used like a key-hole saw with various types of blades
to cut wood, metal, piastic, and even heavy steel (Figure 81)

FIGURE 81
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INFORMATION SHEET

0. Press brake Used to press metal into varying shapes with different dies
and punches and has capacities which run to three hundred tons and more
(Figure 82)

FIGURE 82

XV. Positioning equipment, its characteristics and uses

A. Turning rolls Used to roll pipes or round objects and are typically used in
production shops with automatic welding processes (Figure 83)

FIGURE 83

...-"*`'- z...-------,,_
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Manipulators Used to control and position welding equipment on auto-
matic positioners or turning rolls and are typically used in production
shops with automatic welding processes (Figure 84)

FIGURE 84

C. Positioners Used to secure and position objects being welded, can turn
or rotate object at preset speed or be controlled manually by operator, and
is typically used in a production shop (Figure 85)

FIGURE 85
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INFORMATION SHEET

XVI. Basic rules for safe use of hand tools (Transparencies 6 and 7)

A. Do not use a screwdriver as a prying tool

B. Do not use pliers to loosen or tighten nuiz and bolts

C. Do not use any tool with a loose handle or defective part

D. When using a screwdriver, support the work on a bench or against a solid
surface

E. When using a wrench, pull it toward yourself to prevent smashing your
hand if the wrench should slip

F Never use a file without a handle

G. Secure small parts or objects before working on them with hand tools

H. Never strike the mushroomed head of a punch or chisel

XVII. Basic rules for safe use of power tools and equipment

A. Do not use power tools until you have been instructed how to safely use
them and have permission from your instructor

B. Check electrical cords and plugs before using electrical power tools, and
check lines and connections before using air-operated tools

C. When working with a drill press, always clamp the workpiece in place or it
will spin with the drill bit

D. Make sure shields and guards are securely in place before using power
equipment

E. Avoid walking into restricted safety zones marked off around power equip-
ment

F. When using extension cords with power equipment, make sure they are
grounded and free of breaks or frays

G. Wear no loose or frayed clothing around rotating equipment

H. Pay attention to safety signs and warning tags

I. Know emergency shut-down procedures for all power equipment

J. Keep tools clean and dry
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XVIII. Basic rules for maintaining tools and equipment

A. The number one rule for maintaining a tool or a piece of equipment is to use
it only for its intended purpose

B. Any tool or piece of equipment suspected of being faulty should be tagged
and reported

C. Properly record and date information placed on lubrication and mainte-
nance schedules

D. Always disconnect the power supply wnen performing maintenance on
power tools and equipment

E. Check tool rests on pedestal grinders daily

F. Check grinding wheels daily and dress as needed

G. Check oil pressure on shears before using them

100



0 Vise-Grip® Clamps

Curved Jaw

"C" Clamp

Welding Clamp

0

..

Straight Jaw

Long-Reach

"C" Clamp

Chain Clamp

Sheet Metal Tool
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Types of Jacks

Wedge Jack

Safety Peep Hole

Lift Ram
Screw Jack

/
(Ratchet Action)

Up-Down
Button

Up-Down Switch
Journal or Bottle Jack

Courtesy Research and Curriculum Unit for Vocational-Technical
Ratchet Lever or Education, College of Education, Mississippi State University,

Railroad Jack
Mississippi State, Mississippi

TM 3
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Types of Jacks
(Continued)

Push Lug
Screw Shaft

Lever Handle
(Ratchet Action)

III 31111\1M\ s

Push Lug

o\Aink\gi 11\1

Ratchet
Pull Lug Pull Lug
Push-Pull or Steamboat Jack

Pump Handle

Hydraulic Jack with
External Pump

Lift Ram
Jack

Hydraulic Hose

Courtesy Research and Curriculum Unit for
Vocational-Technical Education, College of
Education, Mississippi State University, Self-Contained Hydraulic JackMississippi State, Mississippi

Lever ,4

Pump I
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Types of Calipers

Inside Caliper

e

Outside Caliper

170

Hermaphrodite Caliper

Slide Caliper Rule

Dial Caliper

iW-163
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Right and Wrong Use of Tools

Wrong

Right-
Pull, Don't
Push

171

End Wrench-
Adjustable Wrench

Wrong - Don't Pull
on an Adjustable
Wrench Until It has
Been Tighteried on
the Nut

Wrong Way

Adjustable
Wrench

Pipe
Wrench

Right

172
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Right and Wrong Use of Tools
(Continued)

Correct Method
of Draw-Filing

Wrong - Never Use a Bar
or a Pipe on a Wrench

Correct Method
of Cleaning a File

It is Dangerous to Use
a File Without Handle

Correct Method of

This is
Bad
Practice

Incorrect Use of-'-,- Tightening File Handle a Hammer
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WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 IDENTIFY BASIC HAND TOOLS

Directions: Write the correct name of the hand tool below each illustration.

a. b. c.

d. e.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

k. I.

m. n. o.
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WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 IDENTIFY BASIC POWER TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Directions: Write the correct name of the power tool or piece of power equipment below each
illustration.

a. b

c

177
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WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

a. Chipping hammer
b. Mallet
c. Ball peen hammer
d. Cold chisel
e. Drift punch
f. Card file
g. Wire brush
h. C-clamp
i. Spring clamp
j. Wedge
k. Strongback
I. Self-contained hydraulic jack
m. Turnbuckle
n. Comealong
o. Plumb bob
p. Combination square

Assignment Sheet #2

a. Power roll
b. Drill press
c. Pedestal buffer
d. Belt and disc sander
e. Cut-off saw
f. Vertical band saw
g. Horizontal band saw
h. Turning roll
i. Positioner
j. Manipulator
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WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
UNIT III

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their ccrrect definitions.

a The measured thickness of metal or wire or 1. Hydraulic shear
an instrument to measure that thickness

2. Dies and punches
b A form or frame used to mass produce a

part or to control distortion during a welding 3. Gauge
process

4. Positioners

c A metal-cutting machine with operating
power from a clutch or a flywheel that pro- 5. Jig
vides high-speed operation

6. Pneumatic shear

d A metal-cutting machine with operating
7. Mechanical shearpower from fluid transport lines to provide a

slower rate of operation than other shears

e. A metal-cutting machine with operating
power from compressed air in transport
lines to provide a slower rate of operation
than other shears

f Extremely hard, precisely shaped metal
molds used on a press brake for forming
angles and shapes in metal

g Platforms or bases designed to secure and
manipulate welded products so that weld-
ing can usually be accomplished from one
position to increase welding speed ar d weld
quality

2. Match driving and chipping toots with their characteristics and uses.

a Used to remove slag and residue left on 1. Mallets
metals after welding or cutting

b A heavy hammer with two driving heads
used to drive wedges under and between
materials, and comes in weights of 40,48, or
64 ounces

181.
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TEST

c Used where a metal hammer would dent or 3. Ball peen hammer
damage material, and made of hickory, raw-
hide, lead, nylon, rubber, or composition 4. Fitter's or engineer's
materials hammer

d A long-handled hammer used when more 5. Sledge hammer
driving force is needed than a smaller ham-
mer can deliver, comes in weights from 2 to
20 pounds, and is designed to be used with
both hands

e. A general purpose hammer with a curved
face and a rounded head, comes in weights
from 4 to 48 ounces, and is usually used
with one hand

3. Match chisels, punches, and pry bars with their uses.

_ a Used for cutting metal, rivets, nuts, and 1. Drift punch
bolts

2. Diamond-point chisel
b Used for cutting keyways in metal

3. Cold chisel
c Used for cutting V-grooves and cleaning out

inside corners 4. Aligning pry bar

d. Used for cutting U-shaped grooves in metal 5. Cape chisel

e Used for driving out straight or tapered pins 6. Round-nose chisel

f. Used for prying, positioning, and aligning
parts in fit-up

4. Select true statements concerning files, their uses, basic shapes, and cuts by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Files Used manually to remove metal stock

b. Basic shapes of files Triangular, flat, square, round or rat-tail, and half
round to provide a shape to match the job need

c. Basic file cuts From single-cut coarse to double-cut smooth to provide
textures that produce specific finishes

d. Card file Used to sharpen files

e File handle Used to cover the tang of a file and protect against injury,
and a file must not be used without a handle

Apww.111,....*"......
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TEST

5. Complete statements concerning wire brushes, their types and uses by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Uses For cleaning a weld area or weld-
ing

b. Types Steel wile bristles or bristles with
shoe handles or bent handles

6. Match holding and anchoring tools with their characteristics and uses.

a. Plier-type devices used to hold materials 1. Spring clamps
until they can be tacked in place, adjustable
to almost any metal gauge, and handy to 2. Platen table
work with because they go on and come off
quickly 3. Vises

1) Curved jaw 4. Vise-grip® clamps
2) Straight jaw
3) C-clamp 5. C-clamps
4) Long-reach C-clamp
5) Welding clamp 6. Bar clamps
6) Sheet metal
7) Chain clamp

b Adjustable vise-like devices used to :'old
materials together until they can be joined
by other means, and will hold longer and
wider materials than a vise can

c Used to hold two or more pieces of material
together until they can be tacked or joined
together by other means

d Used to secure a tape line to the end of a
piece of material or to secure light detail
material onto main members

e Used to secure workpieces that cannot or
should not be held by hand, usually fas-
tened to a work bench, and have opposing
jaws adjustable with a screw-type move-
ment

f Used to eliminate welding and bending jigs
and has special accessories used in layout
and various other welding activities
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7. Match alignment tools with their uses.

a Used to fit-up two or more pieces of material
by inserting a V-shaped end in between
pieces and striking the head or opposite end
with a hammer to obtain vertical or horizon-
tal alignment

b

c

Used as a restraining device so that wedges
can be applied and driven

Used as restraining devices so that wedges
can be applied and driven in situations
where other devices would not provide
enough strength

8. List three types of jacks.

a.

b.

c.

1. Wedges

2. Clip plates or dogs

3. Flat bar, yoke, and
strongback

9. Match pulling and lifting tools with their characteristics and uses.

a Used to adjust lengths of wire rope or steel 1. Come-alongs
rod, and are adjustable for taking up slack
and inducing a load or being slacked off to 2. Plate dogs
reduce a load

3. Slings
_____b Used as manually operated hoists, are port-

able, easy to set-up, and may be con-
structed with chain or cable

c Used to lift plates safely and move them
from ono place to another

d Cables and hooks or chains and hooks used
in single, double, triple, or quadruple
arrangement for lifting and moving heavy
objects

184
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10. Match measuring tools with their characteristics and uses.

a. Used to measure gauges, set lines, holes,
and work points and many other straight
line measurements up to 25', and is often
used by fitters so it is made to be carried on
a welder's belt

b

c

d

e

Used to measure the thickness or gauge of
sheet metal, plate, and wire

Used to assure that dri?I tips being sharp-
ened are kept centered at an angle of 59° so
that they will cut faster with less applied

, force

Used to construct small circles and arcs
and transfer measurements

Used for inside and outside measurements

1) Inside
2) Outside
3) Hermaphrodite
4) Slide
5) Dial

f Measuring devices graduated in whole units
and fractions and used in measuring dis-
tances ranging from fractions of an inch up
to 48 inches

1) Narrow flexible
2) Steel
3) Hook

g Devices used to check surfaces for true
alignment horizontally, vertically, or at a 45°
angle

_h Used to check related members for align-
ment or plumb, cord or string length varies,
and common weights range from 6 ounces
to 24 ounces

185

1. Levels

2. American and U.S.
standard metal
gauges

3. Rules

4. Plumb bob

5. Drill point gauge

6. Pocket tape

7. Wing dividers

8. Calipers
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i Chalk-coated line stretched tightly and
snapped sharply to mark a straight line
between two points, and can also be used to
cheek for straightness in plate and struc-
tural metals

i Used to make puncture marks, to locate
centers of holes, or establish work points or
center lines on materials

k Used most often to make punch marks
along layout lines to provide permanent ref-
erences for chalked or scribed lines that
might wear off in handling

_I Used to lay out bevel lines or check materi-
als cut on a bevel, and can be adjusted to all
angles

rn Used to square detail material, square head
is used for 45° and 90° angles, protractor
head is used to read angles from 0° to 180°,
and center head is used to find the center of
round materials

n Used to measure distances between points,
used for layout work and for squaring, and
generally longer than 25'

o Used primarily by fitters to check trueness
of flanges and angles, used for setting and
checking bevel squares, and edges marked
with rule-like graduations make it a good
measuring tool

P Used to measure inside, outside, or depth of
parts that require critical tolerances

11. Match turning tools and wrenches with their uses.

a Used to tighten or loosen different sizes of
nuts and bolts

b Used to tighten or loosen specific sizes of
nuts and bolts

c Used to tighten or loosen specific sizes of
nuts and bolts

166

9. Framing square

10. Prick punch

11. Chalk line

12. Combination square

13. Center punch

14. Micrometers

15. Steel tapes

16. Bevel square

1. Screwdrivers

2. Allen wrenches

3. Torch wrenches
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d Used primarily for fitting up pipe, but handy 4. Adjustable wrench
for holding and aligning because of its vise-
like adjustable jaws 5. Box-end wrench

e Used specifically for tightening or loosening 6. Socket wrench and
cylinder connections on oxyacetylene handles
equipment because adjustable wrenches
can easily damage the brass fittings used 7. Pipe wrench
on oxyacetylene equipment

8. Cylinder wrenches
f Used specifically for tightening or loosening

torch connections where the use of adjusta- 9. Open-end wrench
ble wrenches or pliers might damage brass
fittings

g Used to tighten or loosen specific types of
screws, bolts, and other anchoring devices

h Hex-shaped key-type wrenches used to
tighten or loosen specific sizes of special
screws or bolts

i Used to tighten or loosen specific sizes of
nuts and bolts with a variety of socket sizes
and handles for various jobs

12. Match pliers with their uses.

a Used for handling hot metal or materials 1. Needle nose

b Used for cutting small diameter wire, and 2. Diagonal cutters
frequently used in GMAW welding

3. Slip joint
c Used for cleaning cups and nozzles, cutting

small diameter wire, holding, and bonding, 4. Lineman's
and used mostly in GMAW welding

d Used to cut larger diameter wire, holding,
and is used in submerged arc welding
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13. Match other manual cutting and shaping tools with their uses.

a. Used to manually cut or separate metal

b. Used to cut straight lines or curves on light-
gauge metal and also available in left or
right cuts

c Used to cut small diameter nuts, bolts, rod,
and chain

d-. Used for cutting small-diameter pipe or tub-
ing

e. Used to cut, notch, and bend angle iron

f. Used to bend, form, and shape pipe, tubing,
angle iron, flat bars, and straps

Lever operated bench tool that makes dis-
tortion free cuts in straight or curved pat-
terns on light to heavy metals

h. An iron or steel block with both flat and
curved surfaces foe shaping metals that are
hammered or peened against it, and it some-
times has a tapered round end for curving
metal strapping and other materials

i. Tools used to cut female threads in metal or
to cut threads on the outside of pipes or
other round stock, and they usually come in
sets

14. Match power equipment with its characteristics and uses.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

D.

a. Used to cut all gauges of metal and may be 1.
operated mechanically, hydraulically, or
pneumatically

b. Used to shape both plate and structural
metals into rounded forms

c. Used for drilling holes in several pieces of
metal at one time or drilling single holes in
heavier metals

d. Used for grinding all forms of metal

e. Used to polish or buff metals with wire,
brush, or cloth wheels

188

2.

3.

4.

5.

Pipe cutters

Taps and dies

Angle iron cutter,
notcher, and bender

Anvil

Hacksaw

Beverly shear

Straight-cut snips

Hossfeld bender

Bolt cutters

Angle and straight
grinders

Cut-off saw

Hand drill

Power shears

Vertical band saw
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f. Generally used with attachments for clean- 6. Drill press
ing joints before or after a welding process

7. Heavy duty
g Used to grind or sand flat metal surfaces hand drill

h Generally used for light drilling jobs, comes
8. Pedastal grinder

in several types such as variable-speed and 9. Horizontal
reversible, and in 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" sizes band saw

i Generally used for drilling thicker materials, 10. Belt and disc sander
comes in several types such as variable-
speed and reversible, and in 1/2", 3/4", and 1 11. Pedastal buffer
1/4" sizes

12. Power roll

i Used to cut heavier metal at different angles
or in straight cuts 13. Reciprocating saw

k Used for cutting mild steel with a continu-
14. Press brake

ous cutting blade 15. Power hacksaw

0
I Used to cut any length or type of metal with

a continuous cutting blade

m. Used to cut any length or type of metal

n Used like a key-hole saw with various types
of blades to cut wood, metal, dlastic, and
even heavy steel

o Used to press metal into varying shapes
with different dies and punches and has
capacities which run to three hundred tons
and more

15. Match positioning equipment with its characteristics and uses.

a. Used to roll pipes or round objects and are 1. Manipulators
typically used in production shops with
automatic welding processes 2. Turning rolls

b Used to control and position welding equip- 3. Positioners
ment on automatic oositioners or turning
rolls and are typically used in production
shops with automatic welding processes

c Used to secure and position objects being
welded, can turn or rotate object at preset
speed or be controlled manually by operator,
and is typically used in a production shop

189
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16. Cornplete statements concerning basic rules for safe use of hand tools by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Do not use a screwdriver as a tool

b. Do not use pliers to or nuts and bolts

c. Do not use any tool with a loose or defective part

d. When using a screwdriver, support the work on a bench or against a
surface

e. When using a wrench, pul; it yourself to prevent smashing
your hand if the wrench should slip

f. Never use a file without a

g. small parts or objects before working on them with hand tools

h. Never the mushroomed head of a punch or chisel

17. Select true statements concerning basic rules for safe use of power tools and equip-
ment by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Do not use power tools until you have been instructed how to safely use
them and have permission from your instructor

b Check electrical cords and plugs before using electrical power tools, and
check lines and connections before using air-operated tools

c When working with a drill press, always clamp the workpiece in place or it
will spin with the drill bit

d Make sure shields and guards are securely in place before using power
equipment

e Avoid walking into restricted safety zones marked off around power equip-
ment

f When using extension cords with power equipment, make sure they are
extra long

g Wear no loose or frayed clothing around rotating equipment

_h. Pay attention to safety signs and warning tags
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i Know emergency shut-down procedures for all power equipment

i Keep tools clean and dry

18. List the number one rule for maintaining a tool or piece of equipment.

Answer.

19. Identify basic hand tools.

20. Identify basic power tools and equipment.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your instructor
when they should be completed.)
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WELDING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3 e. 6
b. 5 f. 2
c.
d.

7
1

g. 4

2. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2
4
1

5
3

3. a. 3 d. 6
b. 5 e. 1

c. 2 f. 4

4. a, b, c, e

5. a. Before, after
b. Stainless steel

6. a. 4 d. 1

b. 6 e. 3
c. 5 f. 2

7. a.
b.
c.

1

2
3

8. Any three of the following:

a. Ratchet level jack (railroad jack)
b. Journal jack (bottle jack or booby jack)
c. Hydraulic jack with external pump
d. Push-pull jack (steamboat jack)
e. Self-contained hydraulic jack
f. Wedge jack
g. Screw jack

9. a. 4
b. 1

c. 2
d. 3
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ANSWERS TO TEST

10. a. 6 i. 11

b. 2 j. 13

c. 5 k. 10
d. 7 I. 16

e. 8 m. 12
f. 3 n. 15
g. 1 0. 9
h. 4 p. 14

11. a. 4 f. 3
b. 9 or 5 g. 1

c. 5 or 9 h. 2
d. 7 i. 6
e. 8

12. a. 3
b. 2
c. 1

d. 4

13. a. 5 f. 8
b. 7 g. 6
c. 9 h. 4
d. 1 i. 2
e. 3

14. a. 4 i. 7
b. 12 j. 2
c. 6 k. 5

d. 8 I. 9
e. 11 m. 15

f. 1 n. 13
g. 10 o. 14
h. 3

15. a. 2
b. 1

c. 3

16. a. Prying
b. Loosen, tighten
c. Handle
d. Solid
e. Toward
f. Handle
g. Secure
h. Strike
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ANSWERS TO TEST

17. a, b, c, d, e, g, h, i, j

18. Use it only for its intended purposes

19. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

20. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

194
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list the mechanical and physical
properties of metals, use numbering systems to identify metals, classify carbon steels, and
identify standard metal shapes used in welding. The student should also be able to discuss
residual stresses, select techniques for distortion control when welding, prepare a working
reference for straightening a distorted member, and conduct magnet, spark, and chisel tests
to identify metals. This knowledge will be evidenced by correctly completing the procedures
outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to basic metals and metallurgy with their correct definitions.

2. Complete a list of reasons for proper metal identification.

3. Complete definitions of basic categories of metals.

4. Complete definitions of alloys and their characteristics.

5. Match tests for metal identification with their procedures.

6. Complete a list of two basic elements of metallurgy.

7. Match mechanical properties of metals with their characteristics.

8. Match types of mechanical strengths of metals with their meanings.

9. Match physical properties of metals with their characteristics.

10. Complete statements concerning the sub-zero temperature range and its effects
on ferrous metals.

11. Complete statements concerning the black heat range and its effects on ferrous
metals.

12. Complete statements concerning the red heat range and its effects on ferrous
metals.

13. Complete statements concerning the white heat range and its effects on ferrous
metals.

14. Select true statements concerning ways of testing properties of metals.

1.95
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

15. Match principal alloying agents of steel with their characteristics.

16. Match metals with ways to identify them by appearance.

17. Solve problems concerning systems for identifying steel.

18. Complete a chart of carbon steel classifications, characteristics, and uses.

19. Complete a chart of alloy steel classifications, characteristics, and uses.

20. Complete a chart of iron classifications, characteristics, and uses.

21. Select true statements concerning aluminum, its characteristics and uses.

22. Solve problems concerning the AA system of identifying aluminum and aluminum
alloys.

23. Solve problems concerning the AA temper designation system for aluminum.

24. Match other aluminum abbreviations with their meanings.

25. Arrange in order the steps in identifying aluminum.

26. Select true statements concerning chemical tests for identifying aluminum alloys.

27. Match other nonferrous metals with their typical uses.

28. Identify standard metal shapes available for welding.

29. Select true statements concerning equipment requirements for spark testing.

30. Select true references to terminology used in spark testing.

31. Select true statements concerning residual stresses and what they mean.

32. Complete statements concerning causes of residual stresses and distortion.

33. Match heat applications with their uses in weld quality control.

34. List situations where preheating is usually required.

35. Complete a list of methods of preheating and postheating.

36. Match torch preheating techniques with their applications.

37. Match types of steels with their recommended preheat temperatures.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

38. Match temperature-sensing devices with their use.

39. Complete statements concerning ways to control distortion in welding.

40. Complete statements concerning ways to control distortion with restraining
devices.

41. Select true statements concerning guidelines for correcting distortion in welded
components.

42. Arrange in order the procedure for straightening a distorted steel member.

43. Identify selected metals by appearance, color, and corrosion characteristics.

44. Identify metal shapes used for welding.

45. Prepare a working reference for straightening a distorted steel member.

46. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Conduct magnet tests to identify common metals used for welding.

b. Conduct spark tests to identify common metals used for welding.

c. Conduct chisel tests to identify common metals used for welding.
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information sheet.

VI. Discuss and demonstrate procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VII. Read assignment sheets and job sheets carefully, and tag metal samples as
required.

VIII. Arrange for students to tour a metal supply company and have them report on the
variety of different metal shapes they observe.

IX. Demonstrate the use of chemical tests for both ferrous and nonferrous metals and
impress upon students the need for precautions when using acids and other
chemicals used for testing.

X. Because the test for this unit is necessarily long, review it carefully and administer
the test in two or three parts.

Xl. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Metal Melting Points and Other Temperatures

2. TM 2 Heating Ranges for Ferrous Metals

3. TM 3 Spark Test Characteristics
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

4. TM 4 Spark Test Characteristics (Continued)

5. TM 5 Aluminum Hardness and Tempering Designations

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Identify Selected Metals by Appearance,
Color, and Corrosion Characteristics

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Identify Metal Shapes Used for Welding

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Prepare a Working Reference for Straighten-
ing a Distorted Steel Member

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Conduct Magnet Tests to Identify Common Metals
Used for Welding

2. Job Sheet #2 Conduct Spark Tests to Identify Common Metals
Used for Welding

3. Job Sheet #3 Conduct Chisel Tests to identify Common Metals
Used for Welding

G. Test

H. Answers to test

II. References:

A. The Procedure Handbook of Arc Welding, Twelfth Edition. Cleveland, OH
44117: The Lincoln Electric Company, 1973.

B. New Lessons in Arc Welding. Cleveland, OH 44117: The Lincoln Electric
Company, 1981.

C. Welding Kaiser Aluminum, First Edition. Oakland, CA 94604: Kaiser Alumi-
num and Chemical Sales, Inc., 1967.

D. Repp, Victor E., and Willer J. McCarthy and Oswald A. Ludwig. Metalwork
Technology and Practice, Seventh Edition. Bloomington, IL: McKnight Pub
lishing Company. 1982.

E. Neely, John E. Practical Metallurgy and Materials of Industry. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1979.

F Althouse, Andrew D., and Carl H. Turnquist and William A. Bowditch. Mod-
ern Welding. South Holland, IL: The Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc., 1980.

G. Welding Handbook, Seventh Edition. Volume 4, Metals and Their Weldabil-
ity. Miami, FL 33126: American Welding Society, 1982.
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Metallurgy The science of separating metals from their ores and smelt-
ing or refining them for use

B. Filler metals Metals added in making a brazed, welded, or soldered joint

C. Preheating Application of heat to a base metal before welding or cutting

D. Interpass heating Application of heat to a base metal during a welding
process

E. Postheating Application of heat to welding or a weldment after a welding
or cutting operation to promote a slower cooling rate and relieve stresses in
the base metal and the weldment

F. Weldment Assembly of two or more metal parts with welding

G. Compatibility Two or more metals that have properties that can readily
be welded

H. AISI American Iron and Steel Institute

I. SAE Society of Automotive Engineers

J. Extruding The process of forcing a heated metal through a special form
to give it shape and length

K. AA Aluminum Association

L. Strain-hardened A metal that has had its strength increased without or
with minimum thermal treatment

II. Reasons for proper metal identification

A. Determines selection of filler metals

B. Detc nines preheat, interpass, or postheat requirements

C. Determines welding processes

D. Determines compatibility of metals
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Basic categories of metals

A. Ferrous Metals that contain iron as a major element

Example: Low, mild, medium, and high carbon steels, and cast iron

B. Nonferrous Metals that contain no iron or extremely small amounts of
iron

Example: Aluminum, copper, zinc, lead, tin, nickel, silver, titanium, and
gold

IV. Alloys and their characteristics

A. Alloy A metal formed by melting, fusing, or mixing two or more metals
together

B. Alloy steels Steels with one or more other metals added to give the
steels certain characteristics or properties

(NOTE: Alloys may be either ferrous or nonferrous, but alloy steels are
always ferrous.)

V. Tests for metal identification and their procedures

A. Magnet A magnet will stick to ferritic alloys, but it will not stick to nonfer-
ritic alloys

B. File Nonferrous metals can usually be filed easily, and ferrous metals are
more difficult to file

C. Spark Ferrous metals have definite spark patterns, and nonferrous
metals have no spark patterns

D. Chemical Certain chemicals or acids applied to metals cause different
reactions

Example: A weak solution of nitric acid or copper sulfate applied to stain
less steel will remain clear, but when applied to carbon steel
will darken

E. Appearance General surface appearance, color, and the presence of oxi
dation

Example: Some metals exposed to weather will rust, others will tarnish,
and others will remain free of oxidation

F. Sound When struck with a hammer, most metals have a characteristic
ring or lack of it

Example: Steel has a higherpitched ring than cast iron
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Chisel When chipped with a chisel, certain metals produce a continuous
chip, others break up into small particles, and others cannot be chipped

Example: Low carbon steel chips easily and leaves a continuous chip, but
cast iron is not easy to chip and breaks up into small chips

VI. Basic elements of metallurgy

A. Mechanical properties of metals

B. Physical properties of metals

VII. Mechanical properties of metals and their characteristics

A. Hardness The capacity of a metal to resist penetration, abrasion, and
deformation

B. Strength The capacity of a metal to resist changing its shape or size
when exposed to external forces

C. Ductility The capacity of a metal to be permanently stretched without
breaking

D. Malleability The capacity of a metal to be hammered or rolled into shape
without breaking

E. Brittleness The tendency of certain metals to weak or fracture if bent or
struck sharply

F. Elasticity -- The capacity of a metal to return to its original size and shape
when the force that changed it is removed

G. Plasticity The incapacity of a metal to return to its original size and
shape when the force that changed it is removed

H. Fatigue The tendency of some metals to break or fracture under a
repeated or sustained load

I. Impact resistance The capacity of a metal to absorb the impact of a load
applied rapidly without failure

J. Elongation The measure of ductility of material measured in a tension
test
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VIII. Types of mechanical strengths and their meanings

A. Tensile strength The capacity of a metal to resist being pulled apart (Fig-
ure 1)

FIGURE 1

<-- Force

B. Compressive strength -- The capacity of a metal to resist being pushed or
crushed together (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

Force Force

C. Shear strength -- The capacity of a metal to withstand a sustained load
across its cross section (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Force Force

Force
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D. Torsional strength The capacity of a metal to resist twisting forces (Fig-
ure 4)

FIGURE 4

Force

IX. Physical properties of metals and their characteristics

A. Density The weight of a given piece of metal in relation to a unit size
such as one cubic foot

Example: A cubic foot of aluminum weighs less than a cubic foot of steel
so most steel has a greater density than most aluminum

B. Electrical conductivity The capacity of a metal to conduct electrical cur-
rent

Example: Copper has a much higher electrical conductivity than steel and
is used in many electrical wires

C. Thermal conductivity The capacity of a metal to conduct heat (Figure 5)

Example: Silver and copper are metals that have high thermal conductiv-
ity

FIGURE 5
Conduction

Iron strip

This match
lights first

Copper strip

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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D. Thermal expansion The tendency of metals to expand when heated as
expressed in terms of coefficient of expansion

(NOTE: Thermal expansion is extremely important in welding because a
metal such as aluminum which has a high coefficient of thermal conductiv-
ity will readily spread heat throughout the workpiece and minimize distor-
tion at the weld zone, but metals such as stainless steel with a low
coefficient of thermal conductivity will localize the heat in the weld zone
and cause a greater amount of distortion.)

E. Melting point The point to which a met
melt (Transparency 1)

al must be heated before it will

X. Sub-zero temperature range and its effects on ferrou

A. Range extends from 0°F to 300°F

B. Almost all metals in this range have a lower impa

s metals (Transparency 2)

ct resistance, and the
lower the temperature, the lower the impact resistance

Xl. Black heat range and its effects on ferrous metals (Transparen cy 2)

(NOTE: All temperatures given in the following color-coded heat ranges are based
on steel with a zero percent carbon content. As carbon content in steel increases
preheating temperatures increase and temperatures above the transformation
range decrease.)

A. Range extends from 0°F to 1000°F

B. Includes the preheating range for welding which runs from about
just above 700°F

60°F to

C. Includes blue brittle range from 300°F to 700°F, a range at which peenin
working of steels should not be done since those metals are more brittle
this range than above or below it

g Or

at

D. Includes the nitriding range from abut 950°F to 1000°F, a range at which
certain special steels are subjected to ammonia gas for long periods to
give them extremely hard skin as the metal absorbs nitrogen

XII. Red heat range and its effects on ferrous metals (Transparency 2)

A. Range extends from 1000°F to 2050°F

B. Includes the stress relieving range which runs from about 1120°F to 1250°F,
a range where temperatures are held long enough to relieve lockedup
stresses, then the metal is slowly cooled to produce what is called process
annealing
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C. Includes the spheroidizing range from about 1250°F to 1350°F, a range
where temperatures are held long enough to produce a softness that usu-
ally provides good machinability

D. Includes the transformation range from about 1350°F to 1690 °F, a range at
which steels undergo a change in atomic arrangements which radically
affect their properties

E. Includes the annealing and normalizing range from about 1400°F to 1750°F,
a range where temperatures are held long enough to form austenite, then
slowly cooled to produce small grain size, softness, and good ductility

F. Includes the carburizing range from about 1600°F to 1810°F, a range where
carbon is dissolved into the surface of steel in the presence of carburizing
compounds or gas mixtures to create hard, high-carbon steel

G. Includes forging range from about 1810°F to 2400°F, a range where metals
can be mechanically worked or fused together

XIII. White heat range and its effects on ferrous metals (Transparency 2)

A. Range extends from 2050°F to 2900°F

B. Includes maximum forging temperature at 2400°F

C. Includes a transitional range where forging can no longer be done and
burning begins

D. Includes a burning range from about 2490°F to 2550°F, a range at which
steel is ruined and cannot be used again unless remelted

E. includes a range above the burning range, up to 2900°F, at which steels
become liquid

XIV. Ways of testing properties of metals

A. Brinell or Rockwell test for hardness

B. Shore scleroscope test for hardness

C. Hydraulic tests for tensile strength and ductility

D. Izod-Charpy test for impact resistance
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XV. Principal alloying agents of steel and their characteristics

XVI.

A. Chromium A grayish-white, hard metallic element used instead of car-
bon to make special steels that are less brittle but harder than other steels
with the same carbon content

B. Nickel A silvery-white, hard ductile metallic element used to make spe-
cial steels with increased strength, improved ductility, and added tough-
ness at low temperatures

C. Molybdenum A silvery-white, hard metallic element used to make spe-
cial steels that require increased hardness or strength in hot temperature
surface applications

D. Vanadium A silvery-white metallic element used to make special steels
with added tensile strength

E. Carbon A nonmetallic element added to iron to make steels that are
harder and stronger

F. Tungsten A steel-gray, brittle metallic element used to make special hard
steels used in tool manufacturing

G. Silicon A hard, brittle nonmetallic element used to make special steels
that are hard and brittle

H. Manganese A grayish-white, red-tinged nonmetallic element that is used
to make special steels that are hard but less brittle

I. Cobalt A hard, steel-gray element used to make steels subject to corro-
sive or high-temperature service

Metals and ways to identify them by appearance

A. Low, medium, and high carbon steel Dark gray wnen new, but will rust
with age, and rust rapidly when stored outside

B. Manganese steel Dull cast surface when new, but will rust with age, and
rust rapidly when stored outside

C. Stainless steel Bright, silvery, and smooth when new, but some grades
will rust and other grades will tarnish

D. Cast iron Dull gray with evidence of sand mold, and will rust rapidly in
almost any environment

E. Wrought iron Light gray and smooth, and will rust rapidly in almost any
environment
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F. Aluminum Silvery-white with a smooth surface, is highly rust and corro-
sion resistant except when alloyed with certain other elements, and weighs
much less than iron or steel

G. Copper Reddish-brown with a dull finish, and highly subject to tarnishing

H. Nickel White with a hard finish, and has a good resistance to rust and
corrosion

XVII. Systems for identifying steel

A. Principal alloying ingredients are assigned numbers to assist with identifi-
cation

1. Carbon

2. Nickel

3. Nickel-chromium

4. Molybdenum

5. Chromium

6. Chromium-vanadium

7. Tungsten

8. Nickel-chromium-molybdenum

9. Silicon-manganese

B. Processing methods are assigned AISI letters to assist with identification

1. A = Open-hearth alloy steel

2. B = Add Bessemer carbon steel

3. C = Basic open-hearth carbon steel

4. D = Acid open-hearth carbon steel

5. E = Electric furnace steel
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C. The first digit of the number code indicates the type of alloy, the second
digit indicates the percentage of that alloy, and the last two digits indicate
the percentage of carbon in the steel (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

SAE /AIS1 Designations

SAE 1020

Society of Automotive
7-----------------_____

Low carbon steel Percentage of carbon

Engineers with zero alloy

AIS1 C 10207
AISI American Iron Furnace process Low carbon ercentage

and Steel Institute group of carbon

AIS1 E 2512
------'

AISI American Iron Electric furnace Nickel Percentage Percentage

and Steel Institute of Ni allay of carbon

D. Color coding A color or colors are painted on the ends of steel bars or
sheets to indicate the type of steel (Figure 7)

(NOTE: Color coding varies with each manufacturer, so identification
requires a guide from the mill that produced the steel, and when working
with color coded stock, start from the opposite end of the coloring so the
stock can still be quickly identified even after part of it has been used.)

Spray Brush
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E. UNS (Unified Numbering System) A new system used by SAE and ASTM
that uses a letter prefix with a five-digit number with the letter usually sug-
gesting a general ferrous metal or alloy group

(NOTE: This new system has been proposed as an international system for
identification of metals and alloys.)

Example:

Ferrous Metals

ID Letter
and Number GerJral Metal or Alloy Group

000001-099999 General Metal or Alloy Group

F00001-F99999 Cast iron, carbon and low-alloy steel castings

G00001-G99999 Carbon and alloy steels (AISI and SAE)

H00001-H99999 H steels (AISI)

K00001-K99999 Other steels and ferrous alloys

S00001-S99999 Stainless steels

T00001-T99999 Tool steels

XVIII. Carbon steel classifications, characteristics, and uses

Classification Characteristics Typical Uses

Low carbon 0.07% to 0.15% carbon Nails, iron bars and rods,
auto bodies, and pipes

Mild steel 0.15% to 0.25% carbon Gears, shafts, bolts,
metal frames, angles,
and channels

Medium carbon 0.25% to 0.60% carbon Axles, shafts, machine
bolts, boilers, hammers,
and sledges

High carbon 0.60% to 1.50% carbon Screwdrivers, crow bars,
axes, springs, razors, and
fine cutters
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XIX. Alloy steel classifications, characteristics, and uses

Classification Characteristics Typical Uses

Nickel steel Strong and hard, resists
corrosion, withstands
shocks, vibration, and
wear

Wire cables, railroad and
car axles, and steel rails

Chromium steel Fine grain, tough and
strong, resists corrosion,
shocks, and scratches

Auto bearings and safes

High chromium steel
(Stainless steel)

Does not corrode, has a
bright, silvery finish that
looks good

Sinks, tables, and food
service items subject to
high standards of cleanli-
ness

Chrome-nickel steel Hard and strong Auto gears, springs,
axles, and armor plate

Manganese steel Tough and strong, can
resist strain, shock, and
hammering

Jaws of rock crushers,
chains, gears, and safes

Molybdenum steel Tough and strong, resists
heat and impact wear

Auto parts, high-grade
machinery, and roller
bearings

Tungsten steel Hard, fine grained, and
resists heat

High-speed metal cutting
tools

Tungsten steel (Magnet
steel)

Holds magnetism well Electrical measuring
instruments

Tungsten steel (Tung-
sten carbide)

Hardest man-made metal Cutting tools and dies

Vanadium steel Tough, but lightweight,
fine grained, and resists
shock

Auto axles, gears, and
springs

Stellite Extremely hard Heavy cutting tools

High-speed steel Self-hardening steel Cutting tools, taps, and
drills
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XX. Iron classifications, characteristics, and uses

Classification Characteristics Typical Uses

Wrought iron Resists corrosion, with-
stands shock, is mallea-
ble and eas,y to bend hot
or cold

Rivets, bolts, nails, horse-
shoes, and ornamental
iron

Gray cast iron Relatively inexpensive,
high compressive
strength, but low tensile
strength and brittle

Large pipes, stoves, water
hydrants, and machinery
frames

White cast iron Very hard and brittle Machine parts subjected
to extreme wear or abra-
sion

Malleable cast iron Tougher and more impact
resistant than other cast
irons

Farm tools, implement
parts, and railroad equip-
ment

XXI. Aluminum, its characteristics ana uses

A. Aluminum is the most used and most abundant of the nonferrous metals

B. Aluminum is a silvery-white metal with a brilliant surface beauty that
resists corrosion, and is maintenance free

C. Pure aluminum is very soft and difticult to use so it is usually combined
with an alloy to change its characteristics

D. Aluminum is a good conductor of electricity, an excellent reflector of heat
when it is polished, and a good thermal conductor

E. Aluminum is both malleable and ductile and can easily be formed into
shapes or into wire

F Aluminum is available in sheets, plates, bars, wires, pipes, and tubes

G. Aluminum is also available in a great number of extruded forms

XXII. AA system of identifying aluminum and aluminum alloys

A. Principal alloying ingredients are assigned numbers to assist with identifi-
cation

1. Aluminum, 99% or more with no alloy
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2. Copper

3. Manganese

4. Silicon

5. Magnesium

6. Magnesium-silicon

7. Zinc

8. Other

B. The AA number code has a 1000 series (1000 to 1999) that is used only to
identify unalloyed aluminum, and the first digit indicates a minimum of
99% aluminum

C. The second digit of tho 1000 series indicates the degree of impurity control
during manufacture, with 0 being the lowest control and 9 being the highest
control

D. The third and fourth digits of the 1000 series indicate the aluminum purity
in hundredths of a percent over 99%

Example: In the number 1030, the 1 indicates minimum 99% aluminum,
the 0 indicates minimum control of impurities, the 30 indicates
.30 percent beyond 99% or a product with 99.30% aluminum

E. All series beyond 1999 (2000 and beyond) are used only to identify alumi-
num alloys

F. The first digit of the upper series identifies the principal alloying element

G. The second digit indicates purity control

H. The third and fourth digits indicate the different types of alloys in the group

Example: In the number 2017, the 2 indicates that copper is the principal
alloying element, the 0 indicates minimum purity control, and
the 17 indicates it is only aluminum and copper with no other
alloying element
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)0011. The AA temper designation system for aluminum (Transparency 3)

A. The AA temper designation system is based on the basic treatments and
processes used to produce different types of aluminum, and the temper
designation always follows the alloy designation and is separated by a
dash

Example: In the number 5083-H34, the 5083 is the alloy designation and
the H34 is the temper designation

B. The basic temper designations and subdivisions are as follows:

1. F As fabricated indicates products that have acquired some
uncontrolled tempering during manufacture

2. 0 Annealed indicates wrought products only, the softest temper

3. H Strain-hardened indicates products that have had their strength
increased by strainhardening or cold working with no thermal treat-
ment to produce partial softening

(NOTE: H1, H2, H3, and all H designations indicate special strain-
hardening processes.)

4. T Thermally treated to produce stable tempers

(NOTE: T1 through T10 indicate special treating and aging proc-
esses.)

C. Heat treatment gives strength tempers which are listed as the second digit
after the letter H

D. Strength tempers are expressed on a base of 8 so that the number 2 would
indicate 2/8 or 1/4 hard, the number 4 would indicate 4/8 or 1/2 hard, the num-
ber 6 would indicate 6/8 or 3/4 hard, and the number 8 would indicate 8/8 or
full hard

(NOTE: The number 9 is also used to indicate 9/8 or extra hard.)
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E. UNS (Unified Numbering System) A new system used by SAE and ASTM
that uses a letter prefix with a fivedigit number with the letter usually sug-
gesting a general metal or alloy group

(NOTE: This new system has been proposed as an international system for
identification of metals and alloys.)

Example:

Nonferrous Metals

ID Letter
and Number General Metal or Alloy Group

A00001A99999 Aluminum and aluminum alloys

C00001C99999 Copper and copper alloys

E00001-E99999 Rare earth and similar metals

L00001-L99999 Low-melting point metals

M00001M99999 Miscellaneous metals and alloys

N00001-N99999 Nickel and nickel alloys

P00001P99999 Precious metals

R00001-R99999 Reactive metals

XXIV. Other aluminum abbreviations and their meanings (Figure 8)

A. AQ Aircraft quality

B. CQ Commercial quality

C. HTQ High tensile quality

XXV. Steps in identifying aluminum

A. Determine number code series

B. Determine the principal alloying element

C. Determine the H or T designation

D. Determine the hardness percentage
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E. Determine the quality designation

FIGURE 8

identification Markings

2024 - T6 MI
1

Aluminum Copper Alloy Solution heat treated. Aircraft Quality

artificially aged

5456 - H32 MI

--7-- 7 -,
AluminumMagnesium Alloy Strain hardened, 'A hard

then stabilized

XXVI. Chemical tests for identifying aluminum alloys

A. The copper, nickel, zinc test

1. Used to identify the more readily weldable alloys from the 2000 and
7000 series aluminum alloys

2. Consists of placing a drop of 20% sodium hydroxide on the surface
of the alloy being tested only after oxides have been removed from
the base metal surface

3. If a black spot forms in 1 to 5 minutes it indicates moderate to large
amounts of copper, nickle, and zinc

(NOTE: Brown or gray spots may appear, but should be ignored.)

B. The manganese test

(CAUTION: This procedure produces toxic fumes.)

1. Used to identify the more readily weldable alloys 3003 and 3004
which contain 1 to 1.5% manganese

2. Consists of preheating the aluminum to about 200°F, placing a few
drops of silver nitrate on the surface, then adding a few small crys-
tals of ammonium presulfate

3. If the spot turns pink and stays pink as long as the aluminum is
warm, it indicates a definite presence of manganese
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XXVII. Other nonferrous metals and typical uses

A. Copper Used in electric and telephone wires, and alloyed with zinc or tin
to form brass or bronze, and in industrial applications because it is the sec-
ond best conductor of electricity

B. Zinc Used to galvanize iron and steel for protection from rust

C. Magnesium Used in everything from lawnmower engine blocks to space
vehicles because it is lightweight

D. Nickel Used primarily as an alloy to toughen steel

E. Titanium Used in supersonic aircraft because of its high heat resistance
and capacity to withstand vibration, and in petrochemical applications
because of its high corrosion resistance

F. Beryllium Used in the space program because of its light weight and
high heat resistance

G. Gold Used for jewelry, coins, and coating electrical devices, and usually
alloyed with copper or nickel because it is too soft for general use

H. Lead Used in auto batteries and alloyed with tin to make solder

I. Silver Used in coins, jewelry, tableware, and in industrial applications
because it is the best conductor of electricity

J. Tin Used for making tin cans, and used as an alloy to make bronze, bab-
bitt, pewter, and solder

XXVIII. Standard metal shapes available for welding

A. Round bar

Example:

B. Half-round bar

Example:

C. Oval bar

Example:
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D. Half-oval bar

Example: /4'
E. Square bar

Example:

F. Hexagon bar

Example:

G. Flat bar

Example:

H. H beam

Example:

I. I beam

Example:

J. Channel

Example:

K. Angle

Example:

ff

cLi
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440;Example:

M. Zee

Example:

N. Flat sheet

Example:

0. Flat plate

Example:

R Tubing and pipe

Example:

Q. Rail

Example:

A

XXIX. Equipment requirements for spark testing

A. Stationary or portable power grinder

B. A medium-grit grinding wheel such as 40 to 60 grit

C. A grinding wheel turning rate of 5,000 to 8,000 surface feet per minute

(NOTE: An ideal turning ratio can be accomplished with an 8-inch diameter
wheel turning at 3,600 rpm, but wheels of larger diameters can easily be
used with proper rpm adjustment.)
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D. A grinding wheel that has been dressed to remove traces of glazing or
metal particles left from previous grinding

XXX. Terminology used in spark testing (Transparency 4)

A. Arrow

Example:

B. Shaft

Example:

C. Fork

Example:

D. Sprigs

Example:

E. Stream

Example:

F. Color

1. Red color at grinding wheel usually indicates cast iron

2. Straw color at end of stream usually indicates cast iron

3. Straw or light oranc- color at grinding wheel usually indicates alloy
steel

4. White color at grinding wheel usually indicates low or high carbon
steel

5. Orange color usually indicates the presence of chromium

G. Volume of sparks

1. None for nonferrous metals

2. Small for gray cast iron and very small for white cast iron

3. Moderately large for low carbon steel

4. Large for high carbon steel

5. Moderate to large for stainless steel depending on type and amount
of alloy
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H. Length is distance the spark pattern or stream travels from the grinding
wheel

XXXI. Residual stresses and what they mean

A. Residual means "what is left at the end of a process;' so, in welding, resid-
ual stresses refer to the forces and counterforces that leave stresses in a
structure or part after a welding operation is completed

B. Residual stresses can produce shrinitage and other forms of distortion that
make parts difficult or impossible to fitup

C. Residual stresses can produce in base metals structural and metallurgical
changes so severe that a welded assembly could fail in service and damage
property or hurt people

D. The presence of excessive residual stresses in a part or an assembly indi-
cates that something in the welding procedure needs to be changed:

1. Joint design and fitup may need modification

2. The welding process itself may need modification

3. Filler metals or base metals may need modification

4. Thermal or mechanical controls may be needed to correct the prob-

lem

a. Thermal controls include preheating, interpass heating, and
post heating

b. Mechanical controls include C-clamps, strongbacks,
wedges, and many types of restraining jigs and fixtures

XXXII. Causes of residual stresses and distortion

A. Filler metals and base metals in a welding procedure have to be heated to a
melting point or near melting point, and as they are heated, they expand,
but not uniformly

B. During and after the welding operation, filler metals and base metals con-
tract as they cool, but not uniformly

C. This lack of uniformity in expansion and contraction means that residual
stresses will vary with joint design, welding procedure, and metal type and
thickness, and the thicker the metals, the more problems with residual
stresses

D. Once heat is applied, it has to go somewhere, and the ways heat escapes
from a weld can be a clue to controlling residual stresses
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E. In a normal butt weld, heat escapes outward in both directions from the
joint (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

F. In a normal fillet weld, heat escapes outward from the sides and upward
from the top (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

G. In a butt weld, the first passes can produce distortion down the length of
the weld bead, and this is called longitudinal stress (Figure 11)

H. As the first passes of a butt weld solidify, the movement across the weld
bead is also restricted, and this is called transverse stress (Figure 11)

FIGURE 11

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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I. The combination of longitudinal and transverse stresses in a butt weld
result in distortion that usually causes the plates to rise from a flat or even
position to a slight angle (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

J. In a fillet weld, the combination of longitudinal and transverse stresses not
only causes a change from flat to a slight angle, but can produce a roll or
twist along the length of the parts (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

XXXII!. Heat applications and their uses in weld quality control

A. Preheat Heating a part before the welding process starts to help control
cracking, stresses from shrinkage, and to promote a slower cooling rate to
prevent excessive hardening

B. Interpass heat Heating between welding passes to maintain the preheat
temperature

(NOTE: The welding process itself will usually provide sufficient interpass
heat, but on large assemblies, heating with a torch between passes is
required to maintain proper welding temperatures.)
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C. Postheat Heating a part after the welding process and allowing it to cool
slowly to promote stress relief in the weldment and the base metal

XXXIV. Situations where preheating is usually required

A. When large or bulky parts are being welded or when parts being welded
have a complicated shape

B. When the atmospheric temperature is cold or the temperature of the parts
is cold

C. When the carbon or alloy content of steel is high

D. When the welding speed is fast

E. When small-diameter welding rods are used

XXXV. Methods of preheating and postheating

A. Furnaces

B. Electrical strip heaters clamped parallel to joints about 6" from the seam

C. Acetylene, propane, or oil torches used singly or in banks of two or more

D. Torch heating using natural gas with compressed air using a single-orifice
heating tip the same size that would be used to oxyacetylene weld the joint

(NOTE: This method is used frequently in shop work because it gives a hot
flame that burns clean and helps avoid contaminating the weld zone.)

E. Torch heating using multiflame heads or rosebuds

XXXVI. Torch preheating techniques and their applications

A. Spot heating Heat applied at one specific point so that cooling will
cause a slight inward movement around the point and help control nondi-
rectional distortion

B. Slot heating Heat applied along a seam or perpendicular to a seam to
control directional distortion
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C. Convex heating Since the side where heat is applied will always shorten
more than the other side, spot and slot heating should be applied on the
convex side when attempting to flatten plates (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14

Convex Side

XXXVII. Types of steels and their recommended preheat temperatures

A. Mild steels Preheating is not normally required, but if temperature is
below 50°F, preheat to about 100°F or higher if the plate thickness is over
1"

B. Medium carbon steels Preheat from 200°F to 400°F, retain the same
interpass temperature, and postheat is recommended, especially on thicker
sections

C. High carbon steels Preheat and interpass temperatures should be a min-
imum of 400°F, and postheat is recommended, especially on thicker sec-
tions

XXXVIII. Temperature-sensing devices and their uses

A. Pyrometers Portable thermometers specifically designed to measure
surface heat

B. Thermocouples Temperature-sensing devices that may be attached to
the work, but more often used in heating ovens and postweld heat treat-
ment

C. Crayons and pellets Temperature-sensing devices that melt suddenly
when the work reaches a specific temperature

(NOTE: Crayons are usually color-coded for specific temperatures, and are
frequently used in pairs to indicate a low and high range of heating so
desired temperatures can be more accurately determined.)
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XXXIX. Ways to control distortion in welding

A. Do not overweld (Figure 15)

1. The more metal placed in a joint, the greater the shrinkage forces

2. Excess weld metal does not increase weld strength, but it does
increase shrinkage forces

FIGURE 15

L

Excessive reinforcement (greater than
dimension T) increases distortion

Ti_

Courtesy LincolnLincoln Electric Company

B. Modify edge preparation and fitup when butt welding thicker metals (Figure
16)

1. Plates for butt welds on thinner metals provide good fusion and
require minimum weld metal with a 30° bevel on each side with
plates spaced 1/32" to 1/16" apart

2. For thicker plates, decrease the bevel angle and increase the root
opening or use a J or U joint design
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3. A double V-joint requires about half the weld metal of a single V-joint
for the same plate thickness

FIGURE 16

1 A 30°\ =I
-.I I--- 1/32 to 1/16"

1---- Reduce bevel
angle and use larger
root opening

f---
U preparation DoubleV preparation

) =
Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

C. Use intermittent welding (Figure 17)

1. Intermittent welds provide needed strength

2. Intermittent welds reduce the amount of weld metal required

FIGURE 17

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

D. Use as few passes as required (Figure 18)

1. Each pass increases the possibility for increased shrinkage
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2. Fewer passes with larger electrodes are better than more passes
with smaller electrodes

(NOTE: Suggestions about fewer passes apply only to situations
where fewer passes would not violate specifications.)

FIGURE 18

Poor

Good

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

E. Place welds near a neutral axis (Figure 19)

1. Weld design and weld sequence can both help control shrinkage

2. Welding at or along a neutral axis gives less leverage to forces that
cause distortion

FIGURE 19

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

F. Use backstep welding (Figure 20)

1. Direction of welding is usually left to right, but beads deposited from
right to left. so that heat will spread uniformly to outer edges should
bring plates back in alignment
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2. Not an economical procedure for automatic welding

FIGURE 20

Direction of
each bead
segment

Direction
of Welding

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

G. Preset parts to take advantage of shrinkage (Figure 21)

1. Anticipate the places of shrinkage and amount of shrinkage and
position parts so that they will be pulled into alignment during weld-
ing

2. The process requires good estimating, but a few trial welds should
indicate how to preset the parts

FIGURE 21
Before After
Welding Welding

i

11
1 I 1DD i v

C(0((<(<<C<CC(C<Ca4--,
Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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H. Prebend and clamp parts or clamp parts back to back (Figure 22)

1. Prebending actually makes the joint longer so that shrinkage will
cause the Joint to be flat as the plate cools and the clamps are
released

2. Clamping similar parts back to back helps distortion forces work
against each other to control shrinkage

Wedge

FIGURE 22
Weld

Prebending

---- Clamps

along edges

IW-229
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DEED

Back-to-Back Clamping
Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

I. Weld in a logical sequence (Figure 23)

1. Weld at different points in the assembly so that as the part shrinks in
one place it counteracts the shrinkage forces of welds already made
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2. Alternate sides on fillet welds and use intermittent welding so that
shrinkage in the first weld is counterbalanced by shrinkage in the
second weld, shrinkage in the second weld is counterbalanced by
shrinkage in the third weld, etc.

FIGURE 23 6

4

2

L 1 I

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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XL. Ways to control distortion with restraining devices

A. When butt welding plates, tack weld clips along the edge of one plate, then
drive wedges under the open side of the clip to force the edges into align-
ment (Figure 24)

FIGURE 24

Wedge here

clip is welded
to one plate

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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B. Tack weld a yoke to a backup strip, slip the yoke between the edges, then
place a guide yoke on top of the plates and drive a wedge through the first
yoke to align the plates (Figure 25)

(NOTE: When the thickness of the yoke is the same as the root opening, it
can be moved along to serve as a spacer between the edges.)

Yoke of same thickness
as root oper,ng
of joint

FIGURE 25

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

I

M

C. For butt welds on thicker plates, tack weld a yoke on top of one plate, a bar
to the top of the second plate, then drive a wedge between the yoke and the
bar (Figure 26)

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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D. When there is a possibility that the use of several strongbacks would
restrain the weld so much that it would produce cracking as the weld cools,
position the strongbacks at a 45° angle across the joint to allow transverse
movement (Figure 27)

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

XLI. Guidelines for correcting distortion in welded components (Figure 28)

A. Determine width of distortion at maximum point

B. Determine length of distortion

C. Determine out of tolerance distortion in inches or fractions of an inch

FIGURE 28

1. Length
2. Width
3. How Much Out

3
D. Sketch dimensions (as indicated in the example) so you'll have a record to

use as a work reference

XLII. Procedure for straightening a distorted steel member (Figure 29)

A. Determine dimensions of needed correction (as previously outlined)

B. Mark work area and dimensions with a soapstone so that point C is situ-
ated from point A a distance equal to one third the width of the member
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C. Start heat at point C with flame pointing toward point B

(NOTE: Flame angle must be toward point B in order to keep point A as cool
as possible in order to cause point C to "upset" or expand into itself.)

D. Heat point C to a light red, but not enough to melt the surface

E. As point C turns a light red, move the flame slowly toward point B as you
widen the heating pattern by moving the torch in a circular motion toward
the extremes of the out-of-tolerance dimensions of points D and E

F. As the flame moves from point C, the metal at that point cools and "upsets"
or expands into itself

G. The widening heat pattern plus the cooling and contraction of the metal
behind it will cause the edge at B to stretch at first, but then it will contract
on cooling and serve to straighten the member

(NOTE: The secret for successfully completing this procedure is to keep
point A as cool as possible so it acts as a hinge around which. the out-of-
tolerance points can move, and when properly executed, this procedure is
so effective that it can be used in many applications safely, even on steel
bridge members.)

FIGURE 29

234
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0 Metal Melting Points and
Other Temperatures
oc

6020

of

10,900 Welding arc

3500 6330 Oxyacetylene flame

3410 6170 Tungsten melts
2800 5070 Oxyhydrogen flame

1890 3430 Chromium melts
1870 3360 Natural gas burner

1539 2802 Iron melts
1083 1981 Copper melts

660 1220 Aluminum melts
419 787 Zinc melts
232 449 Tin melts

0 32 Ice melts
39 38 Mercury melts
78 110 Dry ice vaporizes

273.18 459.72 Absolute zero

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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Heating Ranges for Ferrous Metals
2900°F

2800°

2700°

2600°

2500°

2400°

2300°

2200°

2100°

2000°

1900°

1800°

1700°

1600°

1500°

1400°

1300°

1200°

1100°

1000*

900°

800°

700°

600°

500°

400°

300°

200°

100°

0°

100
200°
300 °F

-eft ratv

ABOVEA 3
STEEL IS NON MAGNETIC
USTENITE (GAMMA IRON)

FACE CENTERED
CUBIC LATTICE

2 MAGNETIC PONTA 2 A

A 1 UPPER,TRAM.SFORMATION TEMPERATURIA

0 0.1 0.2 0.3

PERCENT CARBON

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
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Spark Test Characteristics

Low-Carbon Steel High-Carbon Steel

/

Color-white

Average length of
stream with power
grinder - 70 in.

Volume -moderately
large

Shafts shorter than
wrought iron and in
forks and appen-
dages

Forks become more
numerous and sprigs
appear as carbon
content increases

237

Color -white

Average stream
length with power
grinder - 55 in.

Volume -large

Numerous small and
repeating sprigs

Stainless and
Other Alloy Steel

Color
white

Color -straw yellow

Stream length varies
with type and amount
of alloy content

Shafts may end in
forks, buds or arrows,
frequently with break
between shaft and ar-
row. Few, if any,
sprigs
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Spark Test Characteristics
(Continued)

Gray Cast IronWhite Cast Iron

} Color - red

Color -straw yellow

Average stream
length with power
grinder - 20 in.

Volume -very small

Sprigs -finer than
gray iron, small and
repeating

} Color - red

'Color -straw yellow

'IfAverage stream
length with power
grinder - 25 in.

Volume -small

Many sprigs, small
and repeating
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Aluminum Hardness and
Tempering Designations

T# Process Applications

T1 Naturally aged to a substan- Castings which have their strength increased by
tially stable condition room-temperature aging from the as-cast condi-

tion

T2 Annealed cast products only Castings which have their ductility improved and
dimensional stability increased with an anneal-
ing treatment

T3 Solution heat-treated and
then cold worked

Products cold worked to improve strength or to
achieve the effect of cold work in flattening or
straightening

T4 Solution heat-treated and nat-
urally aged to a substantially
stable condition

Products which are not cold worked after solu-
tion heat-treatment

T5 Artificially aged from the as-
cast condition

Products which are aged at elevated tempera-
tures from the as-cast condition to improve
mechanical properties or dimensional stability or
both

T6 Solution heat-treated and
then artificially aged

Products which are not cold worked after solu-
tion heat-treatment

T7 Solution heat-treated and
then stabilized

Products which are stabilized to carry them
beyond the point of maximum strength to provide
control of special characteristics

T8 Solution heat-treated, cold
worked, then artificially aged

Products which are cold worked to improve
strength for certain applications

T9 Solution heat-treated, artifi-
cially aged, and then cold
worked

Products which are cold worked to improve
strength for certain applications

T10 Artificially aged and then Products which are artificially aged after an ele-
cold worked vated-temperature, rapid-cool process, and then

cold worked to improve strength

241
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BASIC METALS AND METALLUP .

UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 IDENTIFY SELECTED METALS BY
APPEARANCE, COLOR, AND CORROSION CHARACTERISTICS

Directions: Your instructor has tagged a group of metals with numbers. Name each metal by
evaluating its appearance, color, or any corrosion characteristics you can detect with your eye,
then enter the name of the metal in the appropriate space below.

Metal #1

Metal #2:

Metal #3:

Metal #4:

Metal #5:

Metal #6:

Metal #7:

(NOTE: Your instructor may include other metals. In that case, extend your list as required.)
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 IDENTIFY METAL SHAPES USED FOR WELDING

Directions: Your instructor has tagged a group of metals with numbers. Identify the shape of
each piece of metal and enter the name of the shape in the appropriate space below.

Shape #1

Shape #2

Shape #3*

Shape #4

Shape #5

Shape #6

Shape #7

Shape #8:

Shape #9

Shape #10

Shape #11*

Shape #12

Shape #13

Shape #14:

Shape #15:

(NOTE: Your instructor may include other shapes. In that case, extend your list as required.)
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 PREPARE A WORKING REFERENCE
FOR STRAIGHTENING A DISTORTED STEEL MEMBER

Directions: Use a pencil and a rule to measure and mark on the following illustration the criti-
cal heating points and pattern for straightening an out-of-tolerance steel member, based on
the following information:

A. The steel member is 3" wide

B. The width of the distortion at maximum point is 3"

C. The length of distortion is 2"

D. The maximum distortion is at the top of the member (as shown) and near the cen-
ter of the span

E. All critical points should be labeled with a letter and the heating pattern should
be sketched in as a working reference

244
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
EMI" iV

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1 and #2 evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

Assignment Sheet #3

(NOTE: Sketch should approximate lettering of critical heating points and heating pattern as
shown, and distance from point A to point C should be 1" ± 1/16 ".)

A

o 245
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1 CONDUCT MAGNET TESTS TO IDENTIFY
COMMON METALS USED FOR WELDING

I. Tools and materials

A. Safety glasses

B. Hand-held magnet

C. Metal samples as selected by instructor

II. Procedure

A. Place metal sample #1 on a wooden or nonmagnetic workspace

B. Place the magnet on the metal sample

C. Observe whether or not the magnet sticks to the metal sample

D. Stop and record your findings on the magnet test chart

E. Repeat the procedure for each of the metal samples

F. Complete your magnet test chart and turn it in to your instructor for evalua-
tion

G. Clean up work area and return tools and materials to proper storage area

2 4 6
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JOB SHEET #1

Metal
Sample #

Magnetic
(Ferrous)

Nonmagnetic
(Nonferrous)

1

2

3

4

5

247
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2 CONDUCT SPARK TESTS TO IDENTIFY
COMMON METALS USED FOR WELDING

I. Tools and materials

A. Safety glasses

B. Face shield

C. Locking pliers

D. Pedestal grinder

E. Metal samples as selected by instructor

II. Procedure

A. Check the work area for safe working conditions

B. Provide as dark a back-drop as is available to assist with better spark recog-
nition

C. Check grinder for proper working order

D. Check grinding wheel to make sure it has been dressed

E. Turn off light on grinder if there is one

F. Put on face shield

G. Lock pliers onto first metal sample

H. Turn on grinder and allow it to reach maximum rpm

I. Position yourself at the grinder so that all sparks will be free of obstructions
and easy to observe

J. Place metal sample on tool rest, hold pliers tightly, and move metal into
grinding wheel until it makes light contact

K. Grind metal sample long enough to produce a stable spark pattern

L Observe color close to wheel and color of sparks at the dying end of the
spark stream

M. Observe the shape of the spark pattern or stream pattern

N. Observe the volume and length of spark stream
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JOB SHEET #2

0. Remove metal sample and turn grinder off

R Record your findings on the spark test identification chart

Q. Repeat the set-up, testing, and recording procedure for metal samples #2,
#3, #4, and #5

R. Complete spark test identification chart and turn it in to your instructor for
evaluation

S. Secure all equipment, clean up work area, and return tools and materials to
proper storage area
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JOB SHEET #2

Metal
Sample # Color Pattern Shace Volume

Length in
Inches

Name of
Metal

1 At wheel:

End Stream:

2 At wheel:

End Stream:

3 At wheel:

End Stream:

At wheel:

End Stream:

5 At wheel:

End Stream:

250
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #3 CONDUCT CHISEL TESTS TO IDENTIFY
COMMON METALS USED FOR WELDING

I. Tools and materials

A. Safety glasses

B. Cold chisel

C. Hammer

D. Vise

E. Numbered metal samples as selected by instructor

II. Procedure

A. Put on safety glasses and face shield

B. Secure metal sample #1 in a vise

C. Select a starting point that will provide a sufficient working distance along
the workpiece

D. Place the chisel at a 30° to 40° angle over the workpiece and strike the
chisel head firmly with a hammer

E. Strike the chisel as many times as required to establish whether it's easy or
difficult to chip the metal and record this information on the Chisel Test
Chart

F. Determine whether the metal chips are continuous, small particles, or if
there are no chips at all and record this information on the Chisel Test Chart

G. Determine whether the chip or chips have smooth or rough edges and
record this information on the Chisel Test Chart

H. Repeat the above procedure for all metal samplas provided by the instruc-
tor

I. Complete your Chisel Test Chart and turn it in to your instructor for evalua-
tion

J. Clean up area and return tools and materials to proper storage area
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JOB SHEET #3

Metal
Sample #

Degree of Chipping
Difficulty

Size of
Chips

Appearance of
Chips Name of Metal

1

2

3

4

5
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BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

NAME

TEST

(NOTE: Because of the length of this test, your instructor may spread it out over two or three
test periods.)

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. The science of separating metals from their 1. Weldment
ores and smelting or refining them for use

2. Compatibility
b. Metals added in making a brazed, welded, or

soldered joint 3. Metallurgy

c. Application of heat to a base metal before 4. Postheating
welding or cutting

5. Strain-hardened
d. Application of heat to a base metal during a

welding process 6. AISI

e. Application of heat to welding or a weld- 7. Filler metals
ment after a welding or cutting operation to
promote a slower cooling rate and relieve 8. SAE
stresses in the base metal and the weld-
ment 9. Preheating

f. Assembly of two or more metal parts with 10. AA
welding

11. Interpass heating
g. Two or more metals that have properties

that can readily be welded 12. Extruding

__h. American Iron and Steel institute

i. Society of Automotive Engineers

j The process of forcing a heated metal
through a special form to give it shape and
length

_____k. Aluminum Association

____I. A metal that has hau J.s strength increased
without or with minimum thermal treatment
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2. Complete the following list of reasons for proper metal identification by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Determines selection of metals

b. Determines preheat, , or postheat requirements

c. Determines welding

d. Determines of metals

3. Complete definitions of basic categories of metals by inserting the word(s) that best
complete each statement.

a. Ferrous Metals that contain as a major element

b. Nonferrous Metals that contain or extremely small
amounts of

4. Complete definitions of alloys and their characteristics by inserting the word(s) that
best complete each statement.

a. Alloy A metal formed by melting, fusing, or mixing or more
metals together

b. Alloy steels Steels with or more other metals added to give
the steels certain characteristics or properties

5. Match tests for metal identification with their procedures.

a This device will stick to ferritic alloys, but it 1. Spark
will not stick to nonferritic alloys

2. Chisel
b Nonferrous metals can usually be worked

easily, and ferrous metals are more difficult 3. Sound

to work 4. Magnet

c Ferrous metals have definite patterns, and 5. File
nonferrous metals have no patterns

d Certain of these agents or acids applied to
6. Chemical

metals cause different reactions 7. Appearance

e General surface appearance, color, and the
presence of oxidation

f When struck with a hammer, most metals
have a characteristic ring or lack of it

g. When chipped, certain metals produce a
continuous chip, others break up into small
particles, and others cannot be chipped

6or-04
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6. Complete a list of two basic elements of metallurgy by inserting the word(s) that best
completes each statement.

a. properties of metals

b. properties of metals

7. Match mechanical properties of metals with their characteristics.

a The capacity of a metal to resist penetra-
tion, abrasion, and deformation

____b The capacity of a metal to resist changing
its shape or size when exposed to external
forces

c The capacity of a metal to be permanently
stretched without breaking

_____ci The capacity of a metal to be hammered or
rolled into shape without breaking

e. The tendency of certain metals to break or
fracture if bent or struck sharply

f The capacity of a metal to return to its origi-
nal size and shape when the force that
changed it is removed

g The incapacity of a metal to return to its
original size and shape when the force that
changed it is removed

h The tendency of some metals to break or
fracture under a repeated or sustained load

i The capacity of a metal to absorb the
impact of a load applied rapidly without fail-
ure

i The measure of ductility of material mea-
sured in a tension test

255

1. Elongation

2. Hardness

3. Impact resistance

4. Strength

5. Fatigue

6. Ductility

7. Plasticity

8. Malleability

9. Elasticity

10. Brittleness
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8. Match types of mechanical strengths of metals with their meanings.

a The capacity of a metal to resist being
pulled apart

b The capacity of a metal to resist being
pushed or crushed together

c. The capacity of a metal to withstand a sus-
tained load across its cross soction

d. The capacity of a metal to resist twisting
forces

1. Compressive strength

2. Shear strength

3. Tensile strength

4. Torsional strength

9. Match physical properties of metals with their characteristics

a The weight of a given piece of metal in rela-
tion to a unit size such as one cubic foot

b The capacity of a metal to conduct electri-
cal current

c. The capacity of a metal to conduct heat

d. The tendency of metals to expand when
heated as expressed in terms of coefficient
of expansion

e. The point to which a metal must be heated
before it will melt

1. Density

2. Electrical conductiv-
ity

3. Thermal conductivity

4. Thermal expansion

5. Melting point

10. Complete statements concerning the sub-zero temperature range and its effects on fer-
rous metals by circling the word(s) that best complete each statement.

a. Range extends from 0°F to (-300°F) (-500°F)

b. Almost all metals in this range have a (higher) (lower) impact resistance, and the
lower the temperature, the (higher) (lower) the impact resistance

11. Complete statements concerning the black heat range and its effects on ferrous metals
by circling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Range extends from 0°F to (1000°F) (500°F)

b. Includes the preheating range for welding which runs from about 60°F to just
above (700°F) (400°F)
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c. Includes blue brittle range from 300°F to 700°F, a range at which peeningor working of
steels should not be done since those metals are (softer) (more brittle) at this range
than above or below it

d. Includes the nitriding range from about 950°F to 1000°F, a range at which certain spe-
cial steels are subjected to ammonia gas for long periods to give them (extremely hard
skin) (extremely ductile skin) as the metal absorbs nitrogen

12. Complete statements concerning the red heat range and its effects on ferrous metals
by circling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Range extends from 1000°F to (1500°F) (2050°F)

b. Includes the stress relieving range which runs from about 1120°F to 1250°F, a
range where temperatures are held long enough to relieve locked-up stresses,
then the metal is (slowly) (rapidly) cooled to produce what is called process
annealing

c. Includes the spheroidizing range from about 1250°F to 1350°F, a range where
temperatures are held long enough to produce a (hardness) (softness) that usu-
ally provides good machinability

d. Includes the transformation range from about 1350°F to 1690°F, a range at which
steels undergo (a change in atomic arrangements) (a softening period) which rad-
ically affect their properties

e. Includes the annealing and normalizing range from about 1400°F to 1750°F, a
range where temperatures are held long enough to form austenite, then (rapidly)
(slowly) cooled to produce small grain size, softness, and good ductility

f. Includes the carburizing range from about 1600°F to 1810°F, a range where car-
bon is dissolved into the surface of steel in the presence of carburizing com-
pounds or gas mixtures to create (hard, high-carbon steel) (stainless steel)

g. Includes forging range from about 1810°F to 2400°F, a range where metals (can-
not be) (can be) mechanically worked or fused together

13. Complete statements concerning the white heat range and its effects on ferrous metals
by circling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Range extends from 2050°F to (2900°F) (2500°F)

b. Includes maximum forging temperature at (2400°F) (2100°F)

c. Includes a transitional range where forging can no longer be done and (melting)
(burning) begins

25'7
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d. Includes a burning range from about 2490°F to 2550°F, a range at which steel is
ruined and cannot be used again unless (remelted) (cooled rapidly)

e. Includes a range above the burning range, up to 2900°F at which steels become
(liquid) (extremely malleable)

14. Select true statements concerning ways of testing properties of metals by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Brinell or Rockwell test for hardness

b. Shore scleroscope test for hardness

c Hydraulic tests for tensile strength and ductility

__A Izod- Charpy test for hardness

15. Match principal alloying agents of steel with their characteristics.

a A grayish-white, hard metallic element used
instead of carbon to make special steels
that are less brittle but harder than other
steels with the same carbon content

b. A silvery-white, hard ductile metallic ele-
ment used to make special steels with
increased strength, improved ductility, and
added toughness at low temperatures

c A silvery-white, hard metallic element used
to make special steels that require
increased hardness or strength in hot tem-
perature surface applications

__A A silvery-white metallic element used to
make special steels with added tensile
strength

e. A nonmetallic element added to iron to
make steels that are harder and stronger

f A steel-gray, brittle metallic element used to
make special hard steels used in tool manu-
facturing

g A hard, brittle nonmetallic element used to
make special steels that are hard and brittle

4.,r1 58

1. Nickel

2. Carbon

3. Cobalt

4. Manganese

5. Chromium

6. Tungsten

7. Molybdenum
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h A grayish-white, red-tinged nonmetallic ele-
ment that is used to make special steels
that are hard but less brittle

_i A hard, steel-gray element used to make
steels subject to corrosive or high-tempera-
ture service

16. Match metals with ways to identify them by appearance.

a Dark gray when new, but will rust with age,
and rust rapidly when stored outside

b Dull cast surface when new, but will rust
with age, and rust rapidly when stored out-
side

c Bright, silvery, and smooth when new, but
some grades will rust and other grades will
tarnish

d

e

f

9

h White with a hard finish, and has a good
resistance to rust and corrosion

17. Solve the following problems concerning systems for identifying steel.

Dull gray with evidence of sand mold, and
will rust rapidly in almost any environment

Light gray and smooth, and will rust rapidly
in almost any environment

Silvery-white with a smooth surface, is
highly rust and corrosion resistant except
when alloyed with certain other elements,
and weighs much less than iron or steel

Reddish-brown with a dull finish, and highly
subject to tarnishing

8. Silicon

9. Vanadium

1. Cast iron

2. Wrought iron

3. Copper

4. Low, medium, and
high carbon steel

5. Nickel

6. Manganese steel

7. Aluminum

8. Stainless steel

a. In the designation AISI E 2512, the first "2" in the four-number digit indicates that
the steel has nickel alloy, but what does the "5" following the "2" indicate?

Answer

2,59
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b. From the following two identification numbers, AISI C 1020 and T00001, which
one is from the Unified Numbering System?

Answer:

18. Complete the following chart of carbon steel classifications, characteristics, and uses.

Classification Characteristics Typical Uses

a. 0.07% to 0.15% carbon Nails, iron bars and rods,
auto bodies, and pipes

b. 0.15% to 0.25% carbon Gears, shafts, bolts,
metal frames, angles, and
channels

c. 0.25% to 0.60% carbon Axles, shafts, machine
bolts, boilers, hammers,
and sledges

d 0.60% to 1.50% carbon Screwdrivers, crow bars,
axes, springs, razors, and
fine cutters
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19. Complete the following chart of alloy steel classifications, characteristics, and uses.

Classification Characteristics Typical Uses

a. Strong and hard, resists
corrosion, withstands
shocks, vibration, and
wear

Wire cables, railroad and
car axles, and steal rails

Chromium steel Fine grain, tough and
strong, resists corrosion,
shocks, and scratches

Auto bearings and safes

b Does not corrode, has a
bright, silvery finish that
looks good

Sinks, tables, and food
service items subject to
high standards of cleanli-
ness

Chrome-nickel steel Hard and strong Auto gears, springs,
axles, and armor plate

Manganese steel Tough and strong, can
resist strain, shock, and
hammering

Jaws of rock crushers,
chains, gears, and safes

Molybdenum steel Tough and strong, resists
heat and impact wear

Auto parts, high-grade
machinery, and roller
bearings

Tungsten steel Hard, fine grained, and
resists heat

High-speed metal cutting
tools

c. Holds magnetism well Electrical measuring
instruments

d. Hardest man-made metal Cutting tools and dies

e Tough, but lightweight,
fine grained, and resists
shock

Auto axles, gears, and
springs

Stellite Extremely hard Heavy cutting tools

High-speed steel Self-hardening steel Cutting tools, taps, and
drills
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20. Complete the following chart of iron classifications, characteristics, and uses.

Classification Characteristics Typical Uses

a Resists corrosion, with-
stands shock, is mallea-
ble and easy to bend hot
or cold

Rivets, bolts, nails, horse-
shoes, and ornamental
iron

b Relatively inexpensive,
high compressive
strength, but low tensile
strength and brittle

Large pipes, stoves, water
hydrants, and machinery
frames

c Very hard and brittle Machine parts subjected
to extreme wear or abra-
sion

d. Tougher and more impact
resistant than other cast
irons

Farm tools, implement
parts, and railroad equip-
ment

21. Select true statements concerning aluminum, its characteristics and uses by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

_a. Aluminum is the most used but least abundant of the nonferrous metals

b Aluminum is a silvery-white metal with a brilliant surface beauty that
resists corrosion, and is maintenance free

c. Pure aluminum is very soft and difficult to use so it is usually combined
with an alloy to change its characteristics

d. Aluminum is a poor conductor of electricity, a poor reflector of heat even
when it is polished, and a poor thermal conductor

e Aluminum is both malleable and ductile and can easily be formed into
shapes or into wire

f. Aluminum is available in sheets, plates, bars, wires, pipes, and tubes

g Aluminum is also available in a great number of extruded forms

22. Solve the following problems concerning th AA system of identifying aluminum and alu-
minum alloys.

a. Aluminum bearing any number code in the 1000 series would indicate what?

Answer:

f'624
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b. Aluminum bearing any number code in the 2000 series and beyond would
indicate what?

Answer

23. Solve the following problems concerning the AA temper designation system for alumi-
num.

a. In the number 5083-1134, the 5083 is the alloy designation, but what does the H34
designate?

Answer

b. Since strength tempers are expressed on a base of 8, what would the strength
temper 8 designate?

Answer

24. Match other aluminum abbreviations with their meanings.

a Aircraft quality 1. HTQ

b. Commercial quality 2. AQ

c. High tensile quality 3. CQ

25. Arrange in order the steps in identifying aluminum by placing the correct sequence
number in the appropriate blank.

a. Determine the quality designation

b Determine number code series

c. Determine the H or T designation

d. Determine the principal alloying element

e Determine the hardness percentage

26. Select true statements concerning chemical tests for identifying aluminum alloys by
placing an "X" in the appropriate blank.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

a The copper, nickel, zinc test

1) Used to identify the me readily weldable alloys from the 2000 and
7000 series aluminum a._ is
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2) Consists of placing a drop of 20% sodium hydroxide on the surface of
the alloy being tested only after oxides have been removed from the
base metal surface

3) If a black spot forms in 1 to 5 minutes it indicates moderate to large
amounts of copper, nickle, and zinc

b The manganese test

1) Used to identify the more readily weldable alloys 3003 and 3004 which
contain 1 to 1.5% manganese

2) Consists of preheating the aluminum to about 200°F, placing a few
drops of silver nitrate on the surface, then adding a few small crystals
of ammonium presulfate

3) If the spot turns blue and stays blue as long as the aluminum is warm, it
indicates a definite presence of manganese

27. Match other nonferrous metals with their typical uses.

a Used in electric and telephone wires, and 1. Lead
alloyed with zinc or tin to form brass or
bronze, and in industrial applications 2. Zinc
because it is the second best conductor of
electricity 3. Silver

b Used to galvanize iron and steel for protec 4. Copper
tion from rust

5. Tin
c Used in everything from lawnmower engine

blocks to space vehicles because it is light- 6. Magnesium
weight

7. Gold
d Used primarily as an alloy to toughen steel

e Used in super aircraft because of its
high heat resis . and capacity to with-
stand vibration, ..0 in petrochemical appli-
cations because of its high corrosion
resistance

f Used in the space program because of its
light weight and high heat resistance

g Used for jewelry, coins, and coating electri-
cal devices, and usually alloyed with copper
or nickel because it is too soft for general
use

2 6 4
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h Used in auto batteries and alloyed with tin 8. Nickel
to make solder

9. Beryllium
i Used in coins, jewelry, tableware, and in

industrial applications because it is the best 10. Titanium
conductor of electricity

j Used for making tin cans, and used as an
alloy to make bronze, babbitt, pewter, and
solder

28. Identify the following standard metal shapes available for welding by writing the name
of the shape below each illustration.

0 6%1 ff
a b c

d. e. f.

T
g. h i.
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29. Se leci true statements concerning equipment requirements for spark testing by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Stationary or portable power grinder

b A medium-grit grinding wheel such as 40 to 60 grit

c A grinding wheel turning rate with a very low rpm

d. A grinding wheel that has been dressed to remove traces of glazing or
metal particles left from previous grinding

30. Select true references to terminology used in spark testing by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

(NOTE: For a reference to be true, all parts of the reference must be true.)

a Arrow

b Sh-ft

c Feather

d Sprigs

e Stream

f Color

1) Red color at grinding wheel usually indicates cast iron

2) Straw color at end of stream usually indicates cast iron

3) Straw or light orange color at grinding wheel usually indicates alloy
steel

4) Green color at grinding wheel usually indicates low or high carbon steel

5) Brown color usually indicates the presence of chromium
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g Volume of sparks

1) None for nonferrous metals

2) Small for gray cast iron and very small for white cast iron

3) Moderately large for low carbon steel

4) Large for high carbon steel

5) Moderate to large for stainless steel depending on type and amount of
alloy

h. Length is distance the spark pattern or stream travels from the grinding
wheel

31. Select true statements concerning residual stresses and what they mean by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanks.

(NOTE: For a statement to be true, all parts of the statement must be true.)

a Residual means "what is left at the end of a process:' so, in welding, resid-
ual stresses refer to the forces and counterforces that leave stresses in a
structure or part after a welding operation is completed

_____i3 Residual stresses can produce shrinkage and other forms of distortion
that make parts difficult or impossible to fitup

c Residual stresses can produce in base metals structural and metallurgical
changes so severe that a welded assembly could fail in service and dam-
age property or hurt people

d The presence of excessive residual stresses in a part or an assembly indi-
cates that something in the welding procedure needs to be changed:

1) Joint design and fitup may need modification

2) The welding process itself may need modification

3) Filler metals or base metals may need modification

4) Thermal or mechanical controls may be needed to correct the problem

a) Thermal controls include preheating, interpass heating,
and post heating

b) Mechanical controls include C-clamps, strongbacks,
wedges, and many types of restraining jigs and fixtures
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32. Complete statements concerning causes of residual stresses and distortion by insert-
ing the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Filler metals and base metals in a welding procedure have to be heated to a melt-
ing point or near melting point, and as they are heated, they

but not uniformly

b. During and after the welding operation, filler metals and base metals
as they cool, but not uniformly

c. This lack of uniformity in expansion and contraction means that residual
stresses will vary with joint design, welding procedure, and metal type and thick-
ness, and the the metals, the more problems with residual
stresses

d. Once heat is applied, it has to go somewhere, and the ways heat escapes from a
weld can be a clue to residual stresses

e. In a normal butt weld, heat escapes in both directions from
the joint

f. In a normal fillet weld, heat escapes from the sides and
from the top

g. In a butt weld, the first passes can produce distortion down the length of the
weld bead, and this is called stress

h. As the first passes of a butt weld solidify, the movement across the weld bead is
also restricted, and this is called stress

i. The combination of and stresses in a
butt weld result in distortion that usually causes the plates to rise from a flat or
even position to a slight angle

In a fillet weld, the combination of longitudinal and transverse stresses not only
causes a change from flat to a slight angle, but can produce a

or along the length of the parts

33. Match heat applications with their uses in weld quality control.

a Heating a part before the welding process 1. Interpass heat
starts to help control cracking, stresses
from shrinkage, and to promote a slower 2. Preheat
cooling rate to prevent excessive hardening

3. Postheat
____13 Heating between welding passes to main-

tain the preheat temperature

c Heating a part after the welding process
and allowing it to cool slowly to promote
stress relief in the weldment and the base
metal
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34. List three situations where preheat is usually required.

a.

b.

c.

35. Complete a list of methods of preheating and postheating by inserting the word(s) that
best completes each statement.

a. Furnaces

b. Electrical heaters clamped parallel to joints about 6" from
the seam

c. Acetylene, propane, or oil torches used or in
of two or more

d. Torch heating using natural gas with compressed air using a single-orifice heat-
ing tip the that would be used to oxy-
acetylene weld the joint

e. Torch heating using heads or rosebuds

36. Match torch preheating techniques with their applications.

a Heat applied at one specific point so that 1. Spot heating
cooling will cause a slight inward move-
ment around the point and help control non- 2. Slot heating
directional distortion

3. Convex heating
b Heat applied along a seam or perpendicular

to a seam to control directional distortion

c. Since the side where heat is applied will
always shorten more than the other side,
spot and slot heating should be applied on
the convex side when attempting to flatten
plates
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37. Match types of steels with their recommended preheat temperatures.

a. Preheating is not normally required, but if 1. Medium carbon
temperature is below 50°F, preheat to about steels
100°F or higher if the plate thickness is over
1

II

b Preheat from 200°F to 400°F, retain the
same interpass temperature, and postheat
is recommended, especially on thicker sec-
tions

c. Preheat and interpass temperatures should
be a minimum of 400°F, and postheat is rec-
ommended, especially on thicker sections

2. High carbon
steels

3. Mild steels

38. Match temperature-sensing devices with their uses.

a. Portable thermometers specifically 1. Crayons and pellets
designed to measure surface heat

2. Thermocouples
b Temperature-sensing devices that may be

attached to the work, but more often used in 3. Pyrometers
heating ovens and postweld heat treatment

c Temperature-sensing devices that melt sud-
denly when the work reaches a specific tem-
perature

39. Complete statements concerning ways to control distortion in welding by inserting the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Do not overweld

1) The more metal placed in a joint, the the shrinkage
forces

2) Excess weld metal does not weld strength, but it does
shrinkage forces

b. Modify edge preparation and fitup when butt welding thicker metals

1) Plates for butt welds on thinner metals provide good fusion and require min-
imum weld metal with a bevel on each side with plates
spaced 1/32" to 1/16" apart

2) For thicker plates, the bevel angle and increase the
root opening or use a J or U joint design

3) A double V-joint requires about the weld metal of a sin-
gle V-joint for the same plate thickness

,
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c. Use intermittent welding

1) Intermittent welds provide needed

2) Intermittent welds the amount of weld metal required

d. Use as few passes as required

1) Each pass the possibility for increased shrinkage

2) Fewer passes with electrodes are better than more
passes with electrodes

e. Place welds near a neutral axis

1) Weld design and weld can both help control shrinkage

2) Welding at or along a axis gives less leverage to
forces that cause distortion

f. Use backstep welding

1) Direction of welding is usually to
, but beads deposited from to
so that heat will spread uniformly to outer edges

should bring plates back in alignment

2) Not an economical procedure for welding

g. Preset parts to take advantage of shrinkage

1) Anticipate the places of shrinkage and amount of shrinkage and position
parts so that they will be

during welding

2) The process requires good , but a few trial welds
should indicate how to preset the parts

h. Prebend and clamp parts or clamp parts back to back

1) Prebending actually makes the joint so that shrinkage
will cause the joint to be flat as the plate cools and the clamps are released

2) Clamping similar parts
helps distortion forces work against each other to

control shrinkage
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i. Weld in a logical sequence

1) Weld at different points in the assembly so that as the part shrinks in one
place it the shrinkage forces of welds already made

2) Alternate sides on fillet welds and use welding so that
shrinkage in the first weld is counterbalanced by shrinkage in the second
weld, shrinkage in the second weld is counterbalanced by shrinkage in the
third weld, etc.

40. Complete statements concerning ways to control distortion with restraining devices by
inserting the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. When butt welding plates, clips along
the edge of one plate, then drive wedges under the open side of the clip to force
the edges into alignment

b. Tack weld a yoke to a backup strip, slip the yoke between the edges, then place a
yoke on top of the plates and drive a wedge through the

first yoke to align the plates

c. For butt welds on plates, tack weld a yoke on top of one
plate, a bar to the top of the second plate, then drive a wedge between the yoke
and the bar

d. When there is a possibility that the use of several strongbacks would restrain the
weld so much that it would produce cracking as the weld cools, position the
strongbacks at a angle across the joint to allow transverse
movement

41. Select true statements concerning guidelines for correcting distortion in welded com-
ponents by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Determine width of distortion at maximum point

b Determine length of distortion

c Determine out of tolerance distortion in inches or fractions of an inch

__A There is no need to sketch dimensions, but do keep a good mental picture
of the problem to use as a work reference
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42. Arrange in order the procedure for straightening a distorted steel member by placing
the correct sequence number in the appropriate blank.

a. As point C turns a light red, move the flame slowly toward point B as you
widen the heating pattern by moving the torch in a circular motion toward
the extremes of the out-of-tolerance dimensions of points D and E

b As the flame moves from point C, the metal at that point cools and
"upsets" or expands into itself

c Determine dimensions of needed correction

d Mark work area and dimensions with a soapstone so that point C is situ-
ated from point A a distance equal to one third the width of the member

e The widening heat pattern plus the cooling and contraction of the metal
behind it will cause the edge at B to stretch at first, but then it will contract
on cooling and serve to straighten the member

f Start heat at point C with flame pointing toward point B

g Heat point C to a light red, but not enough to melt the surface

43. Identify selected metals by appearance, color, and corrosion characteristics.

44. Identify metal shape3 used for welding.

45. Prepare a working reference for straightening a distorted steel member.

46. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Conduct magnet tests to identify common metals used for welding.

b. Conduct spark tests to identify common metals used for welding.

c. Conduct chisel tests to identify common metals used for welding.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your instructor
when they should be completed.)



BASIC METALS AND METALLURGY
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 3 e. 4 i. 8
b. 7 f. 1 j. 12
c. 9 g. 2 k. 10
d. 11 h. 6 I. 5

2. a.
b.
c.
d.

Filler
Interpass
Processes
Compatibility

3. a.
b.

Iron
No iron, iron

4. a.
b.

Two
One

5. a.
b.
c.
d.

4 e. 7
5 f. 3
1 g. 2
6

6. A.
b.

Mechanical or physical
Physical or mechanical

7. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2 f. 9
4 g. 7
6 h. 5
8 i. 3
10 j. 1

8. a.
b.
c.
d.

3
1

2
4

9. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

1

2
3
4
5

10. a.
b.

300°F
Lower, lower
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11. a. 1000°F
b. 700°F
c. More brittle
d. Extremely hard skin

12. a. 2050°F
b. Slowly
c. Softness
d. A change in atomic arrangements
e. Slowly
f. Hard, high-carbon steel
g. Can be

13. a. 2900°F
b. 2400°F
c. Burning
d. Remelted
e. Liquid

14. a, b, c

15. a. 5 f. 6
b. 1 g. 8
c. 7 h. 4
d. 9 i. 3
e. 2

16. a. 4 e. 2
b. 6 f. 7
c. 8 g. 3
d. 1 h. 5

17. a. The percentage of nickel alloy
b. T00001

18. a. Low carbon
b. Mild steel
c. Medium carbon
d. High carbon

19. a. Nickel steel
b. High chromium steel
c. Tungsten steel, magnet steel
d. Tungsten steel, tungsten carbide
e. Vanadium steel

20. a. Wrought iron
b. Gray cast iron
c. White cast iron
d. Malleable cast iron
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21. b, c, e, f, g

22. a. Unalloyed aluminum of 99% aluminum or more
b. Any aluminum alloy

23. a. The temper designation
b. 8/8 or full hard

24. a. 2

b. 3
c. 1

25. a. 5
b. 1

c. 3
d. 2

e. 4

26. a

27. a. 4 f. 9
b. 2 g. 7
c. 6 h. 1

d. 8 i. 3
e. 10 j. 5

28. a. Round bar
b. Oval bar
c. Square bar
d. H beam
e. I beam
f. Channel
g. Angle
h. Tee
i. Zee
j. Flat plate
k. Tubing and pipe
I. Rail

29. a, b, d

30. a, b, d, e, g, h

31. a, b, c, d

32. a. Expand
b. Contract
c. Thicker
d. Controlling
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e. Outward
f. Outward, upward
g. Longitudinal
h. Transverse
i. Longitudinal, transverse
j. Roll, twist

33. a. 2
b. 1

c. 3

34. Any three of the following:
a. When large or bulky parts are being welded or when parts being welded have a

complicated shape
b. When the atmospheric temperature is cold or the temperature of the parts is cold
c. When the carbon or alloy content of steel is high
d. When the welding speed is fast
e. When small-diameter welding rods are used

35. b. Strip
c. Singly, banks
d. Same size
e. Multiflame

36. a. 1

b. 2
c. 3

37. a. 3
b. 1

c. 2

38. a. 3
b. 2
c. 1

39. a. 1) Greater
2) Increase, increase

b. 1) 30°
2) Decrease
3) Half

c. 1) Strength
2) Reduce

d. 1) Increases
2) Larger, smaller

e. 1) Sequence
2) Neutral

f. 1) Left to right, right to left
2) Automatic
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g. 1) Pulled into alignment
2) Estimating

h. 1) Longer
2) Back to back

i. 1) Counteracts
2) Intermittent

40. a. Tack weld
b. Guide
c. Thicker
d. 45°

41. a, b, c

42. a. 5 e. 7
b. 6 f. 3
c. 1 g. 4

d. 2

43. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

44. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

45. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

46. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to add, subtract, multiply, and divide
whole numbers, fractions, and decimals, and convert fractions to decimals and percents. The
student should also be able to use specified graduations to measure with a rule, use three pro-
cedures to adjust a bevel square to a 45° angle, and use a combination square to make 45°
and 90° angles and draw parallel lines on metal stock. This knowledge will be evidenced by
correctly completing the procedures outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring
85 percent on the unit test.

7-24WIAmia'S -

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to basic math and measuring with their correct definitions.

2. Match basic mathematical terms with their definitions and give an example for
each.

3. Select true statements concerning advantages of a decimal equivalent and con-
version charts.

4.

5. Select true statements concerning uses for decimals.

6. Complete definitions of methois for expressing fractions and decimal equiva-
lents.

7. Select true statements concerning percent and its uses.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Complete statements concerning uses for frvt'ons.

Complete lists of units of measure found on rules.

Arrange in order the steps for reading a rule.

Arrange in order the steps for finding mid-point of a given distance.

Complete formulas for perimeters.

Calculate perimeters for rectangles, squares, and triangles.

Identify basic geometric figures.

Calculate areas of basic geometric figures.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

15. Calculate measurements for circles.

16. Size commonly used steel stock from scale drawings.

17. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions.

b. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimal equivalents.

c. Convert fractions to decimal form.

d. Write fractions as decimals and percents.

e. Write percents as fractions and decimals.

f. Write decimals as fractions and percents.

g. Make conversions with the decimal equivalent and inches to decimal con-
version charts.

h. Use the English-Metric Conversion Chart.

i. Measure distance with 1", 1/2", and 1/4" graduations.

j. Measure distances with 1/4" and 1/8" graduations.

k. Measure distances with 1/8" graduations.

I. Measure distances with 1118" graduations.

m. Measure given line segments with 1118" graduations.

n. Measure dimensions of given objects with a rule.

o. Measure given lines and objects with a rule.

p. Use a rule to draw lines and objects to given specifications.

q. Find the midpoint of given lines and figures.

r. Calculate the perimeters of given rectangles.

s. Calculate the perimeters of given squares.

t. Calculate the perimaters of given triangles.

u. Calculate the areas of given parallelograms.
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v. Calculate the areas of given rectangles.

w. Calculate the areas of given squares.

x. Calculate the areas of given triangles.

y. Calculate the areas of given rhombuses.

z. Calculate the areas of given trapezoids.

aa. Calculate the circumferences of given circles.

bb. Calculate the areas of given circles.

cc. Adjust a bevel square to a 45° angle using a framing square, a combination
square, and a protractor.

dd. Use a combination square to form 90° and 45° angles and to draw parallel
lines on selected metal stock.
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information, assignment, and job sheets.

III. Make transparencies.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss and demonstrate procedures outlined in the job sheets.

VI. Demonstrate the procedures for measuring with different measuring instruments,
emphasize accuracy and the correct marking of reference points.

VII. Select pieces of longer and iarger metal stock and have students measure them
with a rule to give students practice with greater distances than are used in the
assignment sheets.

VIII. Demonstrate how to properly use and clean a steel tape.

IX. Give test.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Decimal Equivalent Chart

2. TM 2 Inches to Decimal Conversion Chart

3. TM 3 Fractional and Decimal Equivalents

4. TM 4 Units of Measurement

5. TM 5 Eighths Rule

6. TM 6 Sixteenths Rule

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Add, Subtract, Multiply, and Divide Frac-
tions
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Add, Subtract, Multiply, and Divide Decimal
Equivalents

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Convert Fractions to Decimal Form

4. Assignment Sheet #4 Write Fractions as Decimals and Percents

5. Assignment Sheet #5 Write Percents as Fractions and Decimals

6. Assignment Sheet #6 Write Decimals as Fraction and Percents

7. Assignment Sheet #7 Make Conversions With the Decimal Equiva-
lent and Inches to Decimal Conversion Charts

8. Assignment Sheet #8 Use the English-Metric Conversion Chart

9. Assignment Sheet #9 Measure Distances With 1", 1/2", and 1/4"
Graduations

10. Assignment Sheet #10 Measure Distances With 1/4" and 1/8"Grad-
uations

11. Assignment Sheet #11 Measure Distances With 1/8" Graduations

12. Assignment Sheet #12 Measure Distances With 1/16" Graduations

13. Assignment Sheet #13 Measure Given Line Segments With 1/16"
Graduations

14. Assignment Sheet #14 Measure Dimensions of Given Objects
With a Rule

15. Assignment Sheet #15 Measure Given Lines and Objects With a
Rule

16. Assignment Sheet #16 Use a Rule to Draw Lines and Objects to
Given Specifications

17. Assignment Sheet #17 Find the Mid-Point of Given Lines and Fig-
ures

18. Assignment Sheet #18 Calculate the Perimeters of Given Rectan-
gles

19. Assignment Sheet #19 Calculate the Perimeters of Given Squares

20. Assignment Sheet #20 Calculate the Perimeters of Given Triangles

21. Assignment Sheet #21 Calculate the Areas of Given Parallelo
grams

22. Assignment Sheet #22 Calculate the Areas of Given Rectangles
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23. Assignment Sheet #23 Calculate the Areas of Given Squares

24. Assignment Sheet #24 Calculate the Areas of Given Triangles

25. Assignment Sheet #25 Calculate the Areas of Given Rhombuses

26. Assignment Sheet #26 Calculate the Areas of Given Trapezoids

27. Assignment Sheet #27 Calculate the Circumferences of Given Cir-
cles

28. Assignment Sheet #28 Calculate the Areas of Given Circles

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Adjust a Bevel Square to a 45° Angle Using a Fram-
ing Square, a Combination Square, and a Protractor

2. Job Sheet #2 Use a Combination Square to Form 90° and 45°
Angles and to Draw Parallel Lines on Selected Metal Stock

G. Test

H. Answers to test

II. References:

A. Bernstein, Allen L. and David W. Wells. Trouble-Shooting Mathematics
Skills. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc., 1969.

B. Lennes, N. J. and L. R. Travers. Lennes Essentials of Arithmetric. Dallas, TX:
Laidlaw Brother, 1964.

C. Schumacher, Herman G. Vocational Mathematics (Shop Arithmetic), Vol. 1.
Chicago, IL: Goodheart-Willcox, Inc., 1970.

D. Slade, Margolis, and Boyce. Mathematics for Technical and Vocational
Schools, 5th Edition. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1968.

E. Brown, Walter C. Drafting for Industry. South Holland, IL 60473: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1974.

F. Dygdon, John Thomas and Spencer, Henry Cecil. Basic T..v Drawing.
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. A or a Area, the measure of the surface inside a figure

B. B or b Base

C. H or h Height

D. L or I Length

E. P or p Perimeter, the distance around the edge of a flat surface

F. S or s Side or length of a side

G. Tort Thickness

H. W or w Width

I. C or c Circumference, the distance around a circle

J. D or d Diameter, the distance across the center of a circle

K. R or r Radius, half the distance of the diameter of a circle

L. Graduations Subdivisions on a rule that are equal in length

M. Square measure A system of measuring area

N. Cubic measure A system of measuring volume

0. Subllnear numbers Numbers which appear below a line to clarify a refer-
ence such as base one, b or base two, b2

R Superlinear numbers Numbers which appear above a line to usually indi-
cate the square of a number or letter designation or an increase in power
such as R2 or r2 indicates that a radius should be multiplied times itself

Q. Pi (r) A letter from the Greek alphabet used to identify 3.1416 or 3.14, and
used to establish the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter

(NOTE: In critical measurement, r is sometimes carried several digits fur-
ther, 3.141592654+.)
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II. Basic mathematical terms and their definitions

A. Whole number Any number or numbers used to indicate an entire unit,
quantity, or amount

Example: 1, 3, 10, 25

B. Fraction Two numbers consisting of a numerator and denominator sepa-
rated by a fraction line to indicate a part of one unit

Example: 1 /8, 1/4, 1/2, / 1/32, i1.8, 1.4, 1.2, 1.16, 1.32, 1.84

C. Mixed number Any whole number plus a fractional part of one additional
unit

Example: 1 5/ Ai1/8, 38, - 1./ 4, 5 1.2, 6 3.4

D. Numerator The top number of a fraction

Example: The numerator of 1/3 is 1

E. Denominator The base or lower number of a fraction

Example: The denominator of 3/4 is 4

F Proper fraction A fraction whose numerator is less than the denominator,
indicating a value of less than one unit

Example: / /5.18, 3./ 8, 7./ 8, 9.18

G. Improper fraction A fraction whose numerator is equal to or greater than
the denominator, indicating a value greater than one unit

H.

Example: 9/8, 18/16, 3/2, 7/4

Unit fraction A proper fraction with a numerator of 1

Example: 1/3, 1/4,1/2

I. Complex fraction A fraction with either or both terms expressed as a
fraction or mixed number

Example: 7 51/2

1/18 23/4

J. Lowest terms The lowest base number (numerator and denominator) by
which a fraction may be reduced for simplification in unit measurement

Example: 12/16 = 6/8 = 3/4 which is the lowest term

267
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K. Common denominator Two fractions with the same denominator in each
fraction (proper or improper) which allows for simplification in adding and
dividing fractions

Example: 1/8 + 1/16 + /1.32 + 1/64 = 8/64 + 4/84 + 2/84 + 1/84 = 15/64

L. Factors The parts of a number that can be multiplied to equal that num-
ber

Example: 2 and 5 are factors of 10 because 2 x 5 = 10; 6 and 2 and 3 and 4
are factors of 12 because 6 x 2 = 12 and 3 x 4 = 12

M. Sum The result of addition

Example: 4 is the sum of 2 + 2

N. Quotient The result of division

Example: 2 is the quotient of 4 ÷ 2

III. Advantages of decimal equivalent and conversion charts (Transparencies 1 and 2)

A. Convenience of converting units

1. Fractions to decimals

2. Decimals to fractions

3. Feet and inches to decimals and vice versa

B. Saves time

C. Establishes standard for unit conversion

D. Lists sizes from smallest to largest

E. Easy to read

IV. Uses for fractions

A. Combines parts of a unit or units into a total amount

B. Allows a system for adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing parts of a
unit

V. Uses for decimals

A. Allows for a greater method of accuracy than fractional form

B. Provides a conversion system for measuring materials
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VI. Methods of expressing fractions and decimal equivalents (Transparency 3)

A. Word May be in writing or may be spoken

Example: Six and seven eighths

B. Number Always in writing; a system of numerators, denominators, whole
numbers, mixed numbers, and other forms to signify a value

Example: 21/64 = 0.3281

VII. Percent and its uses

A. Percent is based upon hundredths and is used to express the ratio of an
amount related to ona hundred

Example: 20 items out of 100 would be 20/100 or 20%

B. 100% means the total amount of items or amounts in question

VIII. Units of measure found on rules (Transparency 4)

A. Fractional

1. Eighths (' /s') (Transparency 5)

2. Sixteenths (1/16') (Transparency 6)

3. Thirty-seconds (1/32')

4. Sixty-fourths (1/64')

B. Decimal

1. Tenths (0.1)

2. Hundredths (0.01)

3. Thousands (0.001)

C. Metric

1. Meter (1.0m)

2. Decimeter (0.1m)

3. Centimeter (0.01m)

4. Millimeter (0.001m)
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IX. Steps for reading a rule

A. Select proper scale

B. Count whole units

C. Total the number of graduations

D. Reduce graduations to lowest terms

Example: When measuring the distance from R to E in the following illus-
tration, the third mark past 2" indicates it is the Vs" scale, there
are two whole units, two full inches preceding the fractional
measure, and there are 6/16 graduations following the whole
units, so 6/16 should be reduced to the lowest terms, and the
measurement from R to E is 2 3/8"

R H L E N

i 11111 111111 1

1 I 1 ii_l? I l i 1 1 I 1 l_i l_i_ LI: 1 'III 115:1 1\

X. Steps for finding mid-point of a given distance

A. Measure the total distance

B. Divide the distance by two or multiply it by one-half

C. Reduce graduation to lowest terms

Example: In the previous illustration, the distance from R to N is 2 3/4",
half this length would be 2 3/4 x 1/2 or 11/4 x 7/2 which would be
11/8, and this reduced to lowest terms would be 1 3/8" which
would be the mid-point from either end of the measured dis-
tance

Xl. Formulas for perimeters

A. Rectangle P = 2L + 2W

B. Square P = 4s

C. Triangle P = s, + s, + s,

290
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XII. Calculating perimeters for rectangles, squares, and triangles

A. Rectangle length = 4', width = 3'

(NOTE: The symbol 4' and 3' means 4 feet and 3 feet.)

P = 2L + 2W
P = (2 x 4) + (2 x 3)
P = 8 + 6
P = 14'

(NOTE: Label the answer with the correct unit of measure.)

B. Square length of a side = 6"

(NOTE: The Symbol 6" means 6 inches.)

P = 4s
P = 4 x 6
P = 24"

C. Triangle length of one side = 2', length of another side = 3', length of the
third side = 8'

P = s, + 52 + 53
P = 2 + 3 + 8
P = 13'

XIII. Basic geometric figures

A. Parallelogram

Example:

/ / =7
,-; 0
c.. di.



B. Rectangle

Example:

C. Square

Example:

D. Triangle

INFORMATION SHEET

Example:

0
NA

E. Rhombus (all sides of equal length)

Example:

F. Trapezoid

O zi7
[1:1\
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XIV. Formulas for calculating areas of basic geometric figures

A. Parallelogram A = bh

I h
I b

Example: Parallelogram b = 12", h = 7"

A = bh
A = 12 x 7
A = 84 square inches

B. Rectangle A = lw

w
I

Example: Rectangle I = 9 yards, w = 2 yards

A =lxw
A = 9 x 2
A = 18 square yards

C. Square A = s'

Example: Square s = 10'

A = s'
A = 10 x 10
A = 100 square feet

D. Triangle A = 1/2 bh

Example: Triangle b = 12", h = 7"

A = 1/2 bh
A= 1/2 x 12 x 7
A = 6 x 7
A = 42 square inches

2 9 t)
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E. Rhombus A = bh

Example: Rhombus b = 9 miles, h = 2 1/3 miles

A = bh
A = 9 x 2 1/3
A = 6/1 x 7/3
A = 63/3
A = 21 square miles

F. Trapezoid A = 1/2 h (b, + b2)
b2

/h
b1

I

Example: Trapezoid h = 7", b, =8", b2 = 5"

A = 1/2h (b, + b2)
A = (1/2 x 7) (8 + 5)
A = (7/2) (13)
A = 7/2 X 13/1
A = 91/2

A = 45 1/2 square inches

XV. How to calculate measurements of a circle (Figure 1)

A. The diameter of a circle is equal to two times the radius, expressed as D =
2R

B. The radius of a circle is equal to half the diameter, expressed as R = D/2

C. The circumference of a circle is approximately equal to the diameter times
3.14, expressed as C = 3.14D or C = 3.14D or C = 7rD

D. The area of a circle is equal to the square of the radius times 3.14,
expressed as A = r R2

FIGURE 1
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XVI. Methods of sizing commonly used steel stock

A. Square bars are sized according to thickness and width and come in vari-
ous lengths

Example:

I.e
T
T

100l
T Thickness

L Length 16', 20', 36'

1/4" to 2-3/4", in graduations of 1/16" and

W Width

1

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

B. Hotand cold-rolled flat bars are sized according to thickness and width and
come in various lengths

Example:

T Thickness
114" to 1/2" in graduations of 1 / 16"
1/2" to 1 1/4" in graduations of 1 /8"
1-1/4" to 2' in graduations of 1/4"
1316" and lighter, see Strips)

W Width 318" to 6" in graduations of 1/8"
to 1/4"

L Length - 16', 36'

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

C. Structural H beams are sized according to height and width of beam

(NOTE: Structural H beams are also called WF beams to indicate that they
are wide-flange beams, and the inside angle of the flange is parallel or
almost parallel with top and bottom surfaces of the flange.)

Example:

S Sire 3", 4", 6" and larger

W Width of flange

T Thickness af web

L -- Length 5' to 60'

29 r:--. 1../
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D. Structural I beams are sized according to height and width of beam and
come in various lengths

(NOTE: Structural I beams are also called standard beams or S beams and
are relatively easy to distinguish from H or wide beams because the inside
angle always has a definite slope.)

Example:

S = Size
4 x 4
5 x 5
6 x 6

W = Width of flange same as S

T = Thickness of web.

L = 5' to 60'.

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
E. Hot-rolled strips 3/18" or less than in thickness are sized accordin

ness and width and come in various lengths

296

T = Thickness (thickness measurem
in fractions of an inch and gaug
3/16" (.1875")
No. 10 (.134 "); 1/8" (.1251;
No. 12 (.109"); No. 14 (.083
No. 16 10651; No. 18 (.04
No. 20 (.0351; No. 22 (.02

W = Width
3/8" to 2" in graduations
2" to 3-1/2" in graduate
3-1/2" to 6" in graduat
6" to 12" in graduatio

L = Length 14' to 16'.

');
");

8").

g to thick-

ent expressed
number).

of 1/8".
ns of 1/4".

ons of 1/2".
s of 1".
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F. Hot and cold-rolled sheets are sized according to thickness arid width and
listed by gauge number

(NOTE: Roiled steel ':116" or less is classified as sheet, and over 3/16" is clas-
sified as plate.)

Example:

ii"T TF. w F = Thickness 3/16" and less expressed
according to gauge number
3/16"
No. 8 (.1644 "): No. 10 (.1345 ");
No. :1 (.11961; No. 12 (.1046"):
No. 14 (.0747"), No. 16 (.0598 ");
No. 18 (.0478"); No. 20 (.0359").
No. 22 (.0299 "): No. 24 (.0239"):
No. 26 (.0179"): No. 28 (.0149").

W = Width measurements given in inches
30 ", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 72", 84".

L = Length measurements gn en in inches
96 ", 120", 144", 156", 240".

G. Bar and structural angles are sized according to width times width times
thickness and come in various lengths

Example:

W = Width
1/2" to 1-1/2' in graduations of 1/8" of flange.
1-1/2" to 2-1/2" in graduations of 1/4".
3" and over structural steel.

T = Thickness of flange 1/8" to 1 /2" in graduations
of 1/16".

Angle stock is manufactured in unequal width of flanges,
example: 2-1/2" x 1-1/2".

L = Length 16', 18', 20'.

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

H. Bar and structural tees are sized according to flange width times stem
times thickness and come in various lengths

Example:
F = Flange width

3/4" to 2-1/2" in graduations of 1/4".

S = Stem width
3/4" to 2-1/2" in graduations of 1/4".

T = Thickness
1/8" to 3/8" in graduations of 1/16".

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company
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I. Bar size channels are sized according to depth times width of flange times
thickness of web and come in various lengths

Example:

D = Depth
1/2" to 3/4" in graduations of 1/16".
3/8" to 1.1/4" in graduations of 1/8".
1-1/4" to 2 " in graduations of 1/4".

W = Width (of flange)
164,5116,318,6

W = Width (of flange)
1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 3/4", 1".

T = Thickness of web 1/8". 3/16". 1/4".

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company

J. Structural channels are sized according to depth of channel and common
sizes are 3", 4", 5", 6", 7", and 8"

Example:

r
Di

Common sizes are 3", 4", 5", 6", 7", and 8".

K. Hotrolled half ovals are sized according to thickness and width and come
in 16' lengths

Example:

T = Thickness
318" to 1/2" in graduations of 1116".

W = Width
1/8" to 1.1/4" in graduations of 1/8".
1-1/4" r 2" in graduations of 1/4".
2" to 3" in graduations of 1/2".

L = Length 16'.

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Conti. any
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L. Hot and cold-rolled rounds are sized according to length and diameter

Example:

ate°
= Diameter 3/8" to 2" or larger in graduation

increases of 1 /16" and 1 /8".

L Length 16', 18' and 20'.

Courtesy Lincoln Electric Company



Decimal Equivalent Chart

.015625

.03125

.046875

.0625

.078125

.09375

.109375

.125

.140625

.15625

.171875

.1875

.203125

.21875

.234375

.28

.2656250 m .28125

.296875

.3125

.328125

.34378

.359375
.378
.390625

® .40628
. 421875
.4378
.453128

® .46878
.

5
484375

® .

.515625

.53125

.546875

.5625

.578125

.59375

.609378

.625

.640625

.65625

.671875

.6875

.703125

.71875

.734375

.75

.765625

.78125

.796375

.8125

.828125

.84375

.859375
.878
.890625
.90625
.921875
.9375
.953125
.96875
.984375
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Inches to Decimal
Conversion Chart

Fractions of Inches Inches

1/16" .0052 1" .0833
%2" .0078

1/8" .0104 2 " - - - - -- --.1667

5/32" .0130
3/16" .0156 3" -.2500

7/32" .0182
1/4 "--------- - - - --- .0208 4" .3333

9/32" .0234
5/16" .0260 5"--- ----- .4167

%" .0313
7/16" .0364 6" .5000

1/2" .0417
9/16" .0468 7" .5833

5/8" .0521
11/16" .0572 8" .6667

3/4" .0625
13/16" .0677 9" .7500

7/8" .0729
15/16" .0781 lOt'--- ----.8333

11" .9167

12" 1.0000

(Note: Do not confuse inches to decimal with decimal equivalents.)

301 TM 2



Fractional and Decimal
Equivalents

xe
N C.D D, *. CD>

\ , e #\ Y$ 1

0.0 0 0 0
FRACTION DECIMAL

1/4 = 0.250

1/2 = 0.500

7/8 = 0.875

7/16 = 0.4375

302

WORD

= Two hundred fifty thousandths.

= Five hundred thousandths.

= Eight hundred seventy-five thou-
sandths.

= Four hundred thirty-seven thou-
sandths and five ten-thousandths.
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Units of Measurement
(Not to Scale)

Fractional Rule

I11111111111111111111111

100ths

10ths

1111111111111111!1111111 111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111

1

1

1

Decimal Rule

1 centimeter

millimeter

Metric Rule

304
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Eighths Rule
(Not to Scale)

H

F

I

A = 1/8, B = 2/8 = 1/4, C = 3/8, D = 4/8 = 1/2,
E = 5/8, F = 6/8 = 3/4, G = 7/8, H = 8/8 = 1,
I = 13/8 = 1 5/8

305
306



Sixteenths Rule
(Not to Scale)

9

A = 1/16, B = 2/16 = 1/8, C = 3/16, D = 4/16 = 1/4,
E = 5/16, F = 6/16 = 3/8, G = 7/16, H = 8/16 = 1/2,
I = 9/16, J = 10/16 = 5/8, K = 11/16, L = 12/16 = 3/4,
M = 13/16, N = 14/16 = 7/8, 0 = 15/16, P = 16/16 = 1,
Q = 22/16 = 1 6/16 = 1 3/8

307 308
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY,
AND DIVIDE FRACTIONS

Directions: Add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions using the following procedures:

I. Procedure

A. To add fractions:

1. Change all fractions to a common denominator

2. Change all mixed numbers to improper fractions

3. Add all the numerators

4. Write down the total fraction

5. Reduce fraction to lowest terms in final form

6. If fraction totals to an improper fraction, simplify and reduce to low-
est terms

Example #1:

Add:

1/8 + 1/16 + 3/4 + 1/18 = 2/16 + 1/18 + 12/16 + 1/18
Change to largest common denominator

2/18 + 1/18 + 12/16 + 1/16 = 16/16 = 1
Add numerators, place over common denominator, and reduce to
lowest terms

Example #2:

Add:

3/8 + 1/2 + 6/8 + 3/4 = 3/8 + 4/8 + 6/8 + 6/8
Change to largest common denominator

3/8 4. 4/8 4. 5/8 + 6/8 = 18/8 = 22/8 = 21/4

Add numerators, place over common denominator, change from
improper fraction to proper fraction, reduce to lowest terms
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B. To subtract fractions:

1. Change all fractions to a common denominator

2. Change all mixed numbers to improper fractions

3. Subtract the numerators

4. Write down the remaining fraction

5. Reduce fraction to lowest terms in final form

6. If fraction totals to an improper fraction, simplify and reduce to low-
est terms

Example #3:

Subtract:

7/8 - 9/18 = 14/16 - 9 /i 16 = 5/16
Change to largest common denominator, subtract numerators, com-
plete answer

Example #4:

Subtract:

1 3/18 - 1/4 = 19/16 - 4/16 = 15/16
Change mixed number to improper fraction; change fractions to larg-
est common denominator; subtract numerators; complete answer

Example #5:

Subtract:

2 3/8 - 15/32 = 19/8 - 37/32 = 76/32 - 37/32 = 39/32 = 17/32
Change mixed numbers to improper fraction; change fractions to
largest common denominator; subtract numerators; change
improper fraction to proper fraction; complete answer

C. To multiply fractions:

1. Multiply numerators

2. Multiply denominators

3. Write down new numerator over new denominator

0' I 0

,._
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4. Reduce fraction 4,o lowest terms

5. If using mixed numbers, change fraction to improper fraction, multi-
ply numerator and denominator, change to a mixed number, reduce
fraction remainder to lowest terms

Example #6:

Multiply: 5 1 5 x 1 5

8 2 8 x 2 16

Multiply numerator, multiply denominator, complete answer

Example #7:

3 x 6 =
4

3-,- x
4

6

1

=3x66 18-
4

2- 4
4

1
4

24 x 1

Multiply numerator by the whole number, multiply denominator by
one; reduce to proper fraction; reduce to lowest terms; complete
answer

Example #8:

7 7 x 423
6

x 4 = (23 x 4) + (-7 x 4) = (92) + (
16 x 1

)
1 16

= (92) + (28 ) = (92) + (1 12 3--) = (92) + (1 ) = 933
16 16 4 4

Multiply whole number of mixed number by whole number, multiply
fractional part of mixed number numerator and denominator by
whole number; reduce fractional part of mixed number to proper frac-
tion and lowest terms; add whole numbers of each part; complete
answer

Example #9:

3
13 x 4

4 8
=

7

4

35x
8

245 721

3232

Change mixed numbers to improper fractions; multiply numerators
and denominators; change improper fraction to proper fraction; com
plete answer
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D. To multiply fractions with the cancellation method:

1. Extend the fractions on a common line

2. Cancel corresponding factors above and below the line

3. Multiply cancelled fractions

Example #10:

2
1 4 1 =2
2 5 g 5 5

1

The fraction is reduced before multiplying and this helps avoid the
use of larger numbers. Since 2 is a factor of 4, numerators and
demoninators of the fractions can be reduced by cancellation and
make the problem easier to work

E. To divide fractions:

1. Express fraction in division form

2. Invert numerator and denominator of dividing fraction

3. M.ultiply numerators and denominators

4. Reduce fractions to lowest terms

5. If answer is an improper fraction, change to proper fraction, and
reduce to lowest terms

Example #11:

7

7_ 1 8 7 2 = 14 = 7=
13

18 2 8 1 8 4 4

2

Write fraction in division form; invert division fraction; multiply
numerators and denominators; change fraction from improper to
proper fraction; reduce to lowest terms; complete answer

312
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Example #12:

21
9

1 1 4 4 9 8 72 n2-4 + 1-8 or x = = 4
9 4 9 36

1-li
8

Write fraction in either form; change to improper numbers for numer-
ator and denominator; multiply numerators and denominators;
change improper fraction to proper fraction; complete answer

II. Assignment (show all work)

A. Add the following:

1. 1/2 + 3/4 =

2. 3/4 + 5/6 + 9/16 + 5/32 =

3. 21/2 + 33/4 + 55/8 + 3/8 =

B. Subtract the following:

4. 7/8 3/4 =

5. 19/16 3/4 =

6. 33/8 19/io =

C. Multiply the following:

7. 5/8 x 3/4 =

8. 55/16 x 4 =

313
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D. Divide the following:

O. 314 + 3/13 =

10. 2112 = 5 =

I



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY,
AND DIVIDE DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS

Directions: Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimal equivalents using the following proce-
dures:

I. Procedure

A. To work decimal equivalents:

1. Write first decimal number

2. Write second decimal number under first decimal number

(NOTE: Decimal points must be in line.)

3. If there are more than two decimal numbers, continue to list each in
column order keeping the decimal points in line

4. Complete answer

5. Place decimal point in proper position for final answer

B. To add decimals:

Example #1:

0.9375
+ 0.5250

1.4625

C. To subtract decimals:

Example #2:

0.3857
0.0125

0.3732

315
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D. To multiply decimals:

Example #3:

0.2343
x5

1.1715

(NOTE.: Count over four decimals on completed answer for correct decimal
positioning.)

E. To divide decimals

0.7955
Example #4: 2.3365 + 3 = 3 [UT65

21
28
27

16
15

15
15

(NOTE: Indicate whole unit as zero or whole number before the decimal.)

H. Assignment

A. Add the following decimal equivalents:

1. 2.125 + 2.375 + 4.0625 + 9.0008 + 0.12 =

2. 0.046 + 0.00002 + 0.653 + 8.1673 =

3. 0.5000 + 0.015 + 0.171 + 8.7003 + 16.37 =

B. Subtract the following decimal equivalents:

4. 8.763 0.041 =

5. 126.373 126.219 =

31 6
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6. 9 0.125 =

(NOTE: 9 = 9.000.)

C. Multiply the following decimal equivalents:

7. 0.9321 x 1.76 =

8. 9.429 x 8.670 =

D. Divide the following decimal equivalents:

9. 0.0672 -s- 28 =

10. 73.16 ÷ 24 =

317
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UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 CONVERT FRACTIONS TO DECIMAL FORM

Directions: Convert fractions to decimal form, change fractions to a common denominator,
reduce fraction to lowest terms using the following procedures:

I. Procedure

A. To convert fractions to decimal form:

Example #1:

1
0.500

= 2 -UFO = 0.500
1.000

Example #2:

3
0.750

= 4 I3.000 = 0.750
28
20
20

0

Divide the denominator into the numerator; place the decimal in the correct
position; use quotient as the answer

B. To change fractions to a common denominator:

Example #3:

1 1 5 1 x 4 1 x 2 5 4 2 5 11 3
2 +-4.+8 2 x 4 + 4 x 2 +iiiiTi

318
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Example #4:

1 3 5 3 1 x 4 3 x 2 5 3 x 16

16 4. 32 4. 64 4. 4 16 x 4 32 x 2 64 4 x 16

=4 4 6
+

5
+

48 = 63

64 64 64 64 64

Using the largest denominator, place all fractions in the same base by multi-
plying both numerator and denominator by same base power, add all

numerators; complete answer

(NOTE: Above examples did not have to be reduced to lowest terms, but
Example #3 had to be changed from an improper to a proper fraction.)

C. To reduce a fraction to lowest terms:

Example #5:

6 6 6 =2 =3 __3
8 8 4- 2 =4 4

Example #6:

24_ 24 ÷ 8 =3 __3
32 32 ÷ 8 =4 4

Fraction is in lowest terms when numerator and denominator are divided by

the greatest factor common to both

(NOTE: Fractions may be reduced by powers of 2 or by inspection for the
greatest common divisor.)

II. Assignment

A. Convert the following fractions to decimal form. Show all work.

1. 1/2 =

2. 5/8 =

3. 1/4 =

4. 1/8 =

5. 5/16 =
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6. 9/16 =

7. 3/4 =

8. 7/8 =

9. 318 =

10. "118 =

B. Change the following fractions to a common denominator and solve. Show
all work.

11. 1/8 + 1/4 =

12. 1/16 + 5/32 + 3/8 =

13. 7/8 + 9/16 + 11/0 + 5/32 =

14. 15/64 1/8 =

15. 7/64 + 11/16 + 9/64 + 1/8 + 7/16 + 1/4 + 3/32 =

C. Reduce

16.

(NOTE: Answers 11-15 must be in proper or mixed number form.)

the following fractions to lowest terms.

12/16 ..,..

17. 16/24 =

18. 48/84 =

19. 25/75 =

20. 22/64 =

21. 72/120 =

22. 63/56 =

23. 500/800 =

24. 57/48 =

25. 159/200 =

(NOTE: Change improper fractions to proper form; then reduce to
lowest terms.)
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 WRITE FRACTIONS AS
DECIMALS AND PERCENTS

Directions: Write fractions as decimals and percents using the following procedures:

I. Procedure

A. Expressing fractions as decimals divide the numerator by the denomina-
tor

Example: 5

8

.625
8 F.oCT'S

48
20
16

40
40

B. Expressing fractions as percents

1. Express the fraction in decimal form

2. Move the decimal point two places to the right

3. Place the % symbol after the number

Example: 7 .2121 = 21.21%
33 33 7.00

66
40
33

70
66

40
33

7

(NOTE: Percent means that some number is being compared to 100.)

4. Multiply the numerator and denominator by that number which will
change the denominator to 100

5. Drop the denominator

3 2 1
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6. Add the % symbol

Example:

2 = 3 x 25 _ 75 = 75%
4 4 25 100

II. Assignment

A. Express each fraction as a decimal.

1. 1/8

2. 1/4

3. 1/2

4. 3/4

5. 5/8

6. 7/2o

7. 7/16

8. 1/9

9. 4/9

10. 4/5

B. Express each fraction as a percent.

1. 1/4

2. 2/9

3. 7 /io

4. 3/4

5. 2/2

6.

7.

.9/11

1/3

322
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8. 4/9

9. 2/6

10. 5/8

323
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UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 WRITE PERCENTS AS
FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS

Directions: Write percents as fractions and decimals using the following procedures:

I. Procedure

A. Expressing percents as fractions

1. Drop the percent symbol

2. Place the number over 100

(NOTE: Reduce to simplest form.)

Example:

703838% = 38 = 19

50100

B. Expressing percents as decimals

1. Drop the percent symbol

2. Move the decimal point two places to the left

Examples: 75% = .75 and 331/3% = .333

II. Assignment

A. Express

1.

each percent as a fraction.

50%

2. 25%

3. 33113%

4. 36%

5. 28%

6. 142/7%

7. 21%

324
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8. 45%

9. 662/3%

10. 70%

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5

B. Express each percent as a decimal.

1. 47%

2. 15%

3. 33.3%

4. 62%

5. 75%

6. 3%

7. 16.8%

8. 9%

9. 10%

10. 50%
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #6 WRITE DECIMALS AS
FRACTIONS AND PERCENTS

Directions: Write decimals as fractions and percents by using the following procedures.

I. Procedure

A. Expressing decimals as fractions

1. If there is one decimal place, drop the decimal point and place the
number over 10

4 2Example: .4 = _

2. If there are two decimal places, drop the decimal point and place the
number over 100

Example: .75 = -75 = 3
100 4

3. If there are three decimal places, drop the decimal point and place
the number over 1000

Example: .375 = 375
=

3

1 C k o 8

(NOTE: Do not forget to reduce to simplest form.)

B. Expressing decimals as percents

1. Move the decimal point two places to the right

2. Place the percent symbol after the number

Examples: 4 = 400%

.37 = 37%

II. Assignment

A. Express each decimal as a fraction.

1. .5

02 6. ; ,
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2. 8

3. .7

4. .25

5. .68

6. .55

7. .94

8. .375

9. .875

10. .212

B. Exi.wzr-; each decimal as a percent.

1. .12

2. .19

3. .7

4. .29

5. .37

6. .42

7. .5

8. .523

9. .746

10. 3.75

327
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UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #7 MAKE CONVERSIONS WITH THE DECIMAL EQUIVALENT
AND INCHES TO DECIMAL CONVERSION CHARTS

Directions: Write decimal equivalents as fractions and fractions as decimal equivalents by
using the following procedures:

I. Procedure

A. Observe the order of fraction listings from small to large sizes on the
decimal equivalent chart

(NOTE: If using a chart other than the one provided, ask the instruc-
tor to explain the chart.)

B. Observe the order of decimal listings from small to large sizes

C. Locate a fractional size and then locate the decimal equivalent
directly to the right (usually connected by a bar or line)

D. Using reverse order in item C, locate the decimal equivalent and read
the fractional size directly to the left (usually connected by a bar or
line)

II. Assignment

A. Locate and list the decimal equivalent for the fractional sizes listed
below:

1. 1/16 =

2. 7/a =

3. 1/4=

4. 1/2=

5. 911 =

B. Locate and list the fractional size for the decimal equivalents listed
below:

6. 0.4375 =

7. 0.3125 =

8. 0.375 =

328
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9. 0.125 =

10. .6875 =

Directions: Convert feet and inches to decimals and convert decimals to feet and inches
using the following procedures:

III. Procedure

A. Converting feet and inches to decimals

1. Determine total number of full feet and multiply by 1.000

Example: To convert 5' 71/2" to decimals, first multiply 5 x 1.000 =
5.000

2. Determine total number of full inches and divide by 12, and add to total
number of full feet

Example: In converting 5' 71/2" to decimals, first multiply the 5' by
1.000 = 5.000, then divide 7 by 12,

.. . .5833
12 FI2700
.. 600
.. 100
.. .96
.. ..40
.. ..36
.. ...40

then add .5833 to 5.000 = 5.5833

329
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3. Determine fractions of inches in the measurement, divide the numera-
tor (top number) by the denominator (bottom number), then divide that
total by 12, and acid this figure to the full feet and full inches

Example: The fractional 1/2" converts to a decimal by dividing 1 by 2,

..5000
2 [TC700

. 10

. . 000

and then dividing .5000 by 12,

.0417 (round off to 7)
121315-00

48
20
12
80
84

and add the .0417 to 5.5833
.0417

5.6250

which makes 5.6250 the decimal conversion of 5' 71/2"

B. Converting decimals to feet and inches

1. Convert the decimal figure to the left of the decimal point into full feet

Example: In the decimal measurement 5.6250', the 5 to the left of the
decimal = 5'

2. Convert the decimal figure to the right of the decimal point into full
inches by multiplying by 12,

..6250
x.12

1.2500
6.250
7.5000

and then convert the decimal figure to the left of the
decimal point into full inches

Example: In the decimal measurement 7.500, the 7 to the left of the
decimal = 7"

330
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3. Convert the remaining decimal figure to fractions of an inch by multi-
plying by 1.000 and reducing it to its lowest terms

Example: When the decimal measurement .5000 is multiplied by
1.000, the result is .5, so to convert this, drop the decimal
point and place the figure over 10 to get 5/10, then reduce
this figure to its lowests terms to get 1/2" so that the deci-
mal measurement of 5.6250 = 5' 71/2"

(NOTE: If the figure has two numbers to the right of the decimal point,
place it over 100 instead of 10, so the figure .56 would be 56/100.)

IV. Assignment

(NOTE: Be sure to follow rules for rounding off figures.)

A. Convert the following feet and inches to decimals

11. 9' 63/4" =

12. 3' 45/8" =

13. 14' 21/4" =

14. 1' 6" =

B. Convert the following decimals to feet and inches

15. 2.5000' =

16. 8.6333' =

17. 11.7425' =

18. 17.1125' =

r) 0 1
v J _,
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Decimal Equivalent Chart

.015625

.03125

.046875

.0625

. 078125

.09375

. 109375

.125

.140625

.15625

.171875

.1875

. 203125

. 21875

.234375

.25
. 265625
.28125
.296875
.3125
.328125
.34375
.359375
.375 .

.390625

.40625

.421875

.4375

.453125

.46875

.484375

.8

.515625

.53125

.546875

. 5625

.578125

. 59375

.609375

.625

.640625

.65625

. 671875

.6875

.703125

.71875

. 734375
.75
. 765625
.78125
.796875
.8125
.828.125
.84375
.859375
.875
. 890625
.90625
.921875
.9375
. 953125
. 96875
. 984375

332
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Inches to Decimal Conversion Chart

Fractions of Inches

1/16" .0052
%2" .0078

1/8" .0104
5/32" .0130

3/16" .0156
7/32" .0182

1/4" .0208
5/32" .0234

5/16" .0260
%" .0313

7/16" .0364
1/2" ..0417

5116" .0468
%" .0521

11/16" .0572
3/4" .0625

13/16" .0677
%" .0729

15/16" .0781

9
0 t

9 r)
) 0

Inches

1".0833
2"--.1667

3"--.2500

4'.3333
5".4167
6".5000
7".5833
8" .6667

9".7500
10''.8333

11e--.9167

12'f-1.0000



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #8 USE THE ENGLISH-METRIC
CONVERSION CHART

Directions: Compute problems by using the following procedures:

I. Procedure

A. Observe the three columns provided on the English-Metric conver-
sion chart

B. Observe the left column titled "When You Know"

C. Observe the middle column titled "You Can Convert To"

D. Obser"e the right column titled "When You Multiply By"

E. Use the chart to solve problems of conversion

II. Assignment Locate the conversion factor and compute the following problems.
Show all work.

1. The wall thickness of a piece of steel tubing is 1164". How many centi-
meters thick is the steel tubing?

2. A piece of steel round bar is 16' long. How many meters long is the
round bar?

3. A bag of flux weighs fifty pounds. How many kilograms does the bag
of flux weigh?

334
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ENGLISHMETRIC CONVERSION CHART

When You Know You Can Convert To When You Multiply By

LENGTH Inches Millimeters (mm) 25.4
Millimeters Inches 0.04
Inches Centimeters (cm) 2.54
Centimeters Inches- 0.4
Inches Meters (m) 0.0254
Meters Inches 39.37
Feet Centimeters 30.5
Centimeters Feet 4.8
Feet Meters 0.305
Meters Feet 3.28
Miles Kilometers (km) 1.61
Kilometer Miles 0.62

AREA Inches2 Millimeters2 (mm2) 645.2
Millimeters2 Inches2 0.0016
Inches 2 Centimeters2 (cm2) 6.45
Centimeters2 Inches2 0.16
Foot2 Meters2 (m2) 0.093
Meters2 Foot2 10.76
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ENGLISH-METRIC CONVERSION CHART

CAPACITY- Ounces
VOLUME Milliliters

Pints
Liters
Quarts
Liters
Gallons
Liters
Cubic Inches
Liters
Cubic Inches
Cubic Centimeters

Milliliters (ml)
Ounces
Liters (I)
Pints
Liters
Quarts
Liters
Gallons
Liters
Cubic Inches
Cubic Centimeters (cc)
Cubic Inches

30
0.034
0.47
2.1
0.95
1.06
3.8
0.26
0.0164

61.03
16.39
0.061

WEIGHT Ounces Grams 28.4
(MASS) Grams Ounces 0.035

Pounds Kilograms 0.45
Kilograms Pounds 2.2

FORCE Ounce Newtons (N) 0.278
Newtons Ounces 35.98
Pound Newtons 4.448
Newtons Pound 0.225
Newtons Kilograms (kg) 0.102
Kilograms Newtons 9.807
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ENGLISH-METRIC CONVERSION CHART

When You Know You Can Convert To When You Multipy By

ACCE LE RA- Inch /Sect Meter/Sec 2 .0254
TION Meter/Sec2 Inch /Sect 39.37

Foot/Sec2 Meter/Sec2 (m/s2) 0.3048
Meter/Sec2 Foot/Sec2 3.280

TORQUE Pound-Inch Newton-Meters (N-M) 0.113
(Inch Pound)

Newton-Meters Pound -Inch 8.857
Pound-Foot Newton-Meters 1.356

(Foot-Pound)
Newton-Meters Pound-Foot .737

PRESSURE Pound/sq. in. (PSI) Kilopascals (kPa) 6.895
Kilopascals Pound/sq. in. 0.145
Inches of Kilopascals 3.377
Mercury (Hg)

Kilopascals Inches of Mercury (Hg) 0.296

FUEL PER- Miles/gal Kilometers/liters (km/I) 0.425
FORMANCE Kilometers/liters Miles/gal 2.352

VELOCITY Miles/hour Kilometers/hr (km/h) 1.609
Kilometers/hour Miles/hour 0.621

TEMPERA- Degrees Fahrenheit Degrees Celsius 5/9 (F*-32)
TURE Degrees Celsius Degrees Fahrenheight 9/5(0+32= F°

33 7
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #9 MEASURE DISTANCES WITH
1", 1/2", AND 1/4" GRADUATIONS

1. a. Point A, on line segment AB below, is at the end of the rule. Point B is nearest
what number?

A B

5

b. Is AB exactly 4 inches long?

c. Is AB exactly 3 inches long?

(NOTE: All measurements are approximate.)

d. AB above is approximately inches in length.

e. All measurements are

f. Would a measurement less than a full inch be exact on this rule?

2. a. Is AB below exactly 5 inches long?

A

b. Is the measure of AB closer to 4 inches or 5 inches?

c. Can this rule normally be used to measure with complete accuracy?

d. All measurement is (exact, approximate). Circle the correct word.

e. Always measure to the marked on
the ruler.

338
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3. On the rule below, give the measure of each line segment to the nearest mark.
Label your answers with the correct unit of measure.

a. CD =

b. EF =

c. GH =

C

E F

G H

d. Are the measurements above exact or approximate?

4.

A B

2 3' 4 5
a. Is 3 inches an accurate measure for AB above?

b. Could we get a more accurate measure of AB if we divided the
inches into smaller units?

5. a. Into how many parts has each inch been divided on the rule below?

A B

b. Is B located nearer 2, 2 1/2, or 3 inches?

(NOTE: Remember, always read to the nearest mark on a rule.)

339
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6. Write in the missing numbers.

7 1 1/2

2 31 4 51

7. a. Is point D below nearer 2 or 2 1/29

b. Therefore, using this rule, the measure of CD is approximately
inches.

C D

1

2

8. To measure a line segment, line up one of its end points with the end of the rule.
Give the approximate measure of each segment shown below.

a. AB =

b. CD =

c. EF =

A B

C D

E F

5

d. Although the measures given above are correct, are they exact?

340
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9. Give the measure of each line segment below:

K

M N

L

a. IJ =

b. KL =

c. MN =

10. a. To get a still more accurate measurement, divide 1/2inches into two smaller
units. Since 1/2 = 2 = 1/4, the new marks would be of an inch
apart.

b. Each inch on the rule below is divided into how many parts"

1 2 3 4 5

11. Fill in the missing names.

1/2 1 1 2 3 4 4

1/4 3/4 1/4 T 3/4 T 1/2 T T T 3/4 T 1/4 1/2 T

2 3 4 5
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UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #10 MEASURE DISTANCES WITH
1/4" AND 1/8" GRADUATIONS

Measures should be written as whole numbers, if possible. If not possibie, write them as a
whole number and a fraction. The fraction should be in lowest terms. For example, 1/2 is pre-
ferred to 4/8 or 8/18.

1. Circle the preferred measurement in each of the pairs below.

a. 5 % or 5 3/4

b. 1/2 or 6/12

c. 1 8/18 or 1 1/2

d. 7 4/16 or 7 1/4

e. 3 2/8 or 3 1/4

2. Write the following measures in simplest form.

Example: 2 10/16 = 2 618

a. 2 8/16

1 6/8

c. 2 8/8

d. 7 14/16

e. 3 3/18

3. Give the preferred measurement for each of the points shown below.

A. B C D E F. .

I

2 3 4 1 I

5
a. Point A.

b. Point B.
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c. Point C

d. Point D:

e. Point E

f. Point F:

4. Give the measures of these line segments.

M N

0 P

Q R

S T

1

2
1

3 4 5
a. MN =

b. OP =

c. QR =

d. ST =

5. Which point on the rule below represents zero'?

D C

2 3 4 5
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'1111111111-11'

1 1

Figure A Figure B

IW-361

Figure C Figure D

a. In Figure A, the inch has been divided into parts.

b. In Figure B, the inch has been divided into parts.

c. In Figure C, the inch has been divided into parts.

d. In Figure D, the inch has been divided into parts.

e. When the inch is divided into two equal parts, each part is called a

f. When the inch is divided into four equal parts, each part is called a

g. There are halves in 1 inch.

h. There are fourths in 1 inch.

7. a. Each inch on the rule shown below is divided into equal parts.

b. These equal parts are called of an inch.

c. How many eights are in one inch?

D
1

I
1

F

4,

1

A - 1 5/8 G

1 i
I I I I I

2
1

344
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8. Give the reading of these points on the preceeding rule.

a. Point C:

b. Point D:

c. Point E:

d. Point F:

e. Point G:

9. What fractions are missing? (Write all answers as eighths.)

0 T2/8 3 8T T6/8 7/8T

1

10. In the figure below are three rules. One is divided into halves, one into fourths,
and the other into eighths. Use these to answer the questions below.

2 3 4

2
11

2
a. 3 1/2 = 3 14

b. 2 1/4 = 2 /8

c. 3314 = 3 /8

I I

3 4

I 51\

111511

I

5
= 3 /8

3.15
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11. The arrow in the figure below points to a mark that can be read as 2 4/8. Give two
other names for this point.

a.

b.

IIIIIll
4

1

346



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #11 MEASURE DISTANCES WITH
1/8" GRADUATIONS

1. Use the drawing below and give the reading of the indicated points. Be sure
answers are in lowest terms.

B C D E F
1 I i i I

I pH
1

IW-365

G H I J K

L1 t 1 1 I I 7

TI ti HI t HIT Irit
3 4 5 6)

a. h.

b. i.

c. j.

d. k.

e. I.

f. m.

g. n.

2. Use the drawing above to find the distance between the following letters. Give
answers in lowest terms.

a. F to H

b. D to E

c. A to C

d. Ito J

e. B to H

f. B to I

g. 11 to K

h. B to C

I. K to L

j. Fi to m
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UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12 MEASURE DISTANCES WITH
1/16" GRADUATIONS

1. a. Each inch on the rule below is divided into equal parts.

b. Each small unit represents what fraction of an inch?

A

c. How many sixteenths are there in an inch?

B

I iiiiii

1 21 3 4
pri

5

i

II

d. How far is point A from the zero end of the rule'

e. How far is point B from the zero end of the rule9

2. a. How many 1/2-inch units are in an inch"

b. How many 1/8-inch units are in an inch"

c. How many 1-inch units are in an inch"

d. How many 1/4-inch units are in an inch9

e. How many 1/16-inch units are in an inch?

1) 4 (4
..)%to
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3. a. Each inch on the rule shown below is divided into equal parts.

b. Each part is called a of an inch.

c. There are how many sixteenths in one inch?

There are how many sixteenths in one-half inch?

K L
lr

Tr 1111111 Itiliii

1 2

M
1tprIf

'PIT

3

P

111111 ''I'll

5

II

4. Use
Answer

a.

b.

the preceding rule to answer these questions. Are these measures correct?
yes or no for each one.

J: 1/18

K:1 /2

c. L: 1 3/18

d. M: 2 3/8

e. N: 3 1/8

f. 0: 3 11/18

g. P: 4 7/8

349
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5. a. Name the missing fractions below:

0,161 -NTT 1-

3 13I
216 6 10 i6

16 16 16 12 12-

ie 8
16

16

16

16/16

b. The point marked on the rule below could be named 3 8/16. It could
also be named 3 /8, /4, or 3 /2

1

III,
II,

3 4

0
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6. The rule below shows that 1/4, 2/8, and 4/16 are all names for the same point on the
rule.

0
0/2 1/2 2/2
0/4 1/4 2/4 3/4 4/4

0/8 1/8 2/8 3/8 4/8 5/8 6/8 7/8 8/8
0/16 2/16 4/16 6/16 8/16 10/16 12/16 14/16 16/16

1/16 3/16 5/16 7/16 9/16 11/16 13/16 15/16

1
a. Another name for 2/16 is

b. Other names for 12/16 are

c. Other names for 1 inch are

d. Another name for 6/16 is

e. The simplest name for 10/16 is

f. 12/16 reduced to lowest terms is

g. At the left end of the rule is the point.

/1.16, 3.16, 5.16, 7.16, 9.16, 11.16, 13,h. Are the fractions / and 15/16 in sim-
plest form9
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12

7. a. The rule below is divided into (16ths, 32nds). Circle the correct answers.

b. The first five units on this rule represents 5118 of an inch. Five small
units to the right of the 1-inch mark is the mark representing 1 lie
inches.

c. Five small units to the right of the 2-inch mark is the mark represent-
ing 2 lie inches.

d. Give the reading of point M

e. Give the reading of point N.

5/16 1 5/16 2 5/16

T191111191 1111111

1 2 3 4

N

5
8. What are the measures of the following segments?

a. AB =

b. AC =

c. AD =

d. AE =

A

l'Pl'ITI'
1 2 4 5

00 2
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12

9. What is the length of JK in:

(REMEMBER: Read the rule to the nearest mark.)

a. Figure A

b. Figure B

c. Figure C

d. Figure D

e. Figure E

f. Which figure shows the rule that would give the most accurate mea-
sure of JK9

J K K

2
I

Figure A Figure B

J K K

1

1 2
III

2
Figure C Figure D

Figure E

J K

I Ill' 11'1
!Illy

2

i

0 :- `
ti t) C.,

)



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12

10. Give the measure of each segment shown below.

a. JK =

b. JL =

c. JM =

d. J N =

e. JO =

f. JP =

K L M N 0 P

;II II
" 1 ' I'

2

1111111 'I' I I I

3
"fin 11111'PITT 'PI

4 5,

11. Give the simplest reading for each position on the enlarged rule shown below:

a. Q:

b. R:

c. S:

d. T:

e. U:

f. V:

g. W:

I 1 1 I I 1 wi

a

I

1

354
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12

12. Which figure below shows a rule marked off in

a. Fourths

b. Inches

c. Eighths

d. Halves

e. Sixteenths

11111111111111 1

2 3 4
iptill

5

i

Figure A

1

1 2 3 5
Figure B

3
i

4 5
Figure C

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 IIFFITH
11 2 3

I 1

II 14 1

I I I

5
Figure D

2 31

Figure n.

00t) r-
ci
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #13 MEASURE GIVEN LINE SEGMENTS
WITH 1116" GRADUATIONS

Directions: Using a 1(16 inch scale rule, measure the following line segments. Write the mea
sure above each segment. State your answer in simplest form.

1.

2.

3.
4

4.
I

5.

6. i

7.

8.

9.

10. .____I

t.,
`) 0 ur 0
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t'

i

11.

12.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #13



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #14 MEASURE DIMENSIONS OF GIVEN
OBJECTIVES WITH A RULE

1. Use your rule to get the indicated measures in simplest form. In the sketch at the
right, find the measure of:

E

a. AB =

b. BC =

c. DE =

d. AF =

e. AE =

2. In the sketch at the right, find the measures of:

a. IH =

b. IG =

c. GE =

d. JK =

e. KC =

f. CD =

g. HA =

h. FD =

i. NM =

j. ML =

0

N M

L

9 r 0
L. J op

D

IW-377



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #15 MEASURE GIVEN LINES AND OBJECTS WITH A RULE

1. Using a i1.16 inch scale rule, measure the following objects.

a.

b

c

d

e

1)

2)

1)

359

2)

IW-379
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f.

g.

h.

i.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #15

2)

J-

6)

3)

2)

3)

3)

2)



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #16 USE A RULE TO DRAW LINES AND
OBJECTS TO GIVEN SPECIFICATIONS

1. Draw a straight line segment:

a. 5 inches long

b. 3112 inches long

c. 1 5/13 inches long

d.. 15/16 iriches long

e. 2 3/4 inches long

2. Draw a square with each side 1 1/2 inches.

3. Draw a rectangle with two sides 3 1/4 inches and two sides 1 3/4 inches.

/

361.
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #17 FIND THE MID-POINT OF GIVEN LINES AND FIGURES

1. a. How long is the line above?

b. 4 5/8 x 1/2 = 37/8 X 1/2 = 37/16 =

c. What is the length of half of the line above?

2.

d. Mark the mid-point of the line. Measure to be sure both parts are the
same length

a. What is the length of the bar above?

b. What is onehalf the length of the bar?

c. Draw a line showing where the cut would be made to get two pieces
each half as long as the original piece.

IW-383

a. How long is the piece of aluminum above?

b. What is half its length?

c. Draw the cutting line on the figure. (You will need to mark the mid-
point on each of the long sides and draw the line connecting these
two points.)

d. How wide is the piece of aluminum?

362
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384

4.

J.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #17

e. What is half its width/

f. Draw the cutting line that would divide the width in half. (Remember
to mark the mid-points of both widths and connect these two
points.)

g. The point where the two lines cross is the center of the aluminum. If
you were supposed to drill a hole in the center of the piece in item 3,
where would you place the hole? Circle the point on the drawing.

Perform the steps to locate and mark the point where you would drill a hole in the
center of this figure.

Mark the cutting line for cutting the length of the bar in half.

3536 3



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET 018 CALCULATE THE PERIMETERS OF GIVEN RECTANGLES

Directions: Calculate the perimeters for the following rectangles. Write the formula on each
problem.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

10'

8'

8'

6'

4'

2'

12"

1
6"

6'

1"

7. L = 15", W = 8"

8. L = 2 1/2", W = 2"

9. L = 8", W = 6 1/4"

10. L = 3 1/4", W = 6"

3'

8"

364
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #18

11. L = 1 mile, W = 1/2 mile

12. L = 8 yards, W = 3 yards

13. L = 4", W = 4 1/2"

14. L = 8 1/4', W = 15314'

15. L = 12', W = 7'

365
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #19 CALCULATE THE PERIMETERS OF GIVEN SQUARES

Directions: Calculate the perimeter for each of the following squares. Write the formula for
each problem.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

4'

2'

3"

6"

5"

4'

2'

311

6"

1/2'

5,,

ass

IW-387
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #19

7. s = 8"

8. s = 7"

9. s = 10 1/2"

10. s = 7.2"

11. S = 3 /4"

12. s = 2"

13. s = 10 1/2"

14. s = 1/4"

15. s = 1/2"

3 6 7



,

BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #20 CALCULATE THE PERIMETERS OF GIVEN TRIANGLES

Directions: Calculate the perimeter for each of the following triangles. Write the formula for
each problem.

1.

lo"

2.
21'

3. 5"

10"4.

5.

8"

2"

2 1/2"
6.

28'

5"

II

368
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #20

7. s, = 3 3/4', s2 = 5', s3 = 5'

8. s, = 2 1/s', s2 = 5 1/8', s3 = 9'

9. s, = 8 1/2', S2 = 2 1/e, S3 = 23 1/4'

10. s, = 12', S2 = 18', s3 = 16'

11. s, = 5 1/4", S2 = 4", s3 = 4"

12. s, = 7.2', s2 = 13.1', s3 = 3.4'

13. s, = 4 ", s2 = 7", s3 = 7"

14. s, = .1', s2 = .3', s3 = .5'

15. s, = 7 1/2o', S2 = 8 1/10', S3 = 2'
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #21 CALCULATE THE AREAS OF GIVEN PARALLELOGRAMS

Directions: Calculate the area for each parallelogram.

1.

2.
2'

\\_ 3.1\1

3. 7yd.

4. b = 4 1/2 miles, h = 5 1/3 miles

5. b = 1.7', h = 4.2'

6. b = 8", h = 2 1/2"

7. b = 106', h = 12'

8.

9.

10. b = 12.3 yards, h = 1.1 yards

b = 10 1/3", h = 1 1/5"

b = 13 1/6', h = 12'

0 370



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #22 CALCULATE THE AREAS OF GIVEN RECTANGLES

Directions: Calculate the area for each rectangle.

1.

2.

3.

16'

24"

1

8"

1 5'

30 yd.

4. I = 8", w = 2 1/2"

5. I= 10 1/4', w = 81/2'

6. I = 4.6 yards, w = 8.4 yards

7. I = 10 1/2", w = 8 1/4"

8. I = 6.5 miles, w = 7.15 miles

9. I = 4.75', w = 3.1'

10. I = 12.2", w = 8"

371

10 yd.
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #23 CALCULATE THE AREAS OF GIVEN SQUARES

Directions: Calculate the area for each square.

1.

2.

3.

8"

15'

4. s = 10 1/2 miles

5. s = 6 1/3 feet

6. s = 8.7 yards

7. s = 1.42"

8. s = 9 2/3"

9. s = 14.8'

10. s = 1/8 miles

23 yd.

372
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #24 CALCULATE THE AREAS OF GIVEN TRIANGLES

Directions: Calculate the area for each triangle.

1.

2.

3.

8 ft.

II

12 ft.

4. b = 12", h = 8 1/2"

5. b = 3.2', h = 5.8 '

6. b = 1.01 miles, h = .05 mile

7. b = .8", h = .2"

8. b = 1 1/7 yards, h = 5 1/3 yards

9. b = 91/2", h = 10 1/4"

10. b = 8', h = .3'

373



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #25 CALCULATE THE AREAS OF GIVEN RHOMBUSES

Directions: Calculate the area for each rhombus.

6'
1.

2.

12"

12 yd.

4. b = 8', h = 7'

5. b = 10 1/2", h = 6 1/3"

6. b = 1.2 yards, h = .8 yard

7. b = 1/3", h = lho'

8. b = 1.03", h = .3"

9. b = 3.4', h = 2.2'

10. b = 30 114 miles, h = 8 1/2 miles

3'74
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #26 CALCULATE THE AREAS OF GIVEN TRAPEZOIDS

Directions: Calculate the area for each trapezoid.

10"1.

2.

3.

I 6"

PT

\14"

14'

20'

10 yd.

9 yd.
25 yd.

4. h = 4", b, = 7", b, = 2"

5. h = 8.2 yards, b, = 1.3 yards, b2 = .5 yards

6. h = 3 112' , b, = 31/4', b2 = 2 3/4'

7. h = 12 miles, b, = 5 1/2 miles, 132 = 7 112 miles

8. h = 13", b, = 6", 132 = 4"

9. h = .04', b, = 1.7', 13, = 2.3'

10. h = 1.8", b, = .5°,13, = 8.5"

0'7i'l 1.7i t)
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #27 CALCULATE THE CIRCUMFERENCES
OF GIVEN CIRCLES

1. Solve for the circumferences of the following circles. (Use w = 3.14)

a. Diameter = 4 feet

b. Diameter = 6 inches

c. Radius = 2.5 inches

d. Diameter = 8 yards

e. Radius = 8 yards

f. Radius = 9 inches

g. Diameter = 12 feet

h. Diameter = 14 feet

i. Radius = 13.3 yards

J. Radius = .0026 inch

k. Diameter = 10 feet

1. Radius = 10 feet

376



BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #28 CALCULATE THE AREAS
OF GIVEN CIRCLES

1. Solve for the areas of these circles. (Use 7 = 3.14)

Measurement Area

a. Radius 6 inches

b. Diameter 10 feet

c. Diarrieter 14 feet

d. Radius 2.5 inches

e. Radius 8 feet

f. Diameter 11 inches

g. Diameter 7 feet

h. Radius 3 inches

i. Radius 10 inches

J. Diameter 13 feet

k. Radius 4 inches

I. Diameter 5 feet

377
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

1. 11/4 6. 113/16

2. 23/32 7. 16b2

3. 121/4 8. 211/4
4. 1/8 9. 2
5. 13/16 10. 1/2

Assignment Sheet #2

1. 17.5705 6. 8.875
2. 8.86632 7. 1.640496 or 1.6405
3. 25.7563 8. 81.749430 or 81.7494
4. 8.722 9. .0024
5. 0.154 10. 3.04833

Assignment Sheet #3

1. 1 ÷ 2 = 0.500 14. 7/64

2. 5 ÷8 = 0.625 15. 154/64 or 127/32
3. 1 ÷ 4 = 0.250 16. 3/4

4. 1 ÷ 8 = 0.125 17. 2/3

5. 5= 16 = 0.3125 18. 3/4

6. 9 ÷ 16 = 0.5625 19. 1/3

7. 3 ÷ 4 = 0.750 20. 11/32

8. 7= 8 = 0.875 21. 9/16

9. 3 ÷ 8 = 0.375 22. 11/8

10. 11 -4- 16 = 0.6875 23. 5/8

11. 3/8 24. 13/16

12. 19/32 25. 3/4

13. 223/32

Assignment Sheet #4

A. 1. .125 6. .35
2. .25 7. .4375
3. .50 8. .1111 ---

4. .75 9. .444--
5. .625 10. .80

B. 1. 25% 6. 81.81% or 819/1i %
2. 222/8% or 22.22% 7. 331/3% or 33.33%
3. 70% 8. 44.44% or 444/8%
4. 75% 9. 331/3% or 33.33%
5. 100% 10. 621/2% or 62.5%

378
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Assignment Sheet #5

A. 1. 1/2

2. 1/4

3. 1/3

4. 9/25

5. 7/25

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

6. 1/7

7. 21/100

8. 9/2o

9. 2/3

10. 7/10

B. 1. .47 6. .03

2. .15 7. .168

3. .333 8. .09

4. .62 9. .10
5. .75 10. .50

Assignment Sheet #6

A 1. 1/2

2. 4/5

3. 7/10

4. 1/4

5. 17/25

6. 11/20

7. 47/50

8. 3/8

9. N
10. 53/25o

B. 1. 12% 6. 42%

2. 19% 7. 50%
3. 70% 8. 52.3%
4. 29% 9. 74.6%
5. 37% )0. 375%

Assignment Sheet #7

1. .0625

2. .875

3. .25

4. .5

5. .5625

6. The

7. site
8. 3/8

9. 1/8

Assignment Sheet #8

1. 0.0396875 centimeters
2. 4.88 meters
3. 22.5 kilograms

10. "he
11. 9.56' or 9.5625'
12. 3.38' or 3.3853'
13. 14.19' or 14.1866'
14. 1.5'
15. 2' 6"
16. 8' 73/5"
17. 11' 89/1o"
18. 17' 13/1o"

379



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #9

1. a. 4

b. no
c. no
d. 4
e. approximate
f. no

2. a. no
b. 5 inches
c. no
d. approximate
e. nearest unit

3. a. 1 inch
b. 4 inches
c. 3 inches
d. aproximate

4. a. no
b. yes

5. a. 2
b. 2 1/2 inches

6. 1/2, 2 1/2, 3 1/2, 4 1/2

7. a. 21/2
b. 2 1/2 inches

8. a. 4 inches
b. 4 inches
c. 1 inch
d. no

9. a. 3 1/2 inches
b. 5 inches
c. 1 1/2 inches

10. a. 1/4

b. 4

11. 1 1/2, 2 1/4, 2 3/4, 3 1/4, 3 1/2, 4, 4 3/4

380
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #10

1. a. 5 3/4

b. 1/2

c. 11/2
d. 71/4
e. 3 1/4

2. a. 2 1/2

b. 1 3/4

c. 3
d. 7 7/8

e. 3 3/18 (already in simplest form)

3. a. 3/4 inch
b. 1 1/4 inches
c. 2 inches
d. 2 1/2 inches
e. 3 1/4 inches
f. 4 3/4 inches

4. a. 4 inches
b. 1/2 inch
c. 4 3/4 inches
d. 2 1/4 inches

5. E

6. a. 8
b. 2
c. 16

d. 4
e. half
f. fourth
g. 2
h. 4

7. a. 8
b. eighths
c. 8

8. a. 4 7/8

b. 1/8

c. 3
d. 1 1/8

e. 2 3/8

9. 1/8, 4/8, 5/8, 8/8 381_



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

10. a. 3 2/4 = 3 4/8
b. 2 2/8
c. 3 6/8

11. a. 2 2/4 or 2 1/2
b. 2 2/4 or 2 1/2

Assignment Sheet #11

1. a. 1/8 inch i. 3 1/2 inches
b. 1/2 inch j. 3 3/4 inches
c. 3/4 inch k. 4 1/8 inches
d. 1 1/4 inches I. 1.- 5/a inches
e. 1 % inches m. 5 1/4 inches
f. 1 7/8 inches n. 5 5/8 inches
g. 2 3/8 inches
h. 3 inches

2. a. 1 1/8 inches f. 3 inches
b. 3/8 inch g. 1 1/8 inches
c. 5/8 inch h. 1/4 inch
d. 114 inch i. 112 inch
e. 2 1/2 inches j. 2 1/4 inch

Assignment Sheet #12

1. a. 16
b. 1/16

c. 16
d. 1/16 inch
e. 3 1/18 inch

2. a. 2
b. 8
c. 1

d. 4
e. 16

3. a. 16
b. Sixteenth
c. 16
d. 8

4. a. Yes
b. No
c. Yes
d. Yes
e. No

382
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

f. Yes
g. No

5. a. 1/16, 5/16, 7/16, 9/16, 11/16: 15/16

b. 3 4/8, 3 2/4, 3 1/2

6. a. 1/8

b. 3/4 and 6/8
C. 2/2, 4/4, 8/8, 16/16

d. 3/8

e. 5/8

f. 3/4

9. Zero
h. Yes

7. a. 16ths
b. 5/16

C. 5/16

d. 3 5/16 inches
e. 4 5/16 inches

8. a. 1 9/16 inches
b. 2 7/8 inches
c. 3 1/2 inches
d. 4 3/16 inches

9. a. 2 inches
b. 2 inches
c. 1 3/4 inches
d. 1 7/8 inches
e. 1 13/16 inches
f. E

10. a. 15/16

b. 1 1/2

C. 2 3/16

d. 3 1/4

e. 4 3/8

f. 5

11. a. 0 inches
b. 1/4 inch
c. 7/16 inch
d. 1/2 inch
e. 9/16 inch
f. 7/8 inch
g. 1 inch

/1 r,0 463
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

12. a. C
b. E

c. D
d. B
e. A

Assignment Sheet #13 (Instructor should check originals in Assignment Sheet)

1. 2 1/4 inches
2. 4 13/16 inches
3. 5 1/8 inches
4. 3 1/2 inches
5. 1/2 inch
6. 1 9/16 inches
7. 4 5/8 inches
8. 2 inches
9. 5 7/a inches

10. 3 inches
11. 1 15/16 incl:es
12. 4 3/4 inches

Assignment Sheet #14 (Instructor should check originals in Assignment Sheet)

1. a. 2 15/16 inches
b. 1 3/16 inches
c. 1 inch
d. 2 3/18 inches
e. 2 13/16 inches

2. a. 7/16 inch
b. 2 3/16 inches
c. 2 3/16 inches
d. 1 15/16 inches
e. 2 inches
f. 1/2 inch
g. 2 7/16 inches
h. 2 7/16 inches
i. 1 5/16 inches
j. 7/16 inch

384



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #15 (Instructor should check originals in Assignment Sheet)

1. a. 3 3/4 inches
b. 1/2 inch
c. 2 1/2 inches
d. 1) 1 9/16 inches

2) 3/8 inch
e. 1) 3 inches

2) 3 inches
f. 1) 4 5/16 inches

2) 1 3/16 inches
g. 1) 1 7/16 inches

2) 2 inches
3) 2 7/16 inches

h. 1) 1 3/4 inches
2) 2 3/8 inches
3) 3 9/16 inches

i. 1) 5/8 inches
2) 5/16 inches
3) 5/8 inches

j. 1) 1 5/16 inches
2) 1 7/16 inches
3) 11/16 inch
4) 1 1/4 inches
5) 1 3/4 inches
6) 5/8 inch

Assignment Sheet #16 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

Assignment Sheet #17

1. a. 4 5/8 inches
b. 2 5/16 inches
c. 2 5/16 inches
d. Teacher evaluation

2. a. 4 3/4 inches
b. 2 3/8 inches
c. Teacher evaluation

3. a. 5 7/8 inches e. 1 1/16 inches
b. 2 15/16 inches f. Teacher evaluation
c. Teacher evaluation g.
d. 2 1/8 inches

Teacher evaluation

4. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

5. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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Assignment Sheet #18

1. 24'
2. 28'

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

9. 28 1/2"
10. 18 1/2"

3. 24' 11. 3 miles
4. 40" 12. 22 yards
5. 14" 13. 17"
6. 18' 14. 48'
7. 46" 15. 38'
8. 9"

Assignment Sheet #19

1. 16' 9. 42"
a 8' 10. 28.8"
3. 12" 11. 3"
4. 24" 12. 8"
5. 2' 13. 42"
6. 20" 14. 1"
7. 32" 15. 2"
8. 28"

Assignment Sheet #20

1. 21" 9. 34'
a 53' 10. 46'
3. 15" 11. 13 1/4"
4. 65" 12. 23.7'
5. 48' 13. 18"
6. 10 1/2" 14. .9'
7. 13 3/4' 15. 17 3/2o'
8. 16 1/4'

Assignment Sheet #21

1. 128 square inches 6. 20 square inches
2. 6 square feet 7. 1272 square feet
3. 35 square yards 8. 12 2/5 square inches
4. 24 square miles 9. 158 square feet
5. 7.14 square feet 10. 13.53 square yards
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #22

1. 80 square feet 6. 38.64 square yards
2. 192 square inches 7. 86 5/8 square inches
3. 300 square yards 8. 46.475 2/5 square miles
4. 20 square inches 9. 14.725 square feet
5. 87 118 square feet 10. 97.6 square inches

Assignment Sheet #23

1. 64 square inches 6. 75.69 square yards
2. 225 square feet 7. 2.0164 square inches
3. 529 square yards 8. 93 4/9 square inches
4. 110 1/4 square miles 9. 219.04 square feet
5. 40 1: square feet 10. 1164 square mile

Assignment Sheet #24

1. 14 square feet 6. .02525 square mile
2. 3 square inches 7. .08 square incn
3. 48 square feet 8. 3 1/21 square yards
4. 51 square inches 9. 48 11116 square inches
5. 9.28 square feet 10. 1.2 square foot

Assignment Sheet #25

1. 24 square feet 6. .96 square yard
2. 120 square inches 7. 1/60 square foot
3. 168 square yards 8. .309 square inch
4. 56 square feet 9. 7.48 square feet
5. 66 112 square inches 10. 257 118 square miles

Assignment Sheet #26

1. 72 square inches 6. 10 1/2 square feet
2. 136 square feet 7. 78 square miles
3. 157 1/2 square yards 8. 65 square inches
4. 18 square inches 9. .08 square feet
5. 7.33 square yards 10. 8.1 square inches

Assignment Sheet #27

1. a. 12.56 feet g. 37.68 feet
b. 18.84 feet h. 43.96 feet
c. 15.70 inches i. 83.524 yards
d. 25.12 yards j. .016328 inch
e. 50.24 yards k. 31.40 feet
f. 56.52 inches I. 62.80 feet
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #28

1. a. 113.04 square inches g. 38.465 square feet
b. 78.50 square feet h. 28.26 square inches
c. 153.86 square feet i. 314 square inches
d. 19.625 square inches j. 132.665 square'feet
e. 200.96 square feet k. 50.24 square inches
f. 94.985 square inches I. 19.625 square feet
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #1 ADJUST A BEVEL SQUARE TO A 45° ANGLE USING A
FRAMING SQUARE, A COMBINATION SQUARE, AND A PROTRACTOR

I. Tools and materials

A. Bevel square

B. Framing square

C. Combination square

D. Protractor

II. Procedure

(NOTE: The illustrations and procedures in this job sheet are adapted from materi-
als originally published by the Research and Curriculum Unit for Vocational-Tech-
nical Education, College of Education, Mississippi State University, Mississippi
State, Mississippi, and are reprinted with permission.)

A. Place the framing square on a clean work area

B. Loosen the locking screw on the bevel square so that the blade moves with
a slight friction

C. Place the handle along the inside of the blade of the framing square so that
it is straight against the framing square

D. Adjust the blade on the bevel square so that it is at a graduation on the
tongue of the framing square equal to the graduation scale at the handle of
the bevel square (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1 45.

FRAMING
SQUARE

E. Hold the bevel square with one hand and tighten the locking screw with the
other hand
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JOB SHEET #1

F. Have your instructor check for an exact 45° angle on your bevel square

G. Loosen the thumb screw on a combination square and slide the handle off
the scale

H. Loosen the locking screw on the bevel square so that the blade moves with
a slight friction

I. Place the handle of the combination square on a clean work area, hold it in
place with one hand, adjust the blade on the bevel square so that it fits
firmly over the 45° angle on the combination square, then tighten the bevel
square locking screw (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

J. Have your instructor check for an exact 45° angle on your bevel square

K. Place a protractor on a clean work area

L. Loosen the locking screw on the bevel square so that the blade moves with
a slight friction
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JOB SHEET #1

M. Place the handle of the bevel square at the bottom edge of the protractor,
hold it with one hand so that it is straight, exactly over the 45° angle on the
protractor, then tighten the locking screw (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

N. Have your instructor check for an exact 45° angle on your bevel square

0. Return tools to proper storage area

:)) 91
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #2 USE A COMBINATION SQUARE TO FORM 90° AND 45° ANGLES
AND TO DRAW PARALLEL LINES ON SELECTED METAL STOCK

I. Tools and materials

A. Combination square

B. Soapstone (sharpened)

C. Flat metal stock as selected by instructur

D. Framing square

II. Procedure

(NOTE: The illustrations and procedures in this job sheet are adapted from materi-
als originally published by the Research and Curriculum Unit for Vocational-Tech-
nical Education, College of Education, Mississippi State University, Mississippi
State, Mississippi, and are reprinted with permission.)

A. Place flat metal stock on a clean working area

B. Butt the flat part of the handle along the upper edge of the metal stock so
the scale forms a 90° angle down the surface of the metal

C. Loosen the thumb screw on the bevel and move the scale down the metal to
a point where it indicates exactly 6", then tighten the thumb screw

D. Mark the 6", 90° angle with soapstone (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

E. Have your instructor check for an exact 90° angle and a distance of exactly
6"
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JOB SHEET #2

F. Butt the flat part of the handle along the upper edge of the metal stock so
the scale forms a 45° angle down and across the surface of the metal

G. Loosen the thumb screw on the bevel and move the scale down the metal to
a point where it indicates exactly 6", then tighten the thumb screw

H. Mark the 6", 45° angle with soapstone (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

I. Have your instructor check for an exact 45° angle and a distance of exactly
6"

J. Loosen the thumb screw and slide the scale out the 90° side of the handle
to prepare for marking parallel lines on the metal

K. Place the scale on the 2" mark and tighten the thumb screw

L. Mark the 2" distance in two places along the left and right side of the metal

M. Reset the scale at the 3" mark and mark the 3" distance at two places
along the left and right side of the metal



JOB SHEET #2

N. Reset the scale at the 5" mark and mark the 5" distance at two places
along the left and right side of the metal (Figure 3)

0. Remove the combination square

P Line up the framing square along both 2" marks and draw a
across the metal with soapstone

Q. Line up the framing square along both 3" marks and draw a
across the metal with soapstone

R. Line up the framing square along both 5" marks and draw a
across the metal with soapstone

S. Have your instructor check your work for parallel lines across
points exactly 2", 3", and 5" from the top

T.

straight line

straight line

straight line

the metal at

Clean up the area and return tools and materials to proper storage areas
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. Area, the measure of the surface inside a 1. R or r
figure

2. Tort
b Base

3. Cubic measure
c. Height

4. B or b
____d. Length

5. D or d
e Perimeter, the distance around the edge of a

flat surface 6. Sublinear numbers

f Side or length of a side 7. L or I

g. Thickness 8. A or a

h. Width 9. Pi (r)

i. Circumference, the distance around a circle 10. H or h

j Diameter, the distance across the center of 11. Graduations
a circle

12. Square measure
k Radius, half the distance of the diameter of

a circle 13. P or p

I Subdivisions on a rule that are equal in 14. S or s
length

15. Superlinear numbers
m A system of measuring area

n. A system of measuring volume

o. Numbers which appear below a line to clar-
ify a reference such as base one, b or base
two, b2

0 t3 t)
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TEST

p. Numbers which appear above a line to usu- 16. W or w
ally indicate the square of a number or letter
designation or an increase in power such as 17. C or c
R2 or r2 indicates that a radius should be
multiplied times itself

q. A letter from the Greek alphabet used to
identify 3.1416 or 3.14, and used to establish
the ratio of the circumference of a circle to
its diameter

2. Match basic mathematical terms with their definitions.

a Any number or numbers used to indicate an 1. Improper fraction
entire unit, quantity, or amount

2. Numerator_b. Two numbers consisting of a numerator and
denominator separated by a fraction line to 3. Factors
indicate a part of one unit

4. Unit fraction
c. Any whole number plus a fractional part of

one additional unit 5. Whole number

_Id. The top number of a fraction 6. Lowest terms

e. The base or lower number of a fraction 7. Mixed number

8. Denominator
f. A fraction whose numerator is less than the

denominator, indicating a value of less than 9. Fraction
one unit

10. Proper fraction
g. A fraction whose numerator is equal to or

greater than the denominator, indicating a 11. Complex fraction
value greater than one unit

h. A proper fraction with a numerator of 1

i. A fraction with either or both terms
expressed as a fraction or mixed number

j. The lowest base number by which a fraction
may be reduced for simplification in unit
measurement

1<. Two fractions with the same denominator in
each fraction which allows for simplification
in adding and dividing fractions

IN el
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The parts of a number that can be multiplied 12. Common
to equal that number denominator

m. The result of addition 13. Quotient

n. The result of division 14. Sum

3. Select true statements concerning advantages of decimal equivalent and conversion
charts by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Convenience of converting units

1) Fractions to decimals

2) Decimals to fractions

3) Feet and inches to decimals and vice versa

b Saves time

c Establishes standard for unit conversion

d Lists sizes from smallest to largest

e Difficult to read, but still faster

4. Complete statements concerning the uses for fractions by circling the word(s) that best
complete each statement.

a. Combines parts of a unit or units into (a total amount) (subdivisions)

b. Allows a system for adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing (parts of a unit)
(odd numbers)

5. Select true statements concerning uses for decimals by placing an "X" in the appropri-
ate blanks.

a. Allows for a lesser method of accuracy than fractional form

b. Provides a conversion system for measuring materials

6. Complete definitions of methods of expressing fractions and decimal equivalents by
circling the word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Word (Always) (May be) in writing or (always) (may be) spoken

b. Number (Sometimes) (Always) in writing; a system of numerators, denomina-
tors, whole numbers, mixed numbers, and other forms to signify a value
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TEST

7. Select true statements concerning percent and its uses by placing an "X" in the appro-
priate blanks.

a Percent is based upon thousands and is used to express the ratio of an
amount related to one hundred

b 100% means the total amount of items or amounts in question

8. Complete lists of units of measure found on rules by circling the word that best defines
each list.

a. (Decimal) (Fractional)

1) Eighths

2) Sixteenths

3) Thirty-seconds

4) Sixty-fourths

b. (Decimal) (Fractional)

1) Tenths

2) Hundredths

3) Thousands

c. (Metric) (Decimal)

1) Meter

2) Decimeter

3) Centimeter

4) Millimeter

9. Arrange in order the steps for reading a rule by placing the correct sequence number in
the appropriate blank.

a Total the number of graduations

b Reduce graduations to lowest terms

c Select proper scale

d. Count whole units
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TEST

10. Arrange in order the steps for finding mid-point of a given distance by placing the cor-
rect sequence number in the appropriate blank.

a. Measure the total distance

b. Divide the distance by two or multiply it by one-half

c. Reduce graduation to lowest terms

11. Complete the following formulas for perimeters.

a. Rectangle P =

b. Square P =

c. Triangle P =

12. Calculate the perimeters for the following rectangles, squares, and triangles.

a. Rectangles:

1) length = 4', width = 3'

2) length = 5", width = 7"

3) length = 6', width = 5'

b. Squares:

1) length of side = 4'

2) length of side = 7"

3) length of side = 3'

c. Triangles (length of side one, two, and three in order):

1) 3', 3', 3'

2) 3', 5', 7'

3) 2', 3', 12"
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TEST

13. Identify basic geometric figures by writing the correct name below each of the following
illustrations.

a

c

e

b

d

f

14. Calculate areas of the following geometric figures.

a. A parallelogram with a base of 10 inches and a height of 4 inches

b. A rectangle with a length of 6 yards and a width of 3 yards

c. A square with a side of 5 feet
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TEST

d. A triangle with a base of 4 feet and a height of 3 feet

e. A rhombus with a base of 9 feet and a height of 6 feet

f. A trapezoid with a height of 6 inches, one base of 4 inches, and another base of 3
inches

15. Calculate the measurements of the following circles.

a. What is the diameter of a circle with a 3' radius?

b. What is the radius of a circle with a 9' diameter?

c. What is the circumference of a circle with a 6' diameter?

d. What is the area of a circle with a radius of 4"?

16. Solve the following problems concerning methods of sizing commonly used steel
stock.

a. A square bar 10' long and 8" wide would need what other measurement to be
properly sized?

b. A flat bar 10' long and1/2" thick would need what other measurement to be prop-
erly sized?
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TEST

c. If the width of the beam on a 5' H beam is 4", what other measurement would be
needed to properly size the beam?

d. What kind of stock is sized according to length and diameter?

17. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide fractions.

b. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimal equivalents.

c. Convert fractions to decimal form.

d. Write fractions as decimals and percents.

e. Write percents as fractions and decimals.

f. Write decimals as fractions and percents.

g. Make conversions with the decimal equivalent and inches to decimal conversion
charts.

h. Use the English-Metric Conversion Chart.

i. Measure distance with 1", 1/2", and 1/4" graduations.

j. Measure distances with 1/4" and 1/8" graduations.

k. Measure distances with 1/8" graduations.

I. Measure distances with 1/16" graduations.

m. Measure given line segments with 1/16" graduations.

n. Measure dimensions of given objects with a rule.

o. Measure given lines and objects with a rule.

p. Use a rule to draw lines and objects to given specifications.

q. Find the mid-point of given lines and figures.

r. Calculate the perimeters of given rectangles.

II
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TEST

s. Calculate the perimeters of given squares.

t. Calculate the perimeters of given triangles.

u. Calculate the areas of given parallelograms.

v. Calculate the areas of given rectangles.

w. Calculate the areas of given squares.

x. Calculate the areas of given triangles.

y. Calculate the areas of given rhombuses.

z. Calculate the areas of given trapezoids.

aa. Calculate the circumferences of given circles.

bb. Calculate the areas of given circles.

cc. Adjust a bevel square to a 45° angle using a framing square, a combination
square, and a protractor.

dd. Use a combination square to form 90° and 45° angles and to draw parallel lines
on selected metal stock.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)
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BASIC MATH AND MEASURING
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 8 g. 2 m. 12
b. 4 h. 16 n. 3
c. 10 i. 17 0. 6
d. 7 j. 5 p. 15
e. 13 k. 1 q. 9
f. 14 I. 11

2. a. 5 h. 4
b. 9 i. 11

c. 7 j. 6
d. 2 k. 12
e. 8 I. 3
f. 10 m. 14
g. 1 n. 13

3. a, b, c, d

4. a.
b.

Total amount
Parts of a unit

5. b

6. a.
b.

May be, may be
Always

7. b

8. a.
b.
c.

Fractional
Decimal
Metric

9. a.
b.
c.
d.

3
4
1

2

10. a.
b.
c.

1

2

3

11. a.
b.
c.

2L + 2W
4s
S, + S2 = 53
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ANSWERS TO TEST

12. a. 1) 14'
2) 24"
3) 22'

b. 1) 16'
2) 28"
3) 12'

c. 1) 9'
2) 15'
3) 6'

13. a. Paral:elogram
b. Rectangle
c. Square
d. Triangle
e. Rhombus
f. Trapezoid

14. a. 40 square inches
b. 18 square yards
c. 25 square feet
d. 6 square feet
e. 54 square feet
f. 21 square inches

15. a. 6'
b. 4 1/2'
c. 18.84'
d. 50.24"

16. a. Thickness
b. Width
c. The height of the beam
d. Hot and coldrolled rounds

17. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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After completion of this unit, the student should be able to discuss procedures in applying for
a welding job, list reasons why welding job applicants need to be well prepared, and what
employers look for in a welding job applicant. The student should also be able to complete a
social security card application, a personal resume, write a letter requesting a job interview,
and fill out a job application form and a medical questionnaire. This knowledge will be evi-
denced by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the assignment sheets and by scor-
ing 85 percent on the unit test.

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to applying for a welding job with their correct definitions.

2. Complete a list of reasons why a worker needs a social security card.

3. Complete a list of information required on a social security card application.

4. Select true statements concerning guidelines for filling out a social security appli-
cation.

5. Complete a list of reasons why beginning welders do get jobs.

6. List ways to find a job.

7. Complete statements concerning what employers look for in welding job appli-
cants.

8. Select true statements concerning why welding job applicants need to be well pre-
pared.

9. Complete a list of guidelines for preparing an effective re-ume.

10. Complete statements concerning effective ways to arrange for a job intervieN.

11. Select true statements concerning guidelines for filling out a job application.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Select true statements concerning guidelines for making a good impression at a
welding job interview.

1C. Complete statements concerning guidelines for succeeding with a welding test.

14. Complete statements concerning guidelines for completing a medical question-
naire.

15. Use assignment sheets to:

a. Complete a social security card application.

b. Prepare a personal resume.

c. Write a letter requesting a job interview.

d. Complete an application for employment as a welder.

e. Complete a medical questionnaire.
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with objective sheet.

II. Provide student with information and assignment sheets.

III. Make transparency.

IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

VI. Invite a personnel director from a company that hires welders to talk to the class
about job interviews and the value of a resume in a job application.

VII. Invite a supervisor who administers welding tests to job applicants to talk to the
class about test procedures and how applicants should prepare for them.

VIII. Invite a local or area welding supervisor in charge of welding training in industry to
talk to the class about the welding skills that industry is looking for.

IX. Have students role-play job interviews.

X. Have an experienced welder talk to the class about how he or she learned to weld,
their first welding job, the types of welding jobs they've had through the years, and
the manner in which they applied for jobs.

Xl. Invite a former student to talk to the class abut the transition from training to
actual employment, and have the student highlight elements of training that have
proved most beneficial on the job.

XII. Much of the information requested of students in the assignment sheets is private
and confidential and should be returned to individual students after assignment
sheets are evaluated.

XIII. Time the teaching of this unit of instruction to the best advantage of those stu-
dents who will soon be looking for welding jobs, and have counselors or place-
ment personnel read the unit so they'll be aware of the special requirements for
getting a welding job.

XIV. Give test.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

I. Included in this unit:

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency 1 Welding Test Procedure

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Complete a Social Security Card Applica-
tion

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Prepare a Personal Resume

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Write a Letter Requesting a Job Interview

4. Assignment Sheet #'i Complete an Application for Employment as
a Welder

5. Assignment Sheet #5 Complete a Medical Questionnaire

E. Test

F. Answers to test

II. References:

A. VICA, Secondary Edition, Spring 1983. Leesburg, VA 22075: Vocational
Instructional Clubs of America, Inc., 1983.

(NOTE: This secondary edition of the official journal of VICA includes sev-
eral articles designed to assist vocational students find jobs. The articles
include, "The Job Hunt: Time to Start," "Get Your Bearings: Where to
Begin," "Set Your Sights: Where to Look," "Hit the Trail: How to Apply," and
"Tell Your Story: The Interview.")

B. VICA, Professional Edition, Spring 1983. Leesburg, VA 22075: Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America, Inc., 1983.

(NOTE: This professional edition of the official journal of VICA includes the
article, "Helping Your Students With Their Job Search," and a sample appli-
cation for employment.)
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Awards Recognition received for outstanding achievement

Example: Winning or placing in a skills contest

B. Fraternal activities Clubs or organizations that a person belongs to and
participates in

Example: Membership in Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA),
membership in a local chapter of the American Welding Society
(AWS), athletic teams, and any groups dedicated to community
service

C. Extra-curricular activities Hobbies and pastimes

Example: Model building, hunting, fishing, and camping

D. Qualifications The experience, education, and physical abilities which
suit a person for a given job

Example: Acceptable grades in school, summer jobs, and good eye-hand
coordination

E. Vocational preparation Vocational courses taken and skills acquired
there, or skills acquired in on-the-job situations

Example: Shop, welding, carpentry, auto mechanics, and after-schcol or
summer jobs directly related to job objectives

F. Resume A brief typed summary of one's qualifications and experience
that is used in applying for a fel)

Example: See Assignment Sheet #2.

II. Reasons why a worker needs a social security card

A. Almost all U.S. companies require workers to have or obtain a social secu-
rity card or have available their social security card number

B. Through the social security program, earnings and employee and employer
contributions are recorded so that workers will receive retirement or disabil-
ity benefits
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. In the event of a worker's death, social security records are used to deter-
mine benefits for survivors

D. Information from social security records helps the government conduct
research programs for income distribution and other areas such as health
insurance

III. Information required on a social security card application (Assignment Sheet #1)

A. Your name as you use it now

B. The name given you at birth

C. Your place of birth

D. Your citizenship or alien status

E. Your date of birth

F. Your sex

G. Your mother's name at her birth

H. Your father's name

I. Your mailing address

J. Your phone number

IV. Guidelines for filling out a social security application (Assignment Sheet #1)

A. If you do not know the answer to a question, write "unknown" in the space
so it will indicate you did not overlook the question

B. Use abbreviations only when you know they will be completely understood

C. Include the area code when listing your telephone number

D. Sign your name as you usually write it, but do not print your name unless
you usually print your signature

E. Include brief notes to clarify any information that could be misunderstood

Example: Should your father's last name be different from your name at
birth, write "step-father" or "adopting father" beside your
father's name
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INFORMATION SHEET

F Complete your application only on Form SS-5 obtained from a social secu-
rity office because the special paper is designed for machines that process
information and xerox copies are difficult to process

(NOTE: The social security card application in Assignment Sheet #1 is
designed for practice only, but you can take the completed practice copy
with you to save time when you actually go to a social security office to
obtain a social security card.)

G. Use the social security application form when applying for a replacement
social security card

V. Reasons why beginning welders do get jobs

A. Experienced welders retire or sometimes go into business for themselves
and those jobs have to be filled

B. Many jobs for welding machine operators requ!re minimum training time,
and beginners with good basic skills frequently stand as good a chance at
these jobs as do experienced welders

C. Many companies prefer to train welders in their own way of doing things,
and some of these companies would rather have new talent than have to
retrain an experienced welder who might not be receptive to new materials
or processes

D. Beginning welders are often given basic welding jobs that experienced
welders don't care to work on, and start at pay scales that experienced
welders might consider toe low

(NOTE: Beginning pay scale should not be the most imp it element in
evaluating a job opportunity because if you have the proper skills and atti-
tudes, you will advance in both position and pay.)

VI. Ways to find a job

A. Classified ads in local and area newspapers

B. Private employment agencies

(NOTE: Private employment agencies charge a fee for their services.)

C. State employment offices

(NOTE: State employment offices charge no fees, and many employers list
job openings with these state agencies for both full and part time work.)

D. Local labor union business office
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. School instructors and counselors

(NOTE: Many schools have placement offices to help students find work or
to help them prepare resumes and other information required for job appli-
cations.)

F. Working welders

(NOTE: Welders on the job sometimes know of openings that are not for-
mally advertised, and they are good sources of information about job
requirements, pay, and working conditions.)

G. Welding supply firms

VII. What employers look for in welding job applicants

A. Someone who is neat acid clean

(NOTE: This does not mean you should wear a suit and tie to a welding job
interview, in fact, you should not wear a suit and tie, but you should be
clean and neatly dressed.)

B. Someone who has a good attendance record with previous employers or at
school

C. Someone who has an accident-free work record with previous employers

D. Someone who has taken minimum time off in previous employment
because of physical or personal problems

Vlii. Why welding job applicants need to be well prepared

A. Applicants for a welding job not only have to complete a job application
form and go through an interview, they frequently have to take a welding
test

(NOTE: Many job applicants fill out a job application, have an interview, and
then are hired or not hired on the basis of positive responses from refer-
ences and previous employers, but welding is a field where you can or can't
do it, and the welding test is an important part of the job-getting process.)

B. Many companies that hire welders also require that an applicant fill out a
medical questionnaire and take a physical wnich includes a back x-ray
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Guidelines for preparing an effective resume (Assignment Sheet #2)

A. Arrange information in a logical order

B. Use an outline form that is brief and to the point

C. Type the resume or have it typed

D. Check for proper grammar and spelling

E. List education, work experience, and extra-curricular activities

E Limit the resume to one page if possible

X. Effective ways to arrange for a job interview

A. Telephone:

1. Indicate your interest in the company and the job

2. State your name clearly

3. Review your qualifications briefly

4. Indicate that you will be available for the interview at a time most
convenient for the company

5. Have pencil and paper handy to write down any special instructions
or the time set for the interview

6. Double check information by repeating it to the person with whom
you are talking, and thank them for the help before hanging up

B. Letter. (Assignment Sheet #3)

1. Open the letter with a brief reference to the ad or reference source
that inspired you to want the interview

2. State your qualifications briefly

3. Indicate a telephone number, including area code, where you can be
reached during the day, and a mailing address

4. If you send a resume with your letter, indicate that it is enclosed

5. Use a formal closing, and sign your name or type your name and sign
above it
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INFORMATION SHEET

6. Indicate the enclosure below your name

7. Use a typed, standard letter form, and have someone qualified check
the letter for spelling, grammar, and overall neatness

C. Personal reference

(NOTE: Personal reference is one of the most effective ways to get a job,
and when someone extends that courtesy, don't let them down by failing to
follow up the reference or by being poorly prepared for the job interview.)

XL Guidelines for filling out a job application (Assignment Sheet #4)

A. Read through the form before you start filling it out so you won't duplicate
information or have to erase items

B. If the application specifies that certain items are to be printed, be sure to
print, not write

C. Include the area code with your telephone number

D. Clarify any information that may be confusing with a brief note

E. Take your social security card with you to make sure you know the exact
number

E Know your height and weight

G. Prepare a list of previous employers' addresses and telephone numbers in
advance

H. When listing references, do not use personal friends, but do include former
teachers, your minister, your doctor or banker, or business persons

I. List all experience directly related to the job for which you are applying,
even if it was only a short-term after-school or summer job

J. Be honest with all your answers, but keep your answers as positive as pos-
sible

Example: If you have left a temporary job for that reason only, indicate
that it was only temporary employment, and if you have been
dismissed from a job, indicate the true problem such as,
"Enjoyed work, but had personality conflict with supervisor."

K. Ask questions when you have any doubt about how a question should be
answered

41.5



INFORMATION SHEET

L Be honest when stating your physical condition and include information
which might limit conditions under which you can work or certain types of
work you can not accomplish

Example: Persons with bad backs cannot do heavy lifting and persons
with certain allergies require clean working environments

XII. Gude lines for making a good impression at a welding job interview

A. Be neat, clean, and properly dressed, and ON TIME

(NOTE: Sandals, thongs, cut-offs, and the like do not make good impres-
sions at a job interview, but being properly dressed for the prospects that
you will take a welding test can be impressive.)

B. Do not smoke or chew gum

C. Be positive with your answers, but do not try to oversell your abilities
because the welding test you take later will say more about your abilities
than words can

D. If friends or relatives accompany you, leave them in the car; do not take
them with you to the interview

E. Concentrate on the skills you have that are directly related to the job you
are applying for, but mention any basic skills you have with other welding
processes, and especially skills you may have in blueprint reading and lay-
out

F. Admit that you are nervous, if you are, but sit erect, keep eye contact with
the interviewer, and use the best English you are capable of using

G. Let the interviewer know that you have brought your own tools along in the
event you should be requested to take a welding test

H. Plan your interview day so that you will have plenty of time for the interview,
the welding test, and, if required, the physical

(NOTE: Planning other activities for the same day as a job interview may
burden you with distracting thoughts that adversely affect your chances for
getting a job.)

XIII. Guidelines for succeeding with a welding test (Transparency 1)

A. Get a good rest the night before the test

B. Pay careful attention to directions given by the supervisor giving the test,
and if a written procedure is used, read it carefully before starting the test
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Take your own gear with you because you will be more comfortable with your own
gloves and cutting goggles, and the lens shade in your helmet should be the one with
which you have learned to work safely and comfortably

D. Make sure the gear you do take is in good order because dirty or damaged equipment
indicates a less than professional attitude and interest

E. In most testing, ybu will be permitted to run a few practice beads so take advantage of
the time to adjust equipment or ask questions about things that do not seem right

E Always remember that when you get as far as a welding test, you are well on the road to
a job, so concentrate on the procedure and finish it properly

G. When the test is finished, thank the supervisor for helping, and follow directions for
whatever the job-getting process requires next

(NOTE: As you train for a welding job, keep in mind the items in the testing procedure
outlined in Transparency 1 for these are some of the skills you should concentrate on.)

XIV. Guidelines for completing a medical questionnaire (Assignment Sheet #5)

A. Answer all questions

B. Ask questions about anything you do not understand

C. Use notes to explain "yes" answers that need clarification

Example: If you are taking prescribed medicine for relief of a temporary
condition such as a cold or a nonrecurring problem, make a
note to indicate the condition is temporary
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Welding Test Procedure

APPLICANT EVALUATION

NAME: DATE:

TEST

Activity Good Fair Marginal Poor

Setting Power Source

Tacking Test Plates

Striking Arc

Uniform Bead Appearance

Undercut

Surface Porosity

Restarts

Weld Termination

Equal Leg Length

Overlap

REMARKS:

TESTED BY:

418
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ASSIGNMENT SHE

Directions: Use the
rity card applicatio

APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

ET #1 COMPLETE A SOCIAL SECURITY CARD APPLICATION

guidelines in the information sheet and the following sample social secu-
n form to complete an application for a social security card.

(NOTE: Should you need a social security number, use this application as a guideline, but the
application itself should be made at your local or area social security office so that it will be on
paper designed for computer processing.)

419
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

SAMPLE SECURITY CARD APPLICATION

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH ANO HUMAN SERVICES
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

FORM SS-5 ,APPLICATION FOR A
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBEROAKL!
(Oriel*. 1104011110'i?i90kr!it10^). `

Form Approved
OMB No 0960-004

*MICROFILM REF. NO. (SSA USE ONLY)

Unless the requested Infomtatkin is provided:we may not be'eble to Niue a Social Security Number (20 CFR 422-103(b))
INSTRUCTIONS Before completing this form, please read the Instructions on the opposite page. You can type or print. using
TO APPLICANT pen with dark blue or black iniuDo not use pencil.
NAA

NMI

1
I

DNA

NAME TO First Middle Last
BE SHOWN
ON CARD I I

FULL NAME AT First Middle I Last
BIRTH (IF OTHER
THAN ABOVE)

OTHER
NAME(S) ' .

USED .

In/
2

CTY

MAILING (Street/Apt. N0. P.O. Box. Aural Route No )
ADDRESS .

CITY STE STATE -, ZIP ZIP COOE

eV

3
CITIZENSHIP (Check one only)

0 a. U s cdu...,

. b Legal 511On allowed lo work

c Legal Mien not allowed to work

III d Other (Sea Instructions on Page 2)

SEX

.4
SEX

MALE

FEMALE

Erg RACE/ETHNIC

B

1111

III

DESCRIPTION (Check OM only) (Voluntary)

a. Asian. Aai or Pacific Islander (Includes" persons of Chinese.
Filipino. Japanese. Korean. Samoan. etc.. ancestry or descent)

i. "Hspenic (Includes persons of Chicaho. Cuban. Mexican or Mexican-
American. Puerto Rican. South or Central American. or other Spanish
ancestry Or descent) -

dt., Negro or Black (not HrsPen4
. .

,d. NOTTRaffi American IncOan or Alaskan Native

Miele (riot HisPenicl

006-DATE
4
V

MONTH OAT , TEAR

OF ;

BIRTH

ME pstrA.ano 1......,ce
'.8, Or

MATH

. COY STATE OR FOREIGN COUNTRY 1 Fel
I

:

MNA

9
VNA

MOTHERS First
NAME AT
HER BIRTH

Last tHm rnaKHA name)

:

FATHERS
Fast

NAME

' kiddie I last

PNO

SS"

NLC

a His th. person bled el Item 1 above or Myer*
111 II MONTH

acto) on nut persons 000 ere vow) ler, , YES(2) , NO(1) III Don't know(1) II yes. i YEAR

a Social Skurtty numb*, card Orme TONIMI: ....0.- I
,. ..,

b Was a card received? YES(3) In $O(1) II D0;11 'Mow (1) BM( chocked pa to or b. colsPNIN- Items c (Waugh y *theme'se go to Item 11

c. Enter Soda! Security number.

d Enter the name shown on Mil most recent Social Security card.

. ..

is'. Dale of ''... , , ,
MONTH . DAY YEAR

' birth correction .. . ' .

% , (See Instruction 10 ./.
. 041M* 2) ' _

WIZ'
1 1

. MONTH ,12Ai , YEAR I.. ,I
TODAY'S

l' I
I ' 1 21

TV otone mobil where we hi. , HOME OTHER

&s.yrft,....Yvcrd.hiC:,..e.a.s.,F
!

I

Alb,
'

43
,

..:1'

WARNING: Dellgeretely WOO** (or Musing to be Ismieheg) MIMI ItsferMetlan on *le molicetion le a crime ourgeheble by fine or Imprisonment, or both.
YOUR SIGNATURE . s YOUR

t3,REUelptJSHIP

TO PERSON IN ITEM 1

-4,!: 13 0 11er (Speedy)

WITNESS (Needed only deigned by mark -X-). WITNESS (letsided only If signed by mark X")

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE (FOR SSA USE ONLY) DTC SSA RECEIPT OATE .

SSN
ASSIGNED

.

.

=Mr

.
NPN

AND TITLE OF EMPLOYEE(S) REVIEWING
EVIDENCE ANO/OR CONDUCTING INTERVIEW

DOC NTC

8147-FG7-4ATURE

CAN
TYPE(S) OF EVIDENCE SUBMITTED

ION

,..' MANOATORY
E3 SIN

CONDUCTED

ITV .

OATE

DATE

go,.

FORM 1345 .(143)
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

HOW TO APPLY FOR A SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER CARD
(Original, Replacement or Correction)

This application can be used to apply for a Social Security number for the first time, to get a replacement for your card, or change any
information on your record Before you begin to complete this application. please read the information below, the completion instruction,
on page 2 and the info nation about the Prisacy Act on page 4 of this form.

WHERE TO APPI.Y

You may apply either by mailing your documents and forms to the nearest Social Security office or by bringing them in person, flowewr,
you must apply in person at a Social Security office if

I. You arc age 18 or older and hasc never had a Social Security number card before. or

2. You arc an alien whose immigration documents should not be mailed

EVIDENCE YOU W11.1. NEED

The Social Security law requires that you furnish esidence of your age. identity. and U S. citizenship or lawful alien status when you apply for
a Social Security card The evidence you must submit will depend on your circumstances 1 here arc four different categories described below
Find the one which applies to you and then read the instructions carefully'.

You must submit original or certified documents as evidence we cannot accept uncertified or notarized photocopies. We will return all
documents submitted. NOTE: all documents submitted as evidence may be retained temporarily and verified with the custodian of the
original records.

If you hasc any questions or nccd help in obtaining your document,, please call or c isit your nearest Social Security office

1. U.S. Citizen Born in the U.S. 2. U.S. Citizen Born Outside the U.S.
Applying for Original Social Security Number Applying for Original Social Security Number

Please submit one document from List A and at (cast one from list B

List A Evidence of Age and Citizenship

One of the following records established before your 5th birthday
Public or hospital birth certificate
Religious record of birth or baptism

If your birth was neser recorded or the public record no longer exist,, sub-
mit documents from list B for esidence of age and citizenship At lust sine
document must show your name, age or date of birth, and your place of
birth It should be at least one year old

list B Evidence of Identits IA birth record is not es 'demi. of 'dentin%

State identity card

Insurance policy

Driser's license

School ID card

Vaccination certificate

Adoption record

School record or report card

Clinic, doctor or hospital record L. S passport or 1.111/C11 II) card

Church membership or confirmation record

Day cart or nursery school record

Court order for name change

Labor union or fraternal organization record

Record of child's membership in Boy Stouts Girl Stouts or other youth

organization

Any other document prosiding identifying data such as physical
description, photograph, of signature

%hal rage or doom record

Work badge or building pas,

Voter's registration card

military or draft record

Newspaper notice of birth

Prior Welfare ID card

Military dependent 's 11)

FORM SS-5 (8-,s3)

If you were born outside the U S but are a S 1.111/ln )IIU should submit
either

S consular report of birth and evidence of your identits Isee
category I list 11) or

b 't out foreign birth certificate Iii asadable) and one of the following
L S citizen Ithard I; S passport

( ertificate of citizenship Naturalization certificate
I S military discharge paper, showing 1 S citizenship

3. Alien Not a U.S. Citizen
Applying for Original Social Security Number

you all an alien lising in or sisiting the I' S , you should bring in sour

foreign birth certificate (if asdilablr) and one of the following

Alien Registration Card 1-151 sir 1-551

I S Immigration I orm 144, 145, 1-185 1-1k6 or 1.556 (and 1 -444,
applicable )

NOR: Do not mail these documents bring them in.

We can assign sou a Social Security number to use for work only it you arc
a permanent resident alien or are otherwise outhunted to work by the
Immigration and Naturalization Sersice DNS)

If you are a 1.1.1l111> admitted alien but nor petnoliedie.nork and you hose
a solid need for a 'social Security number fora reason other than work,
we will issue you a number Howeser, we will mark your record and the
card will show that the number is not solid for employment II you cscr
use the number in a Job, we will notify I 's S of the unauthorited work
In addition, any information obtained in connection with this applica-
tion can be gisen to INS

4. Any Applicant Requesting a Correction or
Replacement Card

You must present at least esidence of your identity such as one or more of
the document, in categories I (l ist 2 or 3 If you are foreign-born
for 1.1 S horn but no anger a L S citizen), you must also submit esi-
dence of your current S citizenship or alien status After we examine
your documents you may be asked for additional esidence of your age
or L S citizenship or alien status

If you arc changing your name, you must provide evidence identifying
you under both your old and new names We will accept one doeurnen
if it shows both the old and new names or multiple documents if rac,u
shows only one name If the name change is due to marriage or disorce,
your marriage certificate or disorce decree is usually sufficient if the
document shows both your presious and new names

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 PREPARE A PERSONAL RESUME

Directions: Use the guidelines in the information sheet and the example that follows to pre-
pare a personal resume.

Name: Pat L Smith
Address: 777 E. Adams Street

Anytown, USA 74074

Telephone: (405) 377-3303 (This space may be used for
a wallet-size photograph)

Age: 18
Height: 5' 10"
Weight: 165 pounds
Health: Excellent
Marital Status: Single

Education: Expect to be graduated from high school in May, 19

Subjects Studied: Basic Drafting 2 semesters
Shop Math I.seinester
OxyacetyleneWeld14.7=4.-aemester
Shielded Metal Arc Welding. 2 semesters
(Completed 7:par3cinaiProjects)
TIG Welding' = 1 semester
Welding. Blueprint Reading and Layout 1 semester

Student Activities: Spring league'softbail
Vice President, VICA
Students of Science Club

Work Experience: Al - Drug Store, stocking clerk, Summer, 19
Simms Portable Buildings, helper and assembler, Summer, 19
Gregory"-Traller'Company, welder's helper, Summer, 19 and

weekend's during school
-e

References: Dr. Jim Evans
PinevieW:Medical Clinic
1600 PineileW
Anytown, USA 74074

Mr. Walter Simms
SimmiPOrtable. Buildings
4850 MO:Ai:Avenue
Anytown, USA 74074

Mr. Clay Gregory
Gregory.Trailer Company
711 Quarter Horse Lane
Anytown,USA 74074

422



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

RESUME

Name.

Address:
(Street) (City)

(State) (Zip Code)

Telephone. ( )

Age.

Height:

Weight:

Health'

Marital Status.

Education:

Subjects Studied:

Student Activities:

423
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

Work Experience:

References:

IW-461
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 WRITE A LETTER REQUESTING A JOB INTERVIEW

Directions: Use the guidelines in the information sheet and the sample letter that accompa-
nies this assignment sheet to prepare your own letter requesting a job interview.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

Sample Letter for Requesting an Interview

Mr. Kellen Fortney
Personnel Director
AcquaWeld Industries, Inc.
1700 Lakeshore Drive
Vacationaland, USA 73107

Dear Mr. Fortney:

Your advertisement for a welding job in the Sunday edition of the Lakeside Gazette interests
me because my welding program at Twin-Lakes Vo-Tech School emphasizes most of the
requirements you listed.

My grades in the two-year welding program at Twin Lakes have been good, especially in oxy-
acetylene welding and cutting and shielded metal arc welding. Blueprint reading and I; gout is
included in my studies, and our class projects have included building two different types of
boat trailers.

School will end in about six weeks, and I am sincerely interested in going to work as a welder.
The enclosed resume lists other qualifications and references.

My mailing address is 777 E. Adams, Anytown, USA 74074, and my home telephone is (405)
377-3303.

Acqua-Weld Industries has an excellent reputation, and I am looking forward to interviewing
for the job.

Sincerely yours,

Pat L Smith

Encl. 1
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

LETTER REQUESTING A JOB INTERVIEW
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 COMPLETE AN APPLICATION
FOR EMPLOYMENT AS A WELDER

Directions: Use the guidelines in the information sheet and the following application for
employment to complete an application for employment as a welder.

(NOTE To properly complete the following application form, you will need names, addresses,
and telephone numbers that you may have to look up, so your instructor may request that you
complete this application at home or at a later date when you are prepared to properly list all
the information required.)
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

JOB APPLICATION FORM

RODDERSON STEEL COMPANY

Application For Employment

i PLEASE PRINT)

Qualified applicants are considered for all positions without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, age, marital or veteran status, or the presence of a nonjob-
related medical condition or handicap.

Date of Application

Position(s) Applied For

Referral Source: Advertisement Friend Relative

Employment Agency 0 Other

Name
lAsT SIRsT MIDDLE

Address
NUMBER sTREET CITY STATE ZIP CODE

Phone No. (
Social Security No

ARIA 1001

Have you filed an application here before? Yes 0 No Date

Have you ever been employed here before? Yes No Date

Arc you a citizen of the United States? 0Yes No

If not, do you possess an Alien Registration Card? Yes 0 No

If yes. give Alien Registration Number

Are you available to work? Full Time Part Time Shift Work

Are you on lay-off and subject to recall? Yes No

Are you? Under 18 18.70 Over 70 years of age

Do any of your friends or relatives, other than your spouse, work here? Yes No

If yes, list name(s)

Have you been convicted of a felony within the last 7 years? No Yes

If yes, explain

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F/V/H

429
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purpose is to provide information regarding proper placement and appropriate accommodation to enable you to perform
the job in a proper and safe manner This information will be treated as confidential. Failure to provide this information will
not jeopardize or adversely affect any consideration you may receive for employment.

If you wish to be identified, please sign below

Handicapped Individual Disabled Veteran

Signed

430

0 Vietnam Era Veteran

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Are you a veteran of the U.S. military service? 0 Yes No Rank

If yes, what was your Branch of U S. military service

Do you have any physical, mental or medical impairment
or disability that would limit your job performance

Yes Nofor the position for which you are applying?

If yes, please explain

What foreign languages do you speak, read and/or write?

List professional, trade, business or civic activities and offices held. ( Excludegroups which indicate race,
color, religion, sex or national origin):

Give name, address and phone number of three references not related to you.

Special Employment Notice To Disabled Veterans, Vietnam Era Veterans, And Individuals With
Physical Or Mental Handicaps
Government contractors are subject w Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974 which requires
that they take affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified disabled veterans and veterans of the
Vietnam Era, and Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1971, as amended, which requires government contractors to rake
affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified handicapped individuals.

If you are a disabled veteran, or have a physical or mental handicap, you are invited .o volunteer this information The

FLUENTLY GOOD FAIR

SPEAK

READ

WRITE



Applicant ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Data Record
(PLEASE PRINT)

Qualified applicants are considered for all positions, and employees are treated during
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital or
veteran status, medical condition or handicap.

As employers/government contractors, we comply with government regulations and
affirmative action responsibilities.

Solely, to help us comply with government record keeping, reporting and other legal
requirements, please fill out the Data Record.

This Data is for periodic government reporting and will be kept in a Confidential File
separate from the Application for Employment.

Da-e

Position(s) Applied For

Referral Source: Advertisement Friend Relative
Employment Agency Other

Name Phone ( )
LAST FIRST MIDDLE AREA CODE

Address
NUMBER STREET CITY STATE ZIP CODE

Affirmative Action Survey

Government agencies require periodic reports on the sex, ethnicity, handicapped and veteran status of applicants. This
data is for analysis and affirmative action only. Submission of information about a handicap is voluntary.

Check one:
Male Female

Check one of the following.
Race/Ethnic Group: White Black Hispanic

American Indian /Alaskan Native Cl Asian/Pacific Islander

Check if any of the following are applicable:

Vietnam Era Veteran Disabled Veteran Handicapped Individual

Have You Ever Filed a Claim for Workmen's Compensation?

Yes No
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Education
Elementary High College/University

Gra
Professional

School Name

Years
Completed:(Circle) 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 1 2

Diploma/ Degree

Describe Course
Of Study:

Describe
Specialized Train-
ing, Apprentice-
ship, Skills, and
Extra-Curricular
Activities

Agreement

I certify that the information provided on the application and the Job Placement Medical Questionnaire

(and physical examination, if required) is true and complete, and that any falsification of information or
significant omissions may disqualify me from further consideration for employment and may be considered for

dismissal from employment if discovered at a later date.

I understand that if offered employment, I will be bound by all company policies, rules, and regulations
that may be in effect now or in the future.

I further understand that if employed, that my employment is not being made for a definite period of
time and that I will be subject to a probationary period of ninety days which can, at employer's discretion,
be extended. During the probationary period, employment may be terminated without notice at any time and
for any reason.

I authorize this company to conduct any necessary and reasonable investigation with respect to information
on this application (and physical :xamination, if required) and release this company, my former employers,
and personal references from any liability from damage caused by giving and receiving information or opinions
as to my employment or character.

Date

(Signature of Applicant)

For Personnel Department Use Only

Arrange Interview 0 Yes

Remarks

0 No

Employed 0 Yes 0 No

Job Title

INTERVIMER

Date of Employment
DATE

Hourly Rate/Salary Department

By
NAmL, TITLE DATE
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Employment Experience
List each job held. Start with your Present or Last job. Include military service assignments
and volunteer activities. i Exclude groups which indicate race. color, religion, sex or national
origin )

ITh Company Name Teteunone

1

'Willett Employed 'Slate Month and Yowl

Ft oh, To
Name Of SUparv.fOr %hammy Per

Stall Lest
SUR. Job Tule and OlISOtbe Your Woos Reason to. Leaymo

/
Company Name Telephone

)

Aifilieff (motored (Sims Month and Yea.)

From To

ern of SuparvIfor Weems' Per

Stott Lest
Ste Job Tule and Desenbe Your WOO. Reason tor Laa,,,n9

1

.. -,

Company Name Tleonone

1

N

Adwess (motored (Stele Month and rev)
From To

ease of Superrtso. Weet.ty Pay

Stet last
Sta. Job Trite and Desehbe Your Wort. Reason 10, (yay,n0

if \

\ J

Company Name Telephone

)

AMP*" Employee) (State Month and reel

From To
Name 01 $uptIvaof leittotly Pay

Stet, Lost
Stale Job Tul end Describe Your Weak Reason 10. Lea,h0

/

Summarize Special Skills and Qualifications
Acquired From Employment Or Other Experience

A I )
.1

c
)I 5..)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 COMPLETE A MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: Use the guidelines in the information sheet and the following sample medical
questionnaire to complete a medical questionnaire concerning your personal health and phys-
ical condition.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Are you a veteran of the U.S. military service? 0 Yes 0 No Rank

If yes, what was your Branch of U.S. military service)

Do you have any physical, mental or medical impairment
or disability that would limit your job performance
for the position for which you are applying? Yes No

If yes, please explain

What foreign languages do you speak, read and/or write?

FLUENTLY GOOD FAIR

SPEAK

READ

WRITE

List professional, trade, business or civic activities and offices held. (Exclude groups which indicate race,
color, religion, sex or national origin):

Give name, address and phone number of three references not related to you.

Special Employment Notice To Disabled Veterans, Vietnam Era Veterans, And Individuals With
Physical Or Mental Handicaps
Government contractors are subject to Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974 which requires
that they take affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified disabledveterans and veterans of the
Vietnam Era, and Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, which requiresgovernment contractors to take
affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified handicapped individuals

If you are a disabled veteran, or have a physical or mental handicap, you are invited to volunteer this information The
porpose is to provide information regarding proper placement and appropriate accommodation to enable you to perform
the job in a proper and safe manner This information will be treated as confidential Failure to provide this information will
not jeopardize or adversely affect any consideration you may receive for employment.

If you wish to be identified, please sign below.

Handicapped Individual Disabled Veteran Vietnam Era Veteran

Signed
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Applicant
Data Record

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

(PLEASE PRINT)

Qualified applicants are considered for all positions, and employees are treated during
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital or
veteran status, medical condition or handicap.

As employers/government contractors, we comply with government regulations and
affirmative action responsibilities.

Solely, to help us comply with government record keeping, reporting and other legal
requirements, please fill out the Data Record.

This Data is for periodic government reporting and will be kept in a Confidential File
separate from the Application for Employment.

Date

Position(s) Applied For

Referral Source: Advertisement Friend Relative
Employment Agency Other

Name Phone ( )
LAST FIRST MIDDLE AREA CODE

Address
NUMBER MEET art STATE ZIP CODE

Affirmative Action Survey

Government agencies require periodic reports on the sex, ethnicity, handicapped and veteran status of applicants. This
data is for analysis and affirmative action only. Submission of information about a handicap is voluntary.

Check one:
Male Female

Check one of the following:
Race/Ethnic Group: 0 White Black Hispanic

American Indian /Alaskan Native

Check if any of the following are applicable:

Vietnam Eri Veteran Disabled Veteran

Have You Ever Filed a Claim for Workmen's Compensation?

Yes No
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Asian/Pacific Islander

Handicapped Individual
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Education
Elementary High College/University

Graduate/
Professional

School Name

Years
Completed:(Circle) 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Diploma/Degree

Describe Course
Of Study:

Describe
Specialized Train-
ing, Apprentice.
ship, Skills, and
Extra-Curricular
Activities

Agreement

1 certify that the information provided on the application and the Job Placement Medical Questionnaire
(and physical examination, if required) is true and complete, and that any falsification of information or
significant omissions may disqualify me from further consideration for employment and may be considered for

dismissal from employment if discovered at a late. date.

I understand that if offered employment, I will be bound by all company policies, rules, and regulations
that may be in effect now or in the future.

I further understand that if employed, that my employment is not being made for a definite period of
time and that I will be subject to a probationary period of ninety days which can, at employer's discretion,
be extended. During the probationary period, employment may be terminated without notice at any time and
for any reason.

I authorize this company to conduct any necessary and reasonable investigation with respect to information
on this application (and physical examination, if required) and release this company, my former employers,
and personal references from any liability from damage caused by giving and receiving information or opinions
as to my employment or character.

Date

(Signature of Applicant)

For Personnel Department Use Only

Arrange Interview 0 Yes

Remarks

0 No

Employed 0 Yes 0 No

Job Title

INTERvILUIR

Date of Employment
DATE

Hourly Rate/Salary Department

By
NAME/TITLE DATE
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

Employment Experience
List each job held Start with your Present or Last job. Include milit.iry service assignment,
and volunteer activities. (Exclude groups which indicate race, color. rehg.on.sex or oational
origin )

C Name f peonon

I )

---N.

A*10.es. EmPtoyeo (Stale Month and Yea..

i.orn fo
Name Of St.toetvoso. WeVkly 410

Sta.t Last
Slam Job Tole and Osct.b You. Wo.e AaSon lot Lee..no

f N

2

\./

Company Name Telephone

I )

Aaotess Emptoemi (State Monoh anti nati
i.om To

Nm of 51.01/.Y.601 Watt ty Pay

Sta., LW
Snot. Job TIP. and Daunt). tout Wo. Reason tot Leaymo

/
r .

C-.S'

N. /

Company Nam TCfPnOn.

I I

N

A4.10.M. EmotosO (State 4.4011.1% and Yea.1

atom To

Nom Of Super...0. Wfly ray
514.1 Last

Stt Job T.tt and Onct.b tout wo.k Reason lot Lee.tno

/
N

.. i

Company Name TelepnonT

I -..

A00.all. EmpnoyO (Slat Month and low)
atop* To

4m11 of Sup.tv,sot 1N4111y lay

St..* Last
Stet. Job Tett. and Otsc..b tout WWI. RaOn fOt loyymq

i
Summarize Special Skills and Qualifications
Acquired From Employment Or Other Experience
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 COMPLETE A MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Directions: Use the guidelines in the information sheet and the following sample medical
questionnaire to complete a medical questionnaire concerning your personal health and phys-
ical condition.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5

JOB PLACEMENT MEDICAL QUESTIONNAIRE
QUESTIONARIO MEDICO DE SOLICITANTES

NAMENOMBRE POSITIONPOSICION DATEFECHA

Do you akar hevslare ustri:
Reattkaa M ateileet Iltadaes a sadaas
Wallas le ailsIleacclan a arils.)
Nocesta Io wales Maims a gawk=
Skia ashes er eases Sepia s oases

YES OR NO
$10 NO

Here you aver fte6-14 lenklo mama:

NNW Arse
Nay StarNaman Vitas it Neal

Salons el bread awslaga St la :sea a ressisaa
al camas:
Delitatss M tialOlen k ache
TabraessisTallgavages
Easarcsaa Musa
Os gas masa taprallas NM gargles

Packs pp layPasedes ag
Flew sae, parsPa castes Mee

Naary u nerigeNal is *at, trade Na fraits1s4a
lawn scams**

manila
so NO

Has you aver hatllis Ionia used:
leak Woe AnstitsJUta Manua *deal

lautlasleg heaves: to el Waal
Nein and Alma al mulls
Nutt aeletyDrall a Sal tenala ......
Sewage el satin Nadaaa ea In Mau
Fantail spellsOessayst
Vitions Was Wears Rem YU fish ......

YES OR 110
40 NO

Do you are Tam usage.
Slariek glees alaucal
Rana manes Xmas knits*
Ramat Watt trabieProblaus umalealts
*stigmas

Nina illarras Darns *mesa
llenaNanta

YES OR NO
$10 NO

71.5 on NO
Hate you am hadHe tenka ustsd: 510110

Fes et earneslems Magas s sonilskss

142101TEMaltla
ParalystsPollees
Nyman; el asolingstakteedmesale it 1as sass
1/I Os Ns plea

Ostia stassVIala leas
Stare IestaciesFarla Naas sig cabers
Moen Nadacas Micas (Jeisecas)
day wells Maas
Names break:an Wass seals

YES OR AO
V 0 NOMae you era had -1t. lanai used:

last Mae *Mamas sig la males
iad lejsry limas Is la Mail
Sal sweaty Dryly la la walla
::cIra am Nay Deana k wilts al Wats: ale

K m sawn Camala es a nada
SieNgs *au leacksika a as caisearas
D ikarid seartiesIkmaIre eulecads
Illisaalam it Maas ltarsaCsas utters
rfitts.1111 Fractsra es lei Masa

TESORO
DO NO

Do you use tOsssesUsa gores (lames. entS010S)

Fos midiPus lea
For OsamuPan la fatacts
D elos gsa taetaa lastsUp nal Was :salsas
Art yaw cola Eat Sabi seta lle ausaasa

YES CR NO

$60110Ca you twat Nara tat surgeryHa anode mu&
cal ado:
De ysn at: taw intlas Mete atoll
lebsinal sus el:

Mtn Tog Mr lull ear Vesta Ka karts Mid
Fentress as les las

YES OR NO
Hate you era 1134-1:5 Lando ustal. $10110

Stood la aria Same a la seta
Way ladle Preasaas les Naas ......
Uraatlas eXimetas Magee al WWI .....
WNW Valk Problalaas M la veils

Haw you eves ItalNs tondo usWel.
Um Inmate *mama al Newts
Noma Hostas
Jammed lcarkka

GO1lisaer NavalFaitnaas Is la viskala War

YES ORNO
S10110

sSS 011110

Do you haisDeet usted: a 0110

Coatis avast is Watt thagtes a Inca ea
la pas
Tana traala er Pilietfall Is Is titan
Is lade

CameaCarr

YES OR 110
ONO

Do you Arm stems Deta usual enema:
Os Is. Wes snagSoya Wee taotassa
Ntayse halm hated *statist:se-1a mull&
ream vaingsets k afaclas .

Nan yea ratieRti lea samara illigtfig
Klari*Iil 111041111111141fligif tattaS11

Are you Wag methane reguartyEsta
tomando tats makinas regularnierda.

An yes Was Waal dams-10 INNamap nag
atom ',brim
DI rag au abate rasitarlyUa aka saga
skaatkus Meow*

Neu tali! Galas
Neu gateCa tot Inaseetis

YES OR Ira

SIGNATUREMIA

EVUULMON OF *ORME FASIVERS (NT PERSON REVIEWNIG FORM)

EVUOUE OSSEO LAS RFS/BEMS AFIRSLUTOS

ADOMINIAL ROMANS

NUORMAOONES 0,001001USIS

SIGNATURE OF POISON MORNS FORM U SA.
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a Recognition received for outstanding 1. Extra-curricular
achievement activities

b. Clubs or organizations that a person 2. Resume
belongs to and participates in

3. Fraternal activities
c. Hobbies and pastimes

4. Vocational prepara-
d The experience, education, and physical tion

abilities which suit a person for a given job
5. Awards

e. Vocational courses taken and skills
acquired there, or skills acquired in on-the- 6. Qualifications
job situations

__J. A brief typed summary of one's qualifica-
tions and experience that is used in apply-
ing for a job

2. Complete a list of reasons why a worker needs a social security card by circling the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Almost all U.S. companies require workers to have or obtain a social security
card or have available (their social security card number) (a valid identification)

b. Through the social security program, earnings and employee and employer con-
tributions are recorded so that workers will receive (retirement or disability bene-
fits) (unemployment benefits)

c. In the event of a worker's death, social security records are used to determine
(disability payments) (benefits fcr survivors)

d. Information from social security records helps the government conduct research
programs for (unemployment records) (income distribution) and other areas such
as health insurance

3. Complete the following list of information required on a social security card applica-
tion.

a. Your name as you use it now
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TEST

b. The name given you at birth

c. Your of birth

d. Your citizenship or alien status

e. Your of birth

f. Your sex

g. Your mother's name at her birth

h. Your name

i. Your address

j. Your number

4. Select true statements concerning guidelines for filling out a social security application
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a If you do not know the answer to a question, write "unknown" in the space
so it will indicate you did not overlook the question

b Use abbreviations for as many answers as possible

c. Include the area code when listing your telephone number

d. Sign your name as you usually write it, but do not print your name unless
you usually print your signature

e Include brief notes to clarify any information that could be misunderstood

f Complete your application only on Form SS-5 obtained from a social secu-
rity office because the special paper is designed for machines that pro-
cess information and xerox copies are difficult to process

g Use the social security application form when applying for a replacement
social security card

5. Complete the following list of reasons why beginning welders do get jobs.

a. Experienced welders or sometimes go into business for
themselves and those jobs have to be filled

b. Many jobs for welding machine operators require training
time, and beginners with good basic skills frequently stand as good a chance at
these jobs as do experienced welders
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TEST

c. Many companies prefer to train welders in their way of doing
things, and some of these companies would rather have talent
than have to retrain an experienced welder who might not be receptive to new materials
or processes

d. Beginning welders are often given basic welding jobs that experienced welders don't
care to work on, and start at that experi-
enced welders might consider too low

6. List four ways to find a job.

a.

b.

c.

d.

7. Complete a list of what employers look for in welding job applicants by circling the
word(s) that best completes each statement.

a. Someone who is (dressed stylishly) (neat and clean)

b. Someone who has (a good) (an average) attendance record with previous employ-
ers or at school

c. Someone wno has (an average accident record) (an accident-free work record)
with previous employers

d. Someone who has taken (average) (minimum) time off in previous employment
because of physical or personal problems

8. Select true statements concerning why job applicants need to be well prepared by plac-
ing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Applicants for a welding job not only have to complete a job application
form and go through an interview, they frequently have to take a welding
test

_____b. Many companies that hire welders also require that an applicant fill out a
medical questionnaire and take a physical which includes a back x-ray

9. Complete a list of guidelines for preparing an effect:ve resume by circling the word(s)
that best completes each statement.

a. Arrange information in (a logical order) (any order)

b. Use (an outline form) (a paragraph style) that is brief and to the point
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TEST

c. Type the resume or (have it typed) (print it clearly)

d. Check for proper (grammar and spelling) (names and addresses)

e. List (hobbies) (education), work experience, and extra-curricular activities

f. Limit the resume to (two pages) (one page) possible

10. Complete statements concerning effective ways to arrange for a job interview.

a. Telephone:

1) Indicate your interest in the company and the job

2) State your name

3) Review your qualifications

4) Indicate that you will be available for the interview at a time most conven-
ient for the company

5) Have handy to write
down any special instructions or the time set for the interview

6) Double check information by it to the person with
whom you are talking, and thank them for the help before hanging up

b. Letter.

1) Open the letter with a brief reference to the or refer-
ence source that inspired you to want the interview

2) State your qualifications

3) Indicate a telephone number, including area code, where you can be
reached during the day, and a

4) If you send a resume with your letter, indicate that it is enclosed

5) Use a formal closing, and sign your name or type your name and sign
above it

6) Indicate the enclosure below your name

7) Use a typed, standard letter form, and have someone qualified check the
letter for spelling, grammar, and overall



TEST

11. Select true statements concerning guidelines for filling out a job application by placing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a. Read through the form before you start filling it out so you won't duplicate
information or have to erase items

b. If the application specifies that certain items are to be printed, be sure to
print, not write

c. Include the area code with your telephone number

d. Clarify any information that may be confusing with a brief note

e. Take your social security card with you to make sure you know the exact
number

f. Know your height and weight

g. Prepare a list of previous employers' addresses and telephone numbers in
advance

_h. When listing references, do not use personal friends, but do include
former teachers, your minister, your doctor or banker, or business persons

i. List all experience directly related to the job for which you are applying,
even if it was only a short-term after-school or summer job

j Be clever with all your answers, and make yourself look good

k. Ask questions when you have any doubt about how a question should be
answered

I. Be honest when stating your physical condition and include information
which might limit conditions under which you can work or certain types of
work you cannot accomplish

12. Select true statements concerning guidelines for making a good impression at a weld-
ing job interview by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Be neat, clean, properly dressed, and ON TIME

b Smoke or chew gum only while you're waiting

c. Be positive with your answers, but do not try to oversell your abilities
because the welding test you take later will say more about your abilities
than words can

d. If friends or relatives accompany you, leave them in the car; do not take
them with you to the interview
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TEST

e. Concentrate on the skills you have that are directly related to the job you
are applying for, but mention any basic skills you have with other welding
processes, and especially skills you may have in blueprint reading and lay-
out

f. Admit that you are nervous, if you are, but sit erect, keep eye contact with
the interviewer, and use the best English you are capable of using

g Let the interviewer know that you have brought your own tools along in the
event you should be requested to take a welding test

h. Plan your interview day so that you will have plenty of time for the inter-
view, the welding test, and, if required, the physical

13. Complete statements concerning guidelines for succeeding with a welding test.

a. Get a good rest the test

b. Pay attention to directions given by the supervisor giving
the test, and if a written procedure is used, read it before
starting the test

c. Take with you because you
will be more comfortable with your own gloves and cutting goggles, and the lens
shade in your helmet should be the one with which you have learned to work
safely and comfortably

d. Make sure the gear you do take is in
because dirty or damaged equipment indicates a less than professional attitude
and interest

e. In most testing, you will be permitted to
so take advantage of the time to

adjust equipment or ask questions about things that do not seem right

f. Always remember that when you get as far as a welding test, you are well on the
road to , so concentrate on the procedure and finish it properly

g. When the test is finished, thank the supervisor for helping, and
for whatever the job-getting process

requires next

14. Complete statements concerning guidelines for completing a medical questionnaire.

a. all questions

b. about anything you do not understand

c. Use to explain "yes" answers that need clarification



TEST

15. Use assignment sheets to:

a. Complete a social security card application.

b. Prepare a personal resume.

c. Write a letter requesting a job interview.

d. Complete an application for employment as a welder.

e. Complete a medical questionnaire.

(NOTE: If these activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)
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APPLYING FOR A WELDING JOB
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 5
b. 3
c. 1

d. 6
e. 4
f. 2

2. a. Their social security card number
b. Retirement or disability benefits
c. Benefits for survivors
d. Income distribution

3. c. Place or date
e. Date or place (must not be same as c)
h. Father's
i. Mailing
I. Phone

4. a, c, d, e, f, g

5. a. Retire
b. Minimum
c. Own,new
d. Pay scale

6. Any four of the following:
a. Classified ads in local and area newspapers
b. Private employment agencies
c. State employment offices
d. Local labor union business office
e. School instructors and counselors
f. Working welders
g. Welding supply firms

7. a. Neat and clean
b. A good
c. An accident-free work record
d. Minimum

8. a, b

9. a. A logical order
b. An outline form
c. Have it typed
d. Grammar and spelling
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ANSWERS TO TEST

10.

e.
f.

a.

b.

Education
One page

2) Clearly
3) Briefly
5) Pencil and paper
6) Repeating

1) Ad
2) Briefly
3) Mailing address
7) Neatness

11. a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, I, k, I

12. a, c, d, e, f, g, h

13. a. The night before
b. Careful, carefully
c. Your own gear
d. Good order
e. Run a few practice beads
f. A job
g. Follow directions

14. a. Answer
b. Ask questions
c. Notes

15. Evaluated according to guidelines referenced and standards outlined in procedures
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